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“With magic, you can turn a frog into a prince. With science, you can turn a frog into a Ph.D.
and you still have the frog you started with.”
Terry Pratchett

Abstract
Volunteer computing offers researchers and developers the possibility to distribute their huge
computational jobs to the computers of volunteers. So, most of the overall cost for computational
power and maintenance is spread across the volunteers. This makes it possible to gain computing
resources that otherwise only expensive grids, clusters, or supercomputers offer.
Most volunteer computing solutions are based on a client-server model. The server manages
the distribution of subjobs to the computers of volunteers, the clients, which in turn compute
the subjobs and return the results to the server. The Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network
Computing (BOINC) is the most used middleware for volunteer computing. A drawback of any
client-server architecture is the server being the single point of control and failure.
To get rid of the single point of failure, we developed different distribution algorithms (epoch
distribution algorithm, sliding-window distribution algorithm, and extended epoch distribution
algorithm) based on unstructured peer-to-peer networks. These algorithms enable the researchers
and developers to create volunteer computing networks without any central server.
The thesis is structured into two different parts. The ﬁrst is the distribution part and discusses
the aforementioned new distribution algorithms and their usage for distributed cryptanalysis.
The second part is the cheating part which extends our system with solutions for cheat detection
in unstructured peer-to-peer networks.
In this thesis, we focus on volunteer computing for distributed cryptanalysis. Since the computational effort to break many classical as well as most modern ciphers is very huge, hundreds to
thousands of computers are often needed for executing successful attacks. We show in this thesis
that our solutions are well-suited for attacking classical as well as modern ciphers. Some of our
algorithms have been implemented for distributed cryptanalysis, e.g. brute-force and heuristics,
to solve real-world ciphers. Additionally, we evaluated all of our distribution solutions with selfwritten simulators and with real-world tests over the Internet in CrypTool 2. By combining 50
off-the-shelf computers, we achieved a search speed of about 615 millions AES keys per second.
A single of these computers, an Intel i5-3570 with 3.4 GHz and 4 CPU cores, is able to search
at a rate between 12 and 13 millions AES keys per second. The distribution is self-organized by
our algorithms. Additionally, we achieved a speedup for the cryptanalysis of the classical M-94
cipher of about 6.82, with respect to using only a single computer, enabling us to break original
M-94 messages within 2 hours and 56 minutes with 6 standard computers.
Cheating is a well-known threat in any volunteer computing project. Cheaters aim at computing
less work as demanded by the creator of the project but they try to gain the same reward, i.e.
credit points, as non-cheaters deserve. Cheated results are mostly incomplete or wrong, disturbing or even destroying the ﬁnal result of the volunteer computing project. This can make weeks,
months, and years of computational work useless. To ﬁght cheaters, detection and prevention
v

mechanisms are needed. A BOINC server assigns the same subjob to different clients and uses
majority voting to determine the correctness of results.
Since we base our volunteer computing and our distribution algorithms on unstructured peerto-peer networks, where all peers are equal in role, majority voting is not possible. No central
server is available to assign same subjobs to different peers. Thus, we developed new cheat
detection mechanisms for decentralized peer-to-peer networks. We spread the detection of a
cheated result over all peers of the network. Each peer has a small probability of detecting a
cheated result but the network in sum reaches a high detection rate.
In this thesis, we differentiate between two cheat detection approaches: static detection, with
each peer performing the same amount of detection effort, and adaptive detection, with each
peer dynamically adapting his additional cheat-detection effort to the growing and shrinking
size of the peer-to-peer network. Both approaches work but the static does not scale while the
adaptive scales well. We show that we can achieve detection rates above 99.8% with both,
the static cheat detection approach as well as the adaptive cheat detection approach. With the
adaptive cheat detection approach the needed detection effort is constant throughout the network
when increasing the amount of connected nodes.
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1
Introduction

Cryptanalysis is the science and art of decrypting encrypted messages and codes without the
knowledge of the used secrets, i.e. the cryptographic keys. Today, cryptanalysis also helps cryptographers, mathematicians, and computer scientists to analyze existing and newly developed
cryptographic algorithms to determine their strengths and weaknesses. During times of war
cryptanalysis got even more important, since it helped, by decrypting the encrypted communication of the enemy, to reveal the enemy’s secret plans and intentions. Often, the success or
failure of the cryptanalysts made the difference between life and death. Well-known examples
for events in history, where cryptanalysis changed the outcome of a war, were the decryption
of the Enigma [115] machine by the Poles and the British in World War II (WW II) and the
successful decryption of the ADFGVX cipher by the French in World War I (WW I). Another
important inﬂuence of cryptanalysis on WW I was the decryption of the Zimmermann telegram
[99] by the British that lead to the entrance of the United States in the WW I.
Cryptanalysis in WW I was mainly done only with pen-and-paper methods. Therefore, cryptanalysis was a very dreary and time consuming practice. Cryptanalysts used handmade statistics
and tools to deeply dive into the encrypted texts, i.e. the ciphers. The time to break a cipher took
weeks and months [125]. Nevertheless, cryptanalysts were very successful in the decryption
of WW I ciphers and broke a lot of them. But some of the ciphers survived till today and a
handful are still not broken today. In WW II the ciphers shifted from pen-and-paper methods to
machine-based methods, e.g. the Enigma machine used by Nazi Germany. Polish and British
cryptanalysts managed to break Enigma messages with the help of machine-based cryptanalysis.
The so-called Turing bombs were used to exhaustively search through parts of the keyspace of
the Enigma to ﬁnd a conﬁguration to decrypt the eavesdropped messages from the Germans. The
Allies were able to break many messages, but there are still messages that were not deciphered
till today [116].
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Today, the interest in classical cryptography, i.e. pen-and-paper-based and machine-based ciphers, is still high. Also classical cryptographic algorithms and ciphers are analyzed by researchers. This is based on several reasons: (1) Modern ciphers, regardless that they are implemented in computer software and/or hardware, are still based on the same principles as classical ciphers. (2) Classical ciphers are usually vulnerable to heuristic attacks, e.g. hillclimbing,
genetic attacks, simulated annealing, tabu search, etc. Therefore, they can be broken by cryptanalysts using these techniques. (3) To learn cryptology the classical methods offer a perfect
starting point to get the basic understanding of cryptography and cryptanalysis. (4) Historic
encrypted texts still exist today and are still not broken. Thus, if a cryptanalyst breaks these
ciphers it helps historians to gain valuable insights in the time, the ciphers were made.
Classical as well as modern ciphers are analyzed today with the help of one or more computers
to speedup the analysis. Many of the attacks on classical and modern ciphers need extensive
computational power, e.g. supercomputers, grids, clouds, or clusters. Each of the methods leads
to a heavy speedup of computations by parallel and distributed computing. But since the aforementioned computation methods are costly, researchers began to base their computations on the
computers of volunteers, so called Volunteer Computing (VC) [22].
With VC, the computational power of the volunteers’ computers is merged to form a system,
which offers researchers a distributed network to deploy their computational problems to. This
reduces the cost of the researchers because the biggest part of the overall cost for computational
power is spread across all volunteers. VC is mostly based on a client-server architecture. The
most common used solution for VC today is the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network
Computing (BOINC). Here, a computational job is split into a dedicated amount of smaller
subjobs. The clients connect to a server and request subjobs to compute. The server reserves
these subjobs a deﬁned amount of time. After ﬁnishing the computation of a subjob, a client
returns the results to the server. Nevertheless, the client-server architecture introduces several
drawbacks: (1) A server has to be installed, maintained, and paid for. (2) If the server fails,
no client can continue working since no subjobs can be requested from the server. (3) A server
can be a bottleneck if too many clients are connected. (4) A server is a central administrative
point and may not be fair. Thus, if someone wants to deploy his job into the network, a server
administrator may delete or even deny the job.
To get rid of the server, we use decentralized VC for the distributed cryptanalysis. With decentralized VC we base the VC network on a peer-to-peer (P2P) network. In a P2P network, every
client or peer is per deﬁnition equal and no central server exists. The peers have to self-organize
the distribution of jobs and subjobs within the network. Thus, no server needs to be installed.
Additionally, no server failure may occur and take down the network. Furthermore, no server
bottleneck exists. Finally, P2P networks are fair since every peer is equal.

1.1 Challenges

1.1
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Challenges

Besides the aforementioned advantages, P2P networks introduce new challenges: First, since
there is no server the assignment of subjobs to peers is complex. And, secondly, the detection
and prevention of cheaters and cheated results is more challenging. We describe these challenges
in the next two sections in detail.

1.1.1

Job Distribution

Productive volunteer computing applications assign subjobs to their clients using a central server.
If we build a VC network based on a P2P network, there exists no central server for the subjob
assignment. Thus, every peer in the network has to cooperate with his neighbors to organize
these assignments. There exist two general topologies of P2P networks: The P2P networks
with a structured, addressable overlay network which we call “structured P2P networks”, e.g.
CHORD [118] and Kademlia [157]. In contrast, there are those P2P networks that are randomly
build without creating an organized overlay network that we call ”unstructured P2P networks”.
With structured P2P networks the job assignment can be build on top of a distributed hashtable
(DHT). A DHT offers get- and put-operations. The overlay network takes care that the stored
values are equally distributed among all the peers. Problems with structured P2P networks may
be inconsistency based on failing peers, i.e. parts of the DHT get lost. With unstructured P2P
networks the subjob assignment has to be organized without such an overlay network. Peers
may only communicate with their direct neighbors. Thus, peers have to self-organize the distribution of subjobs and of results within the network. For that purpose, we developed several
algorithms that we present in this thesis.

1.1.2

Cheating

Every VC network may be inﬂuenced by cheating volunteers. People that participate in VC
jobs are motivated mostly by a credit point system. With the credit point system, the volunteer
earns points for performed computational work. The more work a volunteer donates the more
points he earns. Based on the points a volunteer owns he is positioned in a toplist of all volunteers. Based on the points a volunteer owns he usually is positioned in a toplist of all volunteers.
Assuming that people naturally aim to be the best they hopefully spend more and more computational work. But besides the well-behaving peers there are also peers, that try to cheat. A
cheater, for instance, only computes part of the requested computational work but claims the
credit points for the complete work. In the worst case, a cheater only delivers random or garbled results. This most probably leads to a complete wrong result of the job. Client-server-based
VC solutions, like BOINC, counteract cheaters by redundant computations. A subjob is not only
handed to a single volunteer. The subjob is given to n volunteers and then majority voting is used
to determine the one correct result. In the end, cheaters may be detected and excluded by the
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server from the VC network. Clearly, redundant computations reduce the speedup introduced
by the parallel processing of subjobs. Therefore, the goal of every cheat detection mechanism
has to be to minimize the needed redundancy to maximize the speedup of computations.
Since there exists no central server, that assigns subjobs to volunteers, majority voting is unfeasible. Therefore, in a P2P network every peer has to perform cheat detection on his own. For
that, we developed different methods that reduce the introduced overhead and, in parallel, maximize the speedup of the VC network. We present these detection mechanisms in this thesis. We,
furthermore, investigate the detection methods with respect to detection probability, detection
effort, and speedup.

1.2

Contributions

In the following, we present the two main research contributions of this PhD thesis: (1) Distribution algorithms for decentralized VC based on unstructured P2P networks, and (2) cheat
detection mechanisms for decentralized VC based on unstructured P2P networks.
Contribution 1 - Distribution Algorithms: In the ﬁrst contribution of the thesis, we analyzed
how decentralized and unstructured P2P networks can be used for distributed cryptanalysis. For
that, we developed new distribution algorithms that we present in the thesis. Furthermore, we
investigate and evaluate our algorithms with respect to speedup and overhead. Finally, we look
at existing solutions for distributed VC and compare these to our solutions.
Contribution 2 - Cheat Detection: In the second contribution of the thesis, we analyze how to
minimize the impact of cheaters on volunteer computing. We present new detection mechanisms
and evaluate their cheat detection probability, the cheat detection effort, and the reduction of
speedup introduced by the detection mechanisms. Finally, we compare our solutions to already
existing solutions.
Based on these two main research goals, we present the structure of the thesis in the next section.

1.3

Structure of Thesis

We structured the thesis in four parts, namely
• I) Foundations
• II) Distribution
• III) Cheating
• IV) Conclusion

1.3 Structure of Thesis
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In Part I, we show the basic motivations of this thesis. We describe in detail the topics Cryptology
and Distributed Computing. Furthermore, we present the ideas of Volunteer Computing.
In Part II, we discuss the ﬁrst contribution of the thesis, the Distribution algorithms for decentralized volunteer computing based on unstructured P2P networks. First, we present new
distribution algorithms for decentralized volunteer computing. Then, we show an evaluation of
all algorithms and their suitability for real usage. After that, we present the state of the art of
distribution for cryptanalysis.
In Part III, we present the second contribution of the thesis, i.e. Cheat Detection mechanisms for
decentralized volunteer computing based on unstructured P2P networks. We analyze detection
probabilities, detection effort, and speedup reduction. After that, we present the state of the art
of cheat detection and prevention in volunteer computing.
In Part IV, we conclude our thesis and discuss future work.

2
Cryptology

Since the very existence of writing people tried to hide written information so that only authorized people were able to read them. This is documented back to the old Egyptians who
modiﬁed hieroglyphics to avoid other people reading and understanding them. Cryptology is
the science comprised of secret writing (cryptography) and recovering of the secret texts without the knowledge of the secret keys (cryptanalysis). Furthermore, cryptanalysis as of today is
also the science of the analysis of the security of cryptographic algorithms and methods. In this
chapter, we give a rough overview of cryptology as shown in Figure 2.1. Clearly, a complete
overview of every cipher and cryptanalysis method would require a complete thesis of its own.
Thus, we present the basic concepts and syntax as well as a bit of the historical background. For
a complete overview on cryptology, we recommend the German books of Schmeh [197] and
Beutelspacher [40], and the English books of Kahn [126] and Stamp [209].
ƌǇƉƚŽůŽŐǇ

ƌǇƉƚŽŐƌĂƉŚǇ

ůĂƐƐŝĐĂů

^ƵďƐƚŝƚƵƚŝŽŶ

ƌǇƉƚĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐ

DŽĚĞƌŶ

dƌĂŶƐƉŽƐŝƚŝŽŶ

^ǇŵŵĞƚƌŝĐ

ůĂƐƐŝĐĂů

DŽĚĞƌŶ

ƐǇŵŵĞƚƌŝĐ

F IGURE 2.1: A high level overview of cryptology

In general, cryptanalysis and cryptography, can be separated into different epochs based on the
technological progress: classical and modern cryptology. In the early days of cryptography,
when the ﬁrst ciphers were only pen and paper ciphers, cryptanalysis was also done only with
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the help of pen and paper methods. Cryptanalysis was a time-consuming and mostly dreary
job, since the cryptanalyst often had to work several hours, days, or even weeks and months on
a to-be-broken cipher. The cryptanalyst built text statistics and tried to ﬁnd his way deep into
the cipher. We call this epoch of cryptography ‘‘classical cryptography” and the cryptanalysis
“classical cryptanalysis”. Two of the most difﬁcult, with respect to cryptanalysis, manual
ciphers of the classical epoch were with no doubt the ADFGVX [54] cipher of WW I and the
Double Columnar Transposition cipher [10] of the Cold War. These ciphers are even hard to
break till today when using only classical pen and paper approaches.
The classical epoch lasts till the beginning of the 20th century, when people started to use machines for the encryption of secret messages. The most famous of the encryption machines was
the German Enigma machine [102], which the German military used during WW II. With the
help of such machines, the keyspaces of ciphers and the ciphers’ complexity could be increased
in a way that it was both impossible to completely search through and additionally it was impossible to generate statistics that may help to get into the codes. Soon, people, like the well-known
cryptanalyst and computer scientist Alan Turing [115], realized that a machine can only be broken by building a cipher cracking machine, i.e. the Turing Bomb [72] or the Colossus machine
[50]. The usage of the machine-based cryptography and machine based cryptanalysis were
the early beginnings of the “modern cryptography” and the “modern cryptanalysis”. With
the help of massive parallel executed machines, the Turing Bombs managed to execute bruteforce (known-plaintext) attacks on Enigma messages and break into the codes in very short time
frames. Cryptanalysis was not done only by hand anymore, it was accelerated heavily with the
help of the machines.
In the mid of the 20th century, the mechanical machines of WW II were replaced by the ﬁrst
digital machines, the ﬁrst computers. Cryptography and cryptanalysis both made huge progress
during the last half of the last century. It was and is nearly impossible to attack a modern cipher
with the help of statistics, with the exceptions being the differential cryptanalysis [41] and linear
cryptanalysis [156]. Clearly, attacks on modern ciphers are executed with the help of modern
computers, modern algorithms, and mostly need a large amount of parallel running computation
machines. But besides inventing attacks and analysis methods on new modern ciphers, like DES
[172], AES [68], RC4 [208], RSA [190], etc, cryptanalysts were also interested in building new
and modern attacks on classical ciphers and encryption machines. The reasons for analysing
and attacking classical ciphers are manifold: First, developing heuristic approaches for cryptanalysis helps cryptanalysts and researchers to get a better understanding of the classical cipher
as well as a deeper insight into the used heuristics, i.e. hill climbing [217], simulated annealing
[133], genetic algorithms [229], tabu search [33], etc. Secondly, it helps other researchers, like
historians, to decipher encrypted historical messages, that, in turn helps to get new knowledge
of previously unknown historical events.
Nowadays, most classical ciphers may be broken automatically by computers only analysing
the ciphertext without any knowledge of the secret key. This is called a ciphertext-only attack.

2.1 Cryptography
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If parts of or the complete the plaintext has to be known for a successful attack, we call this a
(partially) known-plaintext attack.
Most of the cryptanalysis of classical ciphers, can be speed up with the help of computers enormously. Ciphers, that need several days or months to be broken by hand, can be broken with the
right heuristic in some minutes to hours, sometimes only seconds are needed. Examples for the
successful cryptanalysis we built with heuristics, mainly hillclimbing, are the attacks on single
and double columnar transposition ciphers [13], the cryptanalysis of messages of the ADFGVX
of WW I Eastern Front, a known-plaintext attack on the M-209 [12], a ciphertext-only attack
on the M-209 [11], and a new attack on the Chao Cipher [13]. The heuristics enabled us to
improve cryptanalytic attacks in a way, that they become feasible in very short time frames with
very high success probabilities. But in some cases, attacks on ciphers take several hours, days,
or months, even when using a powerful heuristic. To speed up such cases, we use distributed
cryptanalysis as shown in the next chapters.

2.1

Cryptography

Cryptography is the art and science of secret writing. Furthermore, cryptography aims at fulﬁlling the following classical goals:
1. Conﬁdentiality
2. Integrity
3. Authentication
4. Non-repudiation
With conﬁdentiality, the content of messages should only be available to the intended receiver.
To fulﬁll this goal encryption is used. With integrity, the change of the content of a message
should be visible to the intended receiver. To fulﬁll this goal cryptographic hash functions are
used. With authentication, the receiver of the message should be able to verify the sender of
the message. To fulﬁll this goal shared secrets and asymmetric cryptography are used. With
non-repudiation, the sender of a message should not be able to deny that he sent the message.
To fulﬁll this goal digital signatures are used.
In modern cryptographic protocols, there are additional goals that might be required:
5. Authorization
6. Accountability
7. Repudiation

12
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8. Perfect forward secrecy

With authorization, only authorized persons should be able to use a dedicated service. With
accountability, it should be possible to claim payment for the usage of a service. With repudiation, it should be possible for a sender of a message to deny that he sent the message. With
perfect forward secrecy, it should be able that even if a long-time used key is compromised, the
communication encryption is secure.
In this thesis, we focus on the cryptanalysis of cryptographic algorithms, especially on encryption. We also present cryptographic hash functions since attacks on these are also perfectly
suited for distributed cryptanalysis.

2.1.1

Encryption

With encryption, a plaintext P is encrypted to ciphertext C using a secret key K with an encryption function

C = encrypt(P, K)

(2.1)

To decrypt a given ciphertext C back to the plaintext P using a key K, a decryption function is
used

P = decrypt(C, K)

(2.2)

The ciphertext message C is transmitted over an insecure channel from the sender Alice to the
receiver Bob. A cipher is secure if an attacker Eve is not able to decrypt the transmitted and
eavesdropped ciphertext C without the knowledge of the secret key K.
We deﬁne the set of all possible keys of a cipher, the keyspace, as K . The size of the keyspace
is deﬁned as |K |. We deﬁne the set of all possible letters of the plaintext as the plaintext alphabet APlaintext and the ciphertext alphabet ACiphertext . With classical cryptography P and C
may consist of letters, digits, or in general symbols. A classical encryption key K ∈ K may
be a word, a keyphrase, or the settings of an encryption machine. With modern cryptography
P, C, and K are binary strings. If the same key is used for encryption and the corresponding
decryption the cryptographic algorithm is a symmetric encryption algorithm. All classical
cryptographic algorithms are symmetric. In 1977 Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman invented the
RSA [190] encryption algorithm. With RSA, a public key KPublic and a private Key KPrivate are
used for encryption and decryption. Encryption algorithms with different keys belong to the
class of asymmetric encryption algorithms.

2.1 Cryptography
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The classical cryptography can be divided into two classes: substitution ciphers and transposition ciphers. Substitution ciphers replace letters by other letters or symbols to encrypt the text.
Transposition ciphers change the position of the letters of the plaintext. Famous examples for
substitution ciphers and for transposition ciphers are the Caesar cipher and the Scytale cipher.
Even modern ciphers like the Advanced Encryption Standard [68] are based on these principles
but in a considerable complex manner and work on bits instead of letters. Modern asymmetric
algorithms like RSA are based on hard mathematical problems like factorization of big numbers
or the discrete logarithm.
In the following sections, we present examples for substitution, transposition, machine-based,
and modern symmetric and asymmetric ciphers in more detail.

2.1.2

Substitution-Based Encryption Algorithms

Substitution ciphers substitute letters of the plaintext alphabet APlaintext by letters of the ciphertext alphabet ACiphertext . Thus the original position of letters remain but their appearance change.
In the following we present the classical monoalphabetic substitution as one example for a substitution cipher.
With the classical monoalphabetic substitution cipher, every letter of the plaintext alphabet

APlaintext is replaced by a corresponding letter of the ciphertext alphabet APlaintext , see Figure 2.2.
Every occurrence of the same plaintext letter is replaced by the same ciphertext letter.
;ϭͿWůĂŝŶƚĞǆƚĂůƉŚĂďĞƚ
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F IGURE 2.2: The classical monoalphabetic substitution cipher

The intended receiver must be able to decrypt the ciphertext. To do so, he replaces every letter of the ciphertext alphabet ACiphertext with the corresponding letter of the plaintext alphabet

APlaintext .
The keyspace size |Ksubstitution | of the monoalphabetic substitution can be calculate by
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|Ksubstitution | = n!

(2.3)

with n being the size of the plaintext alphabet, i.e. n = |A plaintext |. This can be easily explained:
With the ﬁrst symbol in the alphabet, we have n letters to substitute it in the ciphertext. With the
second symbol we have n − 1, with the third we have n − 2, and so on. With the last symbol we
only have one remaining letter. Thus, we have n · (n − 1) · (n − 2) · ... · 1 = n! possible keys. In
Table 2.1 we show different types of monoalphabetic substitutions and their respective keyspace
sizes.
Alphabet
lowercase
lowercase + numbers
lowercase + uppercase
lowercase + uppercase + numbers

Letters (n)
26
36
52
62

log10 |Ksubstitution |
26.61
41.57
67.91
85.5

log2 |Ksubstitution |
88.38
138.1
225.58
284.02

TABLE 2.1: Different keyspace sizes of monoalphabetic substitutions

Despite the huge keyspace sizes, monoalphabetic substitutions can be easily solved with text
and language statistics. Therefore, the substitution ciphers were extended to polyalphabetic
substitution ciphers. Here, more than one ciphertext alphabet exists. After the encryption of a
letter using one alphabet, the next alphabet is used. An example for a well-known polyalphabetic
substitution is the Vigenère cipher. With the Vigenère cipher, the selection of the alphabets is
done according to a keyword or keyphrase.
With the Vigenère cipher, the sender repeatedly writes a keyword or keyphrase above the plaintext as shown in Figure 2.3. Then, he encrypts each letter by looking up a Vigenère table, which
consists of 26 shifted Latin alphabets. He searches for the column corresponding to the current
keyword letter. Then, he searches the row beginning with the current plaintext letter. For example, if he has to encrypt the letter ’N’ with the key letter ’I’ he writes a ’V’. He does so for every
letter of the plaintext.
The receiver of the ciphertext does the same in reverse order. He takes the cipher and repeatedly
writes the keyword or keyphrase above. Then, he searches for the ciphertext letter in the current
column of the key. For example, if he wants to decrypt the letter ’Q’ with the key letter ’N’ he
writes a ’D’.
The keyspace size |KVigenere | of the Vigenère cipher can be calculated by
|KVigenere | = 26n

(2.4)

with n being the length of the keyword or keyphrase. This can be easily explained: With the
ﬁrst letter of the keyword, we have 26 possible letter. With the second letter we have 26 possible
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F IGURE 2.3: The Vigenère cipher

letters. And with the nth letter we also have 26. Thus, we have 26 · 26 · ... · 26 = 26n possible
keys. In Table 2.2 we show the keyspace size of the Vigenère cipher based on the length of the
keyword. In the American Civil War, the Confederacy used the Vigenère cipher but only with a
few keywords. An example for such a keyword is “MANCHESTERBLUFF” which consists of
15 letters. The ciphers were broken by the Union. [45]
Substitution ciphers can be made more secure by adding additional ciphertext symbols for the
encryption of the same plaintext symbol. This is referred to as homophonic substitution ciphers.
This increases the key space as well as it ﬂattens the text statistics of the ciphertext. We present
attacks on substitution ciphers in detail in the next chapters.
The keyspace size of the homophonic substitution cipher can be calculated by
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Keyword length (n)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

log10 |KVigenere |
1.41
2.83
4.24
5.66
7.07
8.49
9.9
11.32
12.73
14.15
15.56
16.98
18.39
19.81
21.22
22.64

log2 |KVigenere |
4.7
9.4
14.1
18.8
23.5
28.2
32.9
37.6
42.3
47
51.7
56.41
61.11
65.81
70.51
75.21

TABLE 2.2: Different keyspace sizes of the Vigenère cipher

|KHomophone | =

 
n
· i! · in−i
i

(2.5)

with n being the amount of homophones, i.e. ciphertext letters, and i being the amount of plaintext letters.
Furthermore, people combined substitution and transposition to increase the security. An example for such a cipher is the ADFGVX [14] cipher that was used in WW I.

2.1.3

Transposition-Based Encryption Algorithms

Transposition ciphers transpose letters. The alphabets remain the same but the position of the
letters in the text is changed. In the following we present the classical columnar transposition as
one example of a transposition cipher.
With the classical columnar transposition the plaintext is ﬁrst copied, row by row, into a rectangular grid with a ﬁxed number of columns. Then the individual columns are permuted according
to a keyword. The ﬁnal ciphertext is created by reading the text from the columns. We present
an example of this encryption and decryption process in Figure 2.4. In the ﬁrst step we write the
plaintext in the grid beneath the keyword, starting with the ﬁrst row. The length of the keyword
determines the number of columns. In the second step we reorder the columns according to the
alphabetical order of the letters of the keyword. Some columns can be longer (one more row)
than others if the text does not ﬁll the grid completely, as in this example. This is called an
irregular columnar transposition. In case the grid would be ﬁlled completely, i.e. without any
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empty space in the last row, we talk about a complete columnar transposition. To create the
ciphertext we now read, in step three, the text column-wise from left to right.
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F IGURE 2.4: The classical transposition cipher

The intended receiver must be able to decrypt the ciphertext with the knowledge of the keyword.
To do so, he prepares an empty grid and writes the keyword above it. Now he has to determine
the amount of long columns by calculating the remainder of the ciphertext length divided by the
keylength. Clearly, the amount of short columns is the difference between the keylength and the
previously calculated amount of long columns. He ﬁlls the grid cells on the lower right of the
grid corresponding to the amount of short columns. Finally, he writes the received ciphertext
column-wise into the grid. However, he does so by the order given by the keyword. At the end
the plaintext is reconstructed in the grid.
The keyspace size |Ktransposition | of the columnar transposition can be calculate by
|Ktransposition | = n!

(2.6)

with n being the length of a possible keyword or maximum the length of the plaintext. This
can be easily explained: With the ﬁrst symbol in the plaintext, we have n positions to place
it in the ciphertext. With the second symbol we have n − 1 positions. With the third we have
n − 2 and so on. With the last symbol we only have one remaining position. Thus, we have
n · (n − 1) · (n − 2) · ... · 1 = n! possible keys.
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Combining Substitution and Transposition

To increase the security of pen-and-paper ciphers, substitution and transposition were combined.
A well-known example for such a cipher is the ADFGVX cipher [14, 54] of WW I. With ADFGVX the plaintext letters are at ﬁrst substituted by bigrams which only consist of the letters
A, D, F, G, V, and X. This doubles the length of the text. After that, the resulting intermediate
ciphertext is encrypted using a columnar transposition. This fractionates the ciphertext since
it splits the bigrams that represent single letters. The idea is that text statistics get completely
vanished and it is impossible for an attacker to decrypt the transposition.
The ADFGVX was a very secure cipher and is even today difﬁcult to break. At ﬁrst, the transposition has to be removed, which is possible using heuristic attacks as shown in the next chapters.
After that, the substitution can easily be broken using statistics.
The keyspace size of the ADFGVX is

|Ksubsitution | · |Ktransposition | = 36! · n!

(2.7)

First we compute the amount of different bigrams for the substitution which is 36!. This is based
on the fact that ADFGVX encrypts letters from A to Z and digits from 0 to 9. After that, we have
to multiply n! where n is the length of the transposition key. We show a modern computerized
attack on the ADFGVX cipher in [14].

2.1.5

Machine-Based Encryption

In the early 20th century strong machine-based encryption was invented. Before the 20th century, there were cryptographic devices and tools, like the Jefferson disk [96] or Leibnitz’s idea
of a cipher machine [36]. But these tools were insecure, seldom used, or only theoretical ideas.
The Enigma machine, see Figure 2.5 is one of a huge class of encryption machines: the rotor
cipher machines. These machines perform a polyalphabetic substitution (see Section 2.1.2)
which was complex and relatively secure, at their time. A typical rotor cipher machine is built
electro-mechanical, i.e. the Enigma machine, or pure mechanical, i.e. M-209 cipher machine
[11, 12]. The plaintext letters are substituted using a set of rotors, each performing some kind
of monoalphabetic substitution. By rotating the rotors after the encryption of a single letter,
the machines change the encryption alphabet, thus, becoming polyalphabetic. With the Enigma
machine having 3 rotors, the same substitution alphabet repeats after pressing 17 576 times a
key on the Enigma keyboard – we call this a periodic cipher. Despite its very long period, the
Enigma can be broken today with the help of computers. In WW II the British cryptanalysts
in Bletchley Park broke the Enigma with an electro-mechanical machine, i.e. the Turing Bomb
[72].
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F IGURE 2.5: Military Enigma machine, model “Enigma 1”
source:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Enigma_machine#/media/File:
Enigma_(crittografia)_-_Museo_scienza_e_tecnologia_Milano.jpg

We don’t explain the machines here in detail since these would go beyond the scope of this
thesis. For those who are interested in the details of rotor machines, we recommend the books
of Bauer [34] and Stamp [209]. For us it is interesting that the attacks on these machines are
complex and costly. Thus, they are perfectly suited for distributed cryptanalysis as we will show
in the next chapters. For example, the complete keyspace of a 3-rotor Enigma as shown in
Figure 2.5 is ≈ 272 [174].

2.1.6

Perfect Ciphers and the One-Time Pad

All ciphers that we showed so far are no perfect ciphers. A perfect cipher cannot be broken if
used correctly and this is proven mathematically. A cipher is perfect if the probability of all
possible plaintexts for a given ciphertext is equal. Thus, an attacker cannot determine which
plaintext was the original one. Additionally, the probability of all keys and ciphertexts using
the cipher is equal. Claude Shannon developed a theorem and proved its correctness in 1949 in
[203]. He created the equation

|P | = |K | = |C | ≤ ∞

(2.8)
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and said, that the cipher E is perfectly secure if the distribution of the keyspace is the uniform
distribution and there exists exactly one key k ∈ K that maps a plaintext p ∈ P to a ciphertext
c ∈ C with E(p, k) = c.
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F IGURE 2.6: Example encryption and decryption using a one-time pad

The most famous perfect cipher is the one-time pad. It was developed by Vernam in 1926
and published in [222]. The cipher is also called the Vernam cipher. To encrypt a plaintext a
keystream has to be generated using a true random number generator. The keystream consists
of letters between 0 and 25. A plaintext letter is encrypted by adding the corresponding key
number to the number representation of the letter. An ’A’ is 0, ’B’ is 1,...,’Z’ is 25. We show
an example encryption and decryption using a one-time pad in Figure 2.6. The drawback of the
one-time pad or Vernam cipher is, that the sender and receiver must be in possession of the key
and the key length has to be the same length as the plaintext. Additionally, a one-time pad must
not be used more than once.
A one-time pad is perfectly secure since every plaintext having the same length as the ciphertext
can be generated. Thus, even having all the computational power of every computer of the
world, it is not possible to break an encrypted text.
Today, one-time pads are implemented using the binary function XOR to encrypt binary data.
With XOR it is easy to show why a one-time pad must not be used twice. If a plaintext P1 is
encrypted with a pad K and a plaintext P2 is encrypted with the same pad K, one can eliminate
the pad K by performing the XOR operation with ciphertexts C1 and C2 , i.e.

C1 ⊕C2 = (P1 ⊕ K) ⊕ (P2 ⊕ K) = P1 ⊕ P2

(2.9)

Thus, the key is removed and by guessing one of the plaintexts, the other plaintext is revealed.
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Modern Symmetric Encryption Algorithms

With the dissemination of modern computers in the mid of the 20th century, encryption became
more important in the commercial world. At companies that exchanged digital information
arose the need of securing their transmitted data against attackers. Thus, those companies developed their own non-standardized solutions for encrypting their data. The drawback was that
these proprietary algorithms were not secure and they were heterogeneous among all companies. Therefore, in the 1970s the National Bureau of Standards (NBS), which later became the
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), opened a call for the submission of encryption algorithms to deﬁne a new standard encryption algorithm for the protection of sensitive
data. After two workshops the cipher “Lucifer” was ofﬁcially adopted as the new Data Encryption Standard (DES) in 1976. In the year 2000 DES was replaced by the Advanced Encryption
Standard (AES) and it is the standard encryption algorithm even today. The keyspace size of
DES (256 ) became too small and it was completely searchable. AES keyspace size is 2128 , 2192 ,
and 2256 which is still secure today. Besides AES and DES, there exist a huge amount of modern symmetric cryptographic algorithms, i.e. the Rivest Cipher family [189, 191, 208], Blowﬁsh
[198], Twoﬁsh [199], and many more. In [1] we show an overview and a security ranking of
some of the most popular modern symmetric algorithms.

Picture

F IGURE 2.7: Data Encryption Standard: diagram of a single round
source:
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Data_Encryption_
Standard_InfoBox_Diagram.png

Modern symmetric cryptographic algorithms like DES or AES work with the same principles,
that classic algorithms are based on: substitution and transposition. But instead of substituting
and transposing letters, modern symmetric cryptographic algorithms work on bit strings. Additionally, they are built considerably more complex than classic cryptographic algorithms and
encryption machines. Typically, a modern symmetric algorithm performs n rounds of encryption, each round using a different round key derived from the encryption key given by the user
of the algorithm. During each round, bits are transposed by wires or logical operations and bits
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are substituted by so called s-boxes. With modern algorithms, this can be done in hardware or
in software. In Figure 2.7 we exemplarily show a block diagram of a single round of a DES
decryption. The round takes as input one half of the ciphertext and a round key (here called
sub key). Then it substitutes the ciphertext using eight different S-boxes. Finally, it returns the
substituted bits.
Modern encryption algorithms have to be secure against ciphertext-only as well as knownplaintext attacks. To show, that a modern algorithm is secure, all known attacks are performed
on the cipher. If it resists, it is assumed to be secure. A ciphertext-only attack that is always
possible but mostly impractical is an exhaustive keysearch attack or brute-force attack. Here,
every key is tested to decrypt a given ciphertext until the correct key is found. We assume that
this attack is possible and practical for modern algorithms up to a keyspace size of 280 . With
DES, having only a keylength of 56 bit, this attack is practical and can be performed today with
heavy computational power within less than a day [87].
For our research on distributed cryptanalysis, we mainly use DES and AES with a reduced
keyspace sizes, using partially known keys, to evaluate our algorithms as shown later.

2.1.8

Modern Asymmetric Encryption Algorithms

In this section, we present the basic ideas of asymmetric encryption. We show the two most
important asymmetric algorithms, the Difﬁe-Hellman key exchange and the RSA encryption
algorithm.

Difﬁe-Hellman Key Exchange:

In 1976 Difﬁe, Hellman, and Merkle developed the ﬁrst pub-

licly known asymmetric cryptographic algorithm, the Difﬁe-Hellman (DH) key exchange algorithm [77]. An asymmetric encryption algorithm uses different keys on sender and receiver side.
Also modern asymmetric encryption algorithms are based on hard mathematical problems, i.e.
oneway functions. With DH, sender and receiver are able to agree on a shared secret key over an
insecure channel. After that, this key can be used to encrypt the ongoing communication using
a modern symmetric encryption algorithm, like AES.
To agree on the key Alice and Bob ﬁrst select a cyclic group Z∗p based on a prime number p.
The prime number has to be large, i.e. 2048 or more bits. Then, Alice and Bob both select a
random integer a and b only known to them. Furthermore, both agree on a generator g which
generates the group Z∗p . Generator means, that if we calculate gi mod p for every i between 0
and p − 1 we get every element of Z∗p . After that, Alice sends ga mod p to Bob and Bob sends
b
a
gb mod p to Alice. Alice then calculates gb mod p while Bob calculates ga mod p. Since
b
a
s = gb mod p = ga mod p both now have a shared secret s. This s is now used by both as
secret key for the encryption of the ongoing communication. An attacker could only get the
secret s when capturing the transmission and computing the discrete logarithm of ga mod p or
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of gb mod p. The computation of the discrete logarithm is a hard problem. With p being in
the size of 22048 or more, this takes several millions of years. Thus, DH is secure as long as no
fast method to compute the discrete logarithm is found. Today, DH is used in many encryption
protocols, for example Transport Layer Security (TLS) [76].

The RSA Algorithm:

The ﬁrst publicly known asymmetric encryption algorithm was devel-

oped by Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman in 1977. It is called RSA [190] named after its inventors.
The basic idea of RSA is that everyone owns a pair of keys: A public key Kpublic and a private
key Kprivate . The public key is published and available to everyone. The private key is conﬁdential and only known to its owner. When Alice wants to send an encrypted message to Bob, she
encrypts the message using the public key of Bob. Then, only Bob is able to decrypt the message
since only he is in the possession of his private key. Besides encrypting a message, RSA also
allows to sign a message. To do so, the Alice takes her private key and signs her message. Then,
she sends the signed message to Bob. To check the signature, Bob uses Alice public key. Since
Bob knows that only Alice was able to sign using her private key he knows that the signature
is valid. Instead of encrypt the complete message for signing modern encryption protocols use
hash functions to generate a hash sum and only sign the hash sum of the message.
To generate a pair of public and private key, Alice ﬁrst chooses two prime numbers p and q both
larger than 21024 . Then she computes the product N = p · q as well as the Euler’s totient function
φ(N) = (p − 1)(q − 1). After that, Alice selects a number e that is relatively prime to φ(N) where
1 < e < φ(N). Finally, she calculates the multiplicative inverse d to e, thus, e · d ≡ 1 (mod φ(N)).
Alice private key is (d, N) and her public key is (e, N).
When Bob wants to send an encrypted message to Alice, he encrypts the plaintext p by calculating c = pe mod N. Then, Alice decrypts the ciphertext by calculating p = cd mod N. Since
only Alice knows d, she is the only one who is able to decrypt the ciphertext.
The security of RSA is based on the difﬁculty of the factorization of N and of the difﬁculty of
computing φ(N) without the knowledge of p and q. An attacker that wants to decrypt RSAencrypted text without being in possession of the private key has to calculate it by himself. The
only available data is the public key (e, N). Thus, he has to calculate d. To calculate d the
attacker has to compute the multiplicative inverse of e. This is easy, if p and q are known but
very hard if not. Thus, he has to factorize N since N = p · q. Up to this day no efﬁcient algorithm
to factorize numbers with 2048 bit or more is publicly known. Thus, cryptologists assume that
RSA is secure. Today, RSA is used in many encryption protocols, for example TLS.

2.1.9

Cryptographic Hash Functions

Cryptographic hash functions are used, for example, for data integrity and authentication. Like
non-cryptographic hash functions, e.g. cyclic redundancy checks (CRC) [178], a cryptographic
hash function maps a unique value, like a data ﬁngerprint, to a set of input data. The length of
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the hash value is always ﬁxed to a dedicated amount of bits. This is called the compression. The
hash value has always to be the same when the same input is given. Besides that, cryptographic
hash functions have to fulﬁll the following security properties additionally:
1. Pre-image resistance
2. Second pre-image resistance
3. Collision resistance
With pre-image resistance it should be difﬁcult having a hash value h to ﬁnd a message m such
that h = hash(m). Thus, a cryptographic hash function should be a one-way function.
With second pre-image resistance it should be difﬁcult having a message m1 to ﬁnd a message
m2 with m1 = m2 and hash(m1 ) = hash(m2 ).
With collision resistance it should be difﬁcult to ﬁnd any messages m1 and m2 with m1 = m2
and hash(m1 ) = hash(m2 ).
Cryptographic hash functions are used in cryptographic protocols. Furthermore, they are used
to store passwords in databases. Instead of storing the plaintext password, the hash value of the
password is stored.
Well-known cryptographic hash functions that already are considered to be broken are the message digest algorithm 5 (MD5) [188] and the secure hash algorithm 1 (SHA-1) [86]. With MD5
it is possible to ﬁnd arbitrary collisions in the manner of minutes [74]. The ﬁrst SHA-1 collision
was found in February 2017 [210].
Secure and widely used cryptographic hash functions are, for example, SHA-2 [85] and SHA-3
[39].
In the rest of the thesis, with hash functions we focus on distributed cryptanalysis to ﬁnd preimages of password hashes, i.e. the plaintext passwords.

2.2

Cryptanalysis

In this section, we present the basic ideas of cryptanalysis for breaking ciphers. First, we present
some classical approaches to break ciphers. Here we also present different attack classes. The
goal of each of these attacks is either to ﬁnd the cryptographic key, the plaintext, or both. After
that, we present modern computer-based cryptanalysis. Finally, we discuss distributed cryptanalysis.
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Attack Classes

Before presenting different attacks on classical and modern ciphers, we classify the attacks. The
order of the classes is derived from their difﬁculty and the know-ledge an attacker has to have.
A basic assumption is that the attacker is in possession of the complete description of the cipher
as postulated by Kerckhoffs [132] and Shannon [203].

Chosen-Plaintext Attack:

With a chosen-plaintext attack, the attacker is able to generate ar-

bitrary amounts of plaintext-ciphertext pairs. Thus, he is in possession of an encryption oracle.
Despite the fact that this attack at ﬁrst sounds unrealistic a lot of modern cryptographic protocols
and ciphers allow this attack. The goal of the chosen-plaintext attack is to determine the secret
key.

(Partially) Known-Plaintext Attack:

With a (partially) known-plaintext attack, the attacker is

in possession of a part of the plaintext or the complete plaintext. In contrast to the chosenplaintext attack, the attacker has no inﬂuence on the content of the plaintext. This attack is
reasonable since many classic ciphertexts contained stereotypes and common phrases. Examples are the military messages of the German Wehrmacht in WW II which all contained similar
phrases, i.e. “Oberkommando der Wehrmacht” (“Supreme Command of the Armed Forces”).
With modern protocols, known-plaintext attacks are also possible since many protocols contain headers which are mostly the same. The goal of the attack is to determine the remaining
encrypted parts of the ciphertext as well as the secret key.

Ciphertext-only Attack:

With a ciphertext-only attack, the attacker is only in possession of

one or more ciphertexts. The goal of the attack is to determine the plaintext as well as the secret
key. This attack is the most difﬁcult one since the attacker may not get additional information
like in the other attacks.

2.2.2

Attacks on Classical Ciphers

Attacks on classical ciphers differ with respect to the attacked cipher. However, nearly all attacks have in common that they rely on text statistics of the plaintext that remain visible in the
ciphertext. With the most easiest ones this is even possible by hand.
The classical monoalphabetic substitution can be easily broken by hand by counting letter occurrences in the ciphertext. After that, the most frequent single letters of the ciphertext are
replaced by the most frequent letters of the assumed language. Doing this step-by-step and by
trial-and-error a substituted text can be broken within minutes.
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A simple columnar transposition cipher can be broken manually by cutting the ciphertext into
column stripes and transposing the stripes in such a way that the most frequent bigrams of the
language get connected. Doing this step-by-step and by trial-and-error a transposed text can be
broken within minutes.
With increasing complexity of the analyzed ciphers, the attacks get more difﬁcult, but still are
based on text statistics. Besides using monograms and bigrams, cryptologists also use trigrams,
tetragrams, and in general n-grams as well as dictionaries. For example, even a simple Vigenère
cipher is a lot harder to break by hand. An Enigma cipher is mostly unbreakable by hand but can
be broken by machines. Therefore, we now shift to computerized attacks on more sophisticated
classical ciphers.

2.2.3

Computerized Attacks on Classical Ciphers

As stated above classical ciphers are mostly vulnerable to statistical attacks. In the following we
present the exhaustive keysearching attack also known as brute-force attack. Then, we present
heuristic attacks on classical ciphers.

Exhaustive Keysearching Attack:

An attack that is always possible on every cipher but not

always practical is the exhaustive keysearching attack. With this attack, every possible key is
tested to decrypt a given ciphertext. After decryption, the resulting plaintext is rated using a
ﬁtness function like index of coincidence [94], entropy of the text, etc. Today, we assume that
it is practical to search through ca 280 keys in a practical way, having the budget of a common
secret service. Publicly, the biggest keyspace that has been searched through was 264 keys [192].
In the next chapters we show that exhaustive keysearching is perfectly suited for the distribution.

Heuristic Attacks:

Since the exhaustive keysearching attack is not practical to most of the

more sophisticated classical ciphers, e.g. the Enigma, due to the huge keyspace researchers
developed heuristic attacks. These reduce the search space to practical sizes. A heuristic attack
is based on the usage of partial knowledge of a system to proximate to the correct solution,
i.e the cryptographic key. A heuristic is able to break a cipher but does not always ﬁnd the
correct solution, i.e. the secret key. Heuristic attacks on classical ciphers are feasible since it is
possible to determine if a partial correct key is actually partial correct. For example, with the
monoalphabetic substitution it is possible to read the plaintext if only some of the most common
letters are guessed correctly. With cryptographic machines like Enigma and M-209 this is also
possible since partial correct keys lead to partial correct plaintexts. Using text statistics it is
possible to rate the quality of the obtained plaintexts. Changes of the key and applying text
statistics again are used to improve the quality of the key. These changes are repeated until the
correct key is found or no improvement is possible.
In the following, we present the most suitable heuristics for cryptanalysis of classical ciphers
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1. Hillclimbing
2. Simulated Annealing
3. Tabu Search
4. Genetic Algorithm
A hillclimbing algorithm improves its output value by iteratively applying small changes to the
input values. The algorithm chooses the best new input value based on a ﬁtness function applied
to the output value. It performs this selection until it does not ﬁnd any input value that leads
to a better output value. With a classical encryption algorithm, the input value is a putative
key and the output value is the decrypted ciphertext using the key. The ﬁtness score may be
the index of coincidence, the entropy of the plaintext, or a cost value based on n-grams of the
text. The correct key most probably corresponds to the best ﬁtness score. One drawback of the
hillclimbing algorithm is that it may get stuck in a local maximum. Therefore, a hillclimbing
algorithm is executed independently several times, called “restarts”. The starting point of the
hillclimbing algorithm, i.e. the starting key, is selected randomly. The algorithm terminates
when no better input value according to the ﬁtness function is found.
The basic idea of simulated annealing is to adapt hillclimbing in a way to minimize the probability of falling into local maxima. To do so, simulated annealing introduces a temperature value.
This temperature decreases during the execution of the algorithm. With a high temperature the
algorithm is able to randomly select non-best modiﬁcations on the input data. This leads to the
possibility to “jump out” of local maxima. With decreasing the temperature the probability of
that random selection also decreases. The algorithm terminates when the temperature reaches
zero. The so-called Playfair cipher is an example for a classical encryption algorithm that can
be broken with simulated annealing as shown by Cowan in [65]. Applying pure hillclimbing on
the Playfair cipher does not work.
The search heuristic tabu search was ﬁrst presented 1986 by Glover in [104]. It walks through
the search space always following the best ﬁtness score. The algorithm maintains a so called
tabu list of already visited parts (keys) of the search space. Tabu search is also able to walk to
areas that yield lower ﬁtness score values if higher values are already in the tabu list. Therefore,
tabu search also is able to get out of local maxima. The algorithm terminates after a ﬁxed amount
of time or when a dedicated minimum ﬁtness value is reached.
A genetic algorithm is inspired by nature and natural selection. Each unique input value set
deﬁnes an “individual”. The set of individuals is deﬁned as a “population”. The algorithm starts
by creating a random population. Then, in each iteration of the algorithm, all individuals of
the current population are rated using a ﬁtness function. Only a preselected amount of best
individuals are kept. This is called the “selection”. Then, all individuals of the population are
recombined using a combination function to generate new individuals. After that, the selection
process is repeated on the new population consisting of old and new individuals. Recombination
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and selection are executed in a loop. The algorithm terminates after a ﬁxed amount of time or
when an individual reaches a preselected minimum ﬁtness score. Genetic algorithms are very
suitable for attacks on simple substitution ciphers [207].
With modern cryptographic algorithms, the introduced heuristic attacks are not applicable. There
exists no known smooth ﬁtness function which could be used to check, if a modiﬁed key is closer
to the searched key. Modern cryptographic algorithms are designed in such a way that a single
change in their input values on average changes 50% of the bits of the output values. This is
referred to as the “avalanche effect” [228].

2.2.4

Attacks on Modern Ciphers and Hash Functions

An exhaustive keysearching attack on modern ciphers is always possible. It is only practical if
the keyspace size is below 280 as stated above. Same applies to hash functions. DES could be
already searched through completely in the year 2000 due to its small keyspace.
Today, most cryptographic algorithms and hash functions have key and image spaces of 2128 or
above. Thus, these are not practical attackable with an exhaustive keysearching attack.
Attacks on modern symmetric ciphers are highly specialized attacks and we do not discuss these
attacks here in detail. Modern ciphers are perfectly secure against the heuristic attacks that we
presented above. Symmetric algorithms are attacked today using linear [156] and differential
[41] cryptanalysis that offer a memory-performance tradeoff. We focus our attacks on modern
symmetric encryption ciphers in this thesis on the exhaustive keysearching attack on reduced
keyspace sizes.
Attacks on modern asymmetric ciphers are different. Here, the mathematical one-way functions have to be inverted. The DH key exchange can be broken when the discrete logarithm
logg (gA mod N) or logg (gB mod N) can be computed. RSA can be broken by factorizing [179]
the modulus N to get the primes p and q. With asymmetric encryption, in this thesis we focus
on attacks on RSA using distributed factorization. For that, we rely on the quadratic sieve attack
implemented by Papadopoulos in the tool “msieve” [176].
Hash functions can be attacked, for example, by ﬁnding a hash collision or a pre-image of a
given hash value. In this thesis we focus on distributed pre-image computations of password
hashes using dictionary attacks and exhaustive pre-image searching attacks.

2.2.5

Distributed Cryptanalysis

Distributed Cryptanalysis, in general, uses a network of distributed machines, to assign jobs
to the computing nodes. A cluster manager in the case of a cluster, or a BOINC server in
case of using the BOINC middleware, manages the distribution and assignment of the jobs.
Cryptanalytic jobs, like exhaustively keysearching jobs, have the huge advantage that they are
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mostly embarrassingly parallel. This means, that the cryptanalytic job can be split up easily in
equidistant subjobs that can be computed independently in parallel. After all of the distributed
computing nodes return their results to the server, the server computes the overall result. A
subjob can consist for instance of a dedicated amount of to-be-tested keys in the case of a bruteforce attack or a dedicated amount of restarts in the case of a hill climbing based heuristic
attack. With special cryptanalytic problems like the distributed factorization with the quadratic
sieve [179], the exchanged data can be more complex, i.e. the amount of relations needed by the
quadratic sieve.

Distributed Attacks on Classical Ciphers:

Some classical ciphers are still hard to analyze

today, even with the help of a (single) computer. A prominent example for a hard to analyze
cipher is, once again, the German Enigma machine. There are historical Enigma messages sent
by the German Navy, i.e. German submarines, that are still not broken today [116]. Reasons
for that are: First, the messages are short and, due to transmission and receiving issues, may be
erroneous. Secondly, the setup of the Enigma machine was rather complex, i.e. setting the maximum amount of plugs of the Enigma plug board. To speed up the analysis, the Enigma@Home
[141] project uses distributed cryptanalysis based on the BOINC [18] middleware to crack such
Enigma messages. With the help of volunteers such distributed computing projects gain the
same computational power as a supercomputer or computing cluster. The beneﬁt of using the
computers of volunteers are the saved costs, since only the BOINC server needs to be maintained
and paid for by the analysts.

Distributed Attacks on Modern Ciphers:

Modern ciphers and hash functions can be attacked

with the usage of huge computing power and exhaustively searching for the encryption key. For
instance, the DES cipher with its keyspace size of 256 could already be broken in 1998 in about
4.5 days [87] with specialized hardware. Today, using multiple FPGAs the DES cipher can be
broken in less than a day [201].
Most of the attacks on modern ciphers have in common that they need huge computational
power. In 2017, the SHA-1 hash function was successfully attacked. The ﬁrst collision, ﬁnding
two pre-images yielding the same SHA-1 hash, were computed by Stevens et al. and published
[210]. It took about 6 500 CPU and about 1 000 GPU years.
Besides specialized hardware there exist some successfully performed brute-force attacks on
modern ciphers using standard PCs, i.e. volunteer computing. In 2002, a 64 bit RC5 encrypted
ciphertext by RSA labs was successfully broken by a distributed computing network created and
maintained by the “distributed.net” project [80]. An attack on a 72 bit RC5 encrypted ciphertext
is still running at distributed.net.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) stated in 2016 “that a security
strength of 80 bits was previously approved as well. Since it is no longer considered as providing adequate protection, the use of algorithms and keys providing a security strength of 80
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bits is no longer approved for applying cryptographic protection (e.g. encrypting data)” [31].
Thus, we assume that an attack on a modern cipher is feasible, if the search space is below 280 .
Distributed computing can be also used to attack the RSA algorithm, which we described in
Section 2.1.8. The RSA algorithm can be attacked by factorizing the modulus N. Getting the
factors of N, it is easily possible to compute the private key d with the help of e and N. The
factorization of the modulus N can be done, for example, with the help of the quadratic sieve
algorithm [179] or the general number ﬁeld sieve algorithm [66]. Both attacks have in common
that they are performed in 2 parts. The ﬁrst part, which can be massively parallelized, searches
for “relations”. The second part actually uses the relations to ﬁnd the prime factors of N.

2.3

CrypTool 2

CrypTool 2 (CT2) [6] is an open-source e-learning tool that helps pupils, students, and cryptoenthusiasts to learn cryptology. CT2 is part of the CrypTool project that was initiated in 1998
by the “Deutsche Bank”. CT2 is the successor of the e-learning tool CrypTool 1 (CT1). As
CT1 is based on a pure window concept, ﬁrst a plaintext or a ciphertext has to be entered, then
the encryption algorithm has to be selected from a menu to perform the actual encryption or
decryption. In contrast, CT2 is based on a graphical programming language allowing the user
to cascade different ciphers and methods and to follow the encryption or decryption processes
in realtime.
Currently, CT2 is maintained by the research group Applied Information Security (AIS) of the
University of Kassel. At the time of writing this thesis, the author was the technical leader of
the CT2 development.
We used CT2 for implementing real-world prototypes of distributed cryptanalysis. For doing
so, we extended CT2 with the so-called “CrypCloud” (see Section 6.6.2) – enabling the CT2
users to perform distributed keysearching attacks on modern ciphers like AES and DES. In this
section, we present a short introduction to CT2.
CT2 consists of six main components: the WorkspaceManager, the Startcenter, the Wizard, the
Online Help, the templates, and the CrypCloud, which we present in detail in the following.

F IGURE 2.8: A CrypTool 2 workspace with a Caesar cipher
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WorkspaceManager:

The WorkspaceManager is the heart of CT2 since it enables the user to

create arbitrary cascades of ciphers and cryptanalysis components using its graphical programming language. Furthermore, it contains the so-called ExecutionEngine which is responsible for
the execution of the created graphical programs. To create a graphical program, the user may
drag&drop components (ciphers, analysis methods, and tools) onto the so-called workspace. After that, he has to connect the components using the connectors of each component. Figure 2.8
shows an example workspace containing a Caesar cipher component, a TextInput component
enabling the user to enter text, and a TextOutput component displaying the ﬁnal encrypted text.
The connectors are the small colored triangles. The connections are the lines between the triangles. The color of the connectors and connections indicate the data types (here text). When
the user wants to execute the graphical program, he has to start the ExecutionEngine by hitting a play button in the top menu of CT2. Currently, CT2 contains more than 160 different
components for encryption, decryption, cryptanalysis, etc.

F IGURE 2.9: Parameters of the Caesar cipher component in CT2

To conﬁgure the behavior of the CT2 components, e.g. to let ciphers encrypt or decrypt, each
component has a set of parameters that can be adjusted by the user. To change the parameters,
the user has to click on a component. Then, CT2 displays the possible parameters on the right
side of the workspace. Figure 2.9 depicts the settings of the Caesar component. Here, the user
can, for example switch between encryption and decryption or he can set the shift value for the
Caesar cipher.

Startcenter:

Figure 2.10 shows the Startcenter, which is the welcome screen displayed when

starting the CT2 application. Using the Startcenter, all other functions of CT2 are reachable. To
start a dedicated other main component of CT2, the icons on the left side of the Startcenter may
be used. Furthermore, the Startcenter displays news about CT2 and it offers the possibility to
search for examples (templates) delivered with CT2.

Wizard:

The Wizard is intended for CT2 users that are not yet very familiar with the topics

cryptography or cryptanalysis. The user just selects step by step what he wants to do. The
wizard displays at each step a small set of choices for the user. These steps are connected
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F IGURE 2.10: CrypTool 2 Startcenter

logically using a tree structure. For example, if the user wants to use a Caesar cipher, he ﬁrst
selects “Encryption/Decryption”. Then, he selects “Classical Encryption/Decryption”. Finally,
he selects “Caesar”. After that, he may enter plaintext or ciphertext and encrypt or decrypt it.
In the background, the wizard also uses the WorkspaceManager and its ExecutionEngine. Thus,
the user is always able to switch from the Wizard directly to the WorkspaceManager showing
the graphical program executed in the background.

Online Help:

CT2 contains a huge online help showing descriptions of each component and

each template. By pressing F1 on a selected component of the WorkspaceManager, CT2 automatically opens the online help of the corresponding component.

Templates:

CT2 contains a huge set of more than 200 so-called templates. A template shows

how to create a speciﬁc cipher or cryptanalytic scenario using the graphical programming language and is ready to use. The Startcenter contains a search ﬁeld that enables the user to search
for speciﬁc templates using keywords.

CrypCloud:

Finally, the CrypCloud is the cloud framework built-in CT2. We developed it as

a real-world prototype for evaluating our distribution algorithms. Section 6.6.2 discusses the
CrypCloud in detail. CrypCloud offers CT2 users the possibility to upload CT2 workspaces
“into the cloud” enabling other users to voluntarily participate in distributed keysearching attacks on modern ciphers like AES or DES.

3
Distributed Computing

In many scientiﬁc research areas, there is a high demand for computational power. Prominent
examples are, e.g. simulations in climate research [57], all-atom simulations in biology [195],
and cryptanalytic computations like a brute-force attacks on a symmetric cipher [226] or the factorization of big numbers [66]. Such demanding tasks are commonly solved by supercomputers
[82], computer grids [47], or classic elastic computing clouds [23]. However, all three solutions
have in common that they are expensive. Many scientist groups simply do not have the budget to
buy and maintain a supercomputer or a big computer cluster. Classic elastic computing clouds
are mainly offered by cloud service providers, e.g. Google [114], Amazon [180], or Microsoft
[129]. The costs for these computing clouds scale with the needed computational power [73].
This makes them feasible for small and medium sized problems. For large problems a classic
cloud solution often gets too expensive. Hence, because of budget constraints, scientiﬁc computational problems might either not be researched to a satisfactory extend or not be researched
at all.
In this chapter, we ﬁrst present a rough overview of our research domains of distributed computing. Then, we present each research domain in detail. After that, we show a taxonomy of
distributable problems.

3.1

Overview

Here, we ﬁrst present an overview of our research domains that our research is based on. We
divide our main research domain “distributed computing” in 4 different sub domains:
• Peer-to-Peer (P2P) computing
• Volunteer computing (VC)
33
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• Cloud computing (CC)
• Security and cheating

Distributed computing in general is the distribution of computational tasks and data to different nodes of a computer network. The goals here are speedup of computations, redundancy of
storage, distribution of services, and robustness. Classical distributed computing approaches are
based on a client-server model, where tasks are assigned from a server to the clients. Furthermore, clients are able to use services offered by different servers.
With P2P computing, the classical client-server approach for distributed computing is replaced
by a network consisting of equal nodes, the peers. Each peer is client and server at the same
time. P2P networks may be based on structured or unstructured overlays.
With VC, the nodes of a network are nodes of volunteers that offer their computational power
as well as their storage for distributed computing projects. Thus, the costs for performing the
computations are split across all volunteers.
With CC, the computer network is deﬁned as a “cloud”. From the perspective of a user, the cloud
offers services which are available, for instance, over the Internet. The user does not know how
the cloud network is build. The cloud completely abstracts from its actual implementation.
With “security and cheating”, we refer to two different topics. First, with security we refer to
our standard security goals (conﬁdentiality, integrity, authentication, non-repudiation, etc) as
deﬁned in Section 2.1. Secondly, with cheating we refer to the behavior of nodes intentionally
not delivering the correct results of computations or false data.
In the following sections, we present each research domain in detail.

3.2

Peer-to-Peer Computing

Besides building client-server networks, there is the possibility of performing distributed computing using P2P networks. A P2P network is a network of peers. Each peer functions as a
server and as a client at the same time. Three different generations of P2P systems [151] exist.
The ﬁrst generation of P2P systems are centralized P2P networks. A central server manages the
creation of the network. Peers ﬁnd each other using this server. An example for such a system
is the Napster network [167], which started the hype of P2P systems in 2001. The Berkeley
Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC) is build on this ﬁrst generation of P2P
networks. The second generation of P2P systems are unstructured P2P networks. Here, peers
connect to random neighbors and communicate by ﬂooding messages in the network. An example for such a system is the Gnutella network [127], which was built and used for ﬁle sharing.
The third generation of P2P systems are the P2P networks with structured overlays, as shown
in Figure 3.1. Here, the peers build a structured overlay network, which improves the routing of
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messages and the ﬁnding of resources in the network. Well known examples for such networks
are Chord [118], which builds a circular overlay network, and the Kademlia network [157],
which builds a tree-based overlay network.














F IGURE 3.1: Structured P2P network – Chord ring network

Most structured P2P networks have in common that they offer a distributed hash table (DHT).
The data stored in a DHT is distributed amongst all peers based on a distribution function. We
depicted an example of the logical structure of a DHT in Figure 3.2. Data stored in a DHT is
identiﬁed by a key. The key is hashed. Then, the data is stored at the peer whose peer identiﬁer
is the closest value to the hash value of the key.




















F IGURE 3.2: Structured P2P network – DHT example (logical structure)

An implementation of a distributed cryptanalysis of symmetric key ciphers was built by Wander
et al. in [226]. Here, they used the DHT to store the results of an exhaustive keysearching of a
symmetric cipher. They used a tree data structure to manage the distribution of subjobs among
the peers. The drawback of that approach is, that some nodes of this tree are accessed very
frequently and that with a failing DHT, caused by leaving or failing peers, the overall job may
be corrupted and the overall results may get corrupted or even lost.
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Gossip-Based Communication1 :

To create a P2P network with an unstructured overlay, as

depicted in Figure 3.3, gossip-based communication [130] is used to disseminate data in the
network. With such a communication, peers ﬂood data requests and updates between each other
using “small” messages. With small, we refer to using the user datagram protocol (UDP) [181]
for the dissemination of data. The size of an UDP packet is at most 64kb. When a peer receives
such a message, it memorizes the message, thus, it will not forward the message more than once.
Then, it forwards the message to all of his neighbors. This ﬂooding leads to a dissemination of
data to all peers connected to the P2P network.

Peer
Peer

Peer

Peer
Peer

Peer

Peer
Peer

F IGURE 3.3: Unstructured P2P network

In Figure 3.4 we show an example of a gossip-based dissemination of data in the example
unstructured P2P network. In Step 1, the gray peer sends a message to his direct neighbors. In
Step 2, the peers forward the message to all of their neighbors. After Step 3, all peers in the
network ﬁnally received the message. We call such a sending of a message between two peers a
“hop”. Thus, after three hops the message was received by every peer.
We base our distribution algorithms, which we present in the next chapters, on an unstructured
P2P network and gossip-based communication.

Churn Rate:

A well-known property of P2P networks is the “churn rate” [186]. Since P2P net-

works are built by non-reliable computers peers may join and leave the network spontaneously
at every time. The churn rate deﬁnes the amount of leaving and joining peers in a dedicated
1 The

term “gossip-based” is derived from the gossip communication performed by people.
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F IGURE 3.4: Gossip-based communication

amount of time. For instance, if in the timeframe t 4 new peers joined the network and in parallel 3 peers left the network the churn rate is 7. Distributed computing applications should be
designed in such a way that churn rate does not disturb or destroy the distributed job.

3.3

Volunteer Computing

An alternative for computing demanding tasks is to distribute them to personal computers of volunteers (“volunteer computing” or “public resource computing”) [22], as it is done for example
by the charitable world community grid [119]. Since there is a large amount of home computers
[218], whose owners are all potential volunteers, it is possible to reach the same computational
power that each of the three above mentioned solutions can offer. Volunteer computing is noticeably less expensive for a researcher than the other mentioned solutions. This is because at least
part of the overall cost for computational power and maintenance is spread across all volunteers.
Motivations of people to join a VC project are different. First, the users want to support charitable projects to support research. Secondly, users want to earn “credit points”. Many VC projects
give some kind of reward, i.e. credit points. Based on the delivered amount of computational
effort, the users gains a dedicated amount of credit points. The amount of credit points a user
owns deﬁnes a position in a global toplist of the job. Since people want to be on the top places
of such toplist, they donate more and more computational resources. This also leads to the motivation to cheat, i.e. claim more credit points than justiﬁed. We present cheating in VC in the
next chapters in detail.
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The currently best known VC projects are most likely the SETI@Home project [22], which is
searching for extra-terrestrial intelligence and the world community grid [119], which is doing
cancer and AIDS research. Many other charitable research projects exist (e.g. Denis@Home
[194], Ibercivis [122], POEM@home [128], or Rosetta@Home [30]). Most of these projects are
based on the BOINC [18] framework, a middleware for VC and grid computing developed by the
University of California. In a current representative list of the English Wikipedia [230], which
contains 85 distributed computing projects, 66 projects are BOINC-based (≈ 78%). BOINC is a
centralized architecture for VC with a central server managing all jobs in the volunteer network.
One of the ﬁrst publication concerning the computational power of VC was from Anderson and
Gilles [20], who made an analysis of BOINC projects concerning processing power, memory
usage, etc. in 2006.
There are several job scheduling policies to assign jobs to workers inside a VC network. Durrani and Shamsi classify in [84] these scheduling solutions in two main classes: naive and
knowledge-based policies.
• Naive based task scheduling policies are ﬁrst-come-ﬁrst-served policy (FCFSP), locality
scheduling policy (LSP), and random assignment policy (RAP). With FCFSP, jobs are
assigned to any worker who requests one [88, 90, 214]. With LSP, jobs are preferential
assigned to workers that already have job speciﬁc data [17, 89]. And with RAP, jobs are
randomly assigned to workers [19, 138].
• With knowledge-based task scheduling policies, the history of the workers is used when
assigning jobs to workers. Examples are the world community grid’s policy [89, 215,
216], work fetch policy [21, 138], threshold-based policies [88], buffer none policy [215,
216], buffer n days policy [215, 216], and distributed evolutionary policies [75, 89].
All of these scheduling policies apply to a client-server based VC network. Since we build our
system in the next chapters based on an unstructured P2P network, we had to develop completely
new scheduling algorithms, e.g. our new distribution algorithms as presented in Section 6.2.2.

Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC):

Most of the existing vol-

unteer computing solutions are based on a client-server model, for example the BOINC middleware [18]. A server manages the computational task, called the job, which can be divided
into many subjobs. A volunteer client, who wants to participate in computing the job, contacts
the server and asks for a subjob. The server answers by sending a subjob and reserving it for a
dedicated amount of time. This reservation is done to avoid multiple computations of the same
subjob. The volunteer’s client then computes the subjob and returns a result to the server. This
is repeated for every client and for every existing subjob until the whole job is completed.

3.4 Cloud Computing

3.4
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Cloud Computing

With cloud computing, the actual implementation of the distributed system is abstracted from
the user. A cloud may be based on a client-server model, a P2P network, etc. The user of a
cloud uses cloud services offered by the cloud. Per deﬁnition, a cloud scales arbitrarily. Clearly,
the scaling of the cloud is based on the techniques in the background of the cloud, but this is not
of interest of a cloud user. The scalability of clouds are often referred to as “elasticity” [97].
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) states in their ofﬁcial deﬁnition in
2009 of cloud computing that “CC is a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of conﬁgurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal
management effort or service provider interaction.” [160]. The NIST furthermore deﬁnes several essential characteristics of CC: On-demand self-service, broad network access, resource
pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service. Another dimension, which the NIST uses to
characterise CC, are service models: software as a service (SaaS), platform as a service (PaaS),
and infrastructure as a service (IaaS). With SaaS, the cloud offers applications to the customers
using different kinds of clients, like web or full-clients, and the customers do not control the underlying cloud infrastructure. Examples for such applications are Microsoft‘s Ofﬁce 365 [129]
and Google Apps [114]. With IaaS the cloud offers resources like processing power, storage,
and basic network infrastructure to the customer, who is then free to install arbitrary software,
from operating systems to applications. Well known IaaS solutions are the Amazon Elastic
Compute Cloud (EC2) [180], which offers virtual computers to customers, or the open-source
CC system Eucalyptus [170]. With PaaS the customer is able to install self-made software using
development environments and tools supported by the cloud provider. Well known solutions for
PaaS are the Google App Engine [233] and the Microsoft Azure Platform [112].
From the user perspective our system can be seen as a platform as a service as presented in the
next chapters. We provide a cloud framework (see Section 6.6.2) called “CrypCloud” that offers
users a platform to create distributed cryptanalysis applications in CrypTool 2. Additionally, we
created a cloud framework (see Section 6.6.3) called “VoluntCloud” that enables developers to
deploy their cryptanalysis code into the cloud.

3.5

Security and Cheating

Since VC networks are based on the computers of untrusted volunteers, there may be volunteers
that intentionally deliver false results, i.e. cheat to gain more reward than justiﬁed. To do so,
they only compute parts of the job or even deliver total false, i.e. random, data. Therefore, VC
projects have to implement cheat detection and cheat prevention mechanisms. Besides cheaters,
there may be attackers on the network. An attacker’s motivation is to either disturb or destroy
the VC job. Thus, besides making VC solutions robust against cheaters, general attackers have
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also be considered when designing VC jobs. We show our attacker model in Chapter 9 and
present a detailed discussion of related work with respect to cheating in Chapter 13.

3.6

Distributable Problems – A Datasize-Driven Taxonomy

In this section, we deﬁne different classes of distributed problems based on the size of the to-bedistributed input and output data of a job.
Computational problems that can be divided into independent sub problems are distributable.
If the separation can be done without much effort we call these problems “embarrassingly parallel problems”. Examples for such problems are large simulations in climate research [57],
all-atom simulations in biology [195], cryptanalytic computations like a brute-force attack on
a symmetric cipher [226], and the factorization of big numbers [66]. We categorize such distribution problems into four different classes, depending on the size of the necessary input data
for a computational problem and its generated output data. With BIG we denote data whose
size grows with the amount of sub problems. With SMALL we denote data whose size does not
change signiﬁcantly for different amounts of subjobs. We give an overview of all our problem
classes in Table 3.1.
TABLE 3.1: Distribution Problem Classes

Class name
Simple Search
Expansion
Reduction
Mapping

Size of input data
SMALL
SMALL
BIG
BIG

Size of output data
SMALL
BIG
SMALL
BIG

Examples
Brute-force attack
Rendering job
Searching in databases
Data transformation

The ﬁrst class is the Simple Search class. A simple search problem has SMALL input data and
produces only SMALL output data. One example of a problem that ﬁts into this class is the
search for a cryptographic key. Here, the input data is very small. With a ciphertext-only attack
the job only consists of an encrypted text and some meta-data that describes the decryption
algorithm and a cost function to rate the decrypted texts. The output data consists only of a
single encryption key.
The second class is the Expansion class. An expansion problem has SMALL input data but
produces BIG output data. An example of a problem that ﬁts into this class is a rendering job.
The description of a scene is relatively small compared to the resulting movie with potentially
several thousand rendered frames.
The third class is the Reduction class. A reduction problem has BIG input data but produces
SMALL output data. An example of a problem that ﬁts into this class is a search for a single
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value in a database. The amount of data in the database may be in the range of millions of entries
with a total size in giga- or petabytes, whereas the result is only one entry.
The fourth class is the Mapping class. A mapping problem has BIG input data and produces
BIG output data. An example of a problem that ﬁts into this class is the transformation of a data
set A to a data set B. Here, the size of the input values is similar to the size of the output data.
Our distribution algorithms, presented in the next chapters, are built to work on problems of the
simple search class. Since the algorithms are based on ﬂooding and gossip-based communication, the input as well as the output data have to be kept small. Cryptanalytic algorithms are
located in that class. The input data is small, i.e. the ciphertext. The output data, i.e. a bestlist of
keys, is small as well.
Parts of this section have been published in our paper “Simulating Cheated Results Acceptance
Rates for Gossip-Based Volunteer Computing” [8].

Part II

Distribution
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4
System Model

In this chapter, we present the system model that builds the baseline for our new distribution
algorithms. For that, we ﬁrst deﬁne the general network structure. After that, we deﬁne jobs,
subjobs, and slices which are the tasks which are distributed and computed within our system.
After that, we present a small user model and introduce the users of our system.

4.1

General Network Structure

Our baseline system consists of an unstructured peer-to-peer network. Furthermore, all peers are
equal with respect to their functionality and privileges. We have no special peers, clients, and
no dedicated servers. Thus, each peer is client and server at the same time. New peers that join
our network connect to a different amount of random neighbors. Communication between our
peers is done by ﬂooding small messages in a gossip-based manner. The connections between
our peers are UDP-based [181], thus, not permanent and may fail, i.e. messages may get lost.
Based on that, the size of a message is limited to the size of a UDP packet’s payload (= 65 507
bytes). We depicted such a network in Figure 4.1.
We brieﬂy deﬁne our network in the following way:
• We have p peers owned by volunteers that build our unstructured network N.
• Each peer P is connected to n random neighbors.
• Peers may join and leave our network at any time.
• Peers that loose connections to neighbors automatically establish new connections to other
peers to keep a constant minimum n amount of neighbors.
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F IGURE 4.1: Network example

• The connections between peers are not reliable, i.e. messages may get lost and the correct
ordering of message arrival times is not guaranteed.
• Peers are per deﬁnition trustworthy, thus they always deliver correct results.
• In the case of a failing peer, the peer does not delivery any results at all.
In the following, we deﬁne different parts of our system in detail:
A volunteer is a person that participates in a volunteer computing job by joining our network
with his home computer. The motivation of a volunteer is to deliver computational work and to
gain some reward in return. Reward may be a dedicated amount of “credit points” for delivered
work or a ranking in a toplist of all participating volunteers.
Our peer P is a non-reliable (home) computer of a volunteer. It is connected to our network
with a minimum amount of n connections. Clearly, it is possible that a peer may have less
connections. This is for example the case, during the initial startup or bootstrapping phase of
the creation of our peer-to-peer network. Here, less than n peers may be part of the network.
Hence, there is no possibility for the peer to connect to n neighbors. Also this may be possible
if, by chance, several of a peer’s neighbors go ofﬂine at the same time. Since the computer
of a volunteer is non-reliable, it may go ofﬂine at any time. This is based on the fact that the
volunteer who owns the computer may remove the power cable. Furthermore, the hardware
is not reliable and may fail during a computation. Nevertheless, in this part of the thesis, we
assume that results delivered by a peer are always correct. Thus, a peer may only deliver the
correct result of a computation or he delivers no result at all. The peers are inhomogeneous with
respect to their computational power. Since the computers are home computers of volunteers,
they consist of different hardware conﬁgurations ranging from high end computers to very old
ones.

4.2 Jobs, Subjobs, and Slices
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Our network N is in general an unstructured peer-to-peer network consisting of p peers. Networks may follow different rules for the creation of the network graph, e.g. randomly built,
powerlaw-based built, or bridged networks. A network may also be a multicast network, a bus
network, or a full-mesh network. All possible types of networks have in common that they have
to be connected (most of the time). Nevertheless, a network may be temporary split into different partitions. These partitions join, when new peers connect to both of the different partitions
of the network.

4.2

Jobs, Subjobs, and Slices

In this section, we deﬁne the terms job, subjob, and slice. We depicted an overview of these
terms and their relations in the Figure 4.2.
A job J is a computational embarrassingly parallel task that can be divided into k subjobs, each
subjob Ji being the same amount of computational work. A subjob Ji can be computed by a peer
using a computation function comp(Ji ) which delivers a dedicated result Ri = comp(Ji ). Results
Ri and R j of subjobs can be combined using a combination function ◦, i.e. Rcomb = Ri ◦ R j . The
combination of all results yields the overall result R, i.e. R = R0 ◦ R1 ◦ R2 ◦ ... ◦ Rk−1 . We assume
that the combination function ◦ is associative i.e. (RA ◦ (RB ◦ RC ) = (RA ◦ RB ) ◦ RC ), commutative
i.e. (RA ◦ RB = RB ◦ RA ), and idempotent i.e. (RB ◦ RB = RB ). We assume, that the amount of
resources to store the combination Rcomb of two results, Ri and R j , is equal to the amount of
storing a single result: |Rcomb | = |Ri ◦ R j | = |Ri | = |R j |.


 

  

F IGURE 4.2: Job – subjob – slice

A subjob consists of a dedicated amount of slices S. A slice is a single and impartable piece
of computational work. Slices may be computed independently in parallel, i.e. comp(Si ) = Ri .
The combination of all computed results of all slices of a subjob delivers the overall result of
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a subjob. All rules as deﬁned above for the combination of subjob results also apply to the
combination of slice results.

4.3

User Model

We deﬁne three groups of users, which participate in a volunteer computing system. At ﬁrst,
there are the volunteers, which create the network. And secondly, there are the job submitters,
which submit their computational problems into the network. Clearly, a volunteer may also be a
job submitter and vice versa. Third, there are external people that do not actively participate in
our network. We show an example of our users in the network in Figure 4.3.

Volunteer

Volunteer

Volunteer
Volunteer

Volunteer
Volunteer

Job Submitter
Volunteer

Volunteer

F IGURE 4.3: The system and its users

A volunteer, as deﬁned above, is a person that wants to participate in a volunteer computing
job. To do so, he connects with his computer to our volunteer computing system. In this part of
the thesis, volunteers are trustworthy and won’t attack the system. In the third part of the thesis,
a volunteer may become a malicious volunteer (a “volunteer attacker”).
A job submitter is a researcher that needs computational power for his research. He develops
embarrassingly parallel algorithms that are distributed within our computing system. In this part
of the thesis, job submitters are trustworthy and won’t attack the system. In the second part of
the thesis, a job submitter may become a malicious job submitter (a “job submitter attacker”).
An external user of the system does not participate directly in the system but may also inﬂuence
the system by using the underlying network structure, e.g. the home or company network, or may
use the computer, on which the volunteer peer is running. In this part of the thesis, external
users are trustworthy and won’t attack the system. In the second part of the thesis, an external
user may become a malicious external user (an “external attacker”).

5
Design Rationale

In this chapter, we discuss the decisions for the development and research of this part of the
thesis. To do so, the sections are based on four different graphs following our problems, decisions, and solutions. We call these graphs “decision graphs”. First, we present the syntax of our
decision graphs. Then, we show the decision graph that leads us from cryptanalysis to unstructured P2P overlays. After that, we show the decision graph that leads us from unstructured P2P
overlays to new distribution algorithms, which we present in Section 6.2.2. Finally, we show the
decisions for the evaluation of our solutions.

5.1

Decision Graph

A decision graph is an oriented graph consisting of problems and solutions. In such a graph,
we depict problems with a red color and solutions with a green color. We depict a solution that
is a problem at the same time in green and additionally in red color. A problem can lead to a
solution and a solution can lead to one or more new problems.
We deﬁne a problem as a design question that requires a decision to solve it. A decision is a
choice of a technique or a paradigm that we use for our solutions and research.

5.2

From Cryptanalysis to Unstructured Peer-to-Peer Overlays

In this section, we present the decisions that we made to come from cryptanalysis to unstructured
P2P overlays. In Figure 5.1 we depicted that decision graph. In the following sections, we
present each problem as well as the decisions and solutions for solving the problems.
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F IGURE 5.1: Decision graph – from cryptanalysis to unstructured peer-to-peer overlays

5.2.1

From Cryptanalysis to Distributed Cryptanalysis

The starting point of our research is the cryptanalysis of classical ciphers and encryption machines as well as the exhaustive key searching of modern symmetric algorithms like AES [68]
or DES [169]. The main problem of nearly all cryptanalytic algorithms is the computation
spaces that has to be computed and searched through. A typical cryptanalytic algorithm, i.e.
the heuristic search for an Enigma key, can process millions of millions of millions of keys and
require as much computations. A single computer cannot handle this amount of data, thus, we
implement the cryptanalysis as distributed cryptanalysis as introduced in Section 2.2.5. This is
possible since the cryptanalytic problems are exhaustively parallel problems. That means, that
the problem can be divided into smaller sub problems and each of that sub problems can be
independently solved in parallel.

5.2.2

From Distributed Cryptanalysis to Distributed Computing

With distributed cryptanalysis, we divide our computation space or search space in smaller
spaces, each space can be handled by a different computer. This leads us to the distributed
computing paradigm. With distributed computing, a set of multiple computers are combined to
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perform the many computations in parallel. The results of the computations then are combined
to a global result at the end of all computations.

5.2.3

From Distributed Computing to Volunteer Computing

There exist different solutions for distributed computing, e.g. cloud computing, grid computing,
cluster computing, and volunteer computing. For details on these solutions see Chapter 3. The
drawback of cloud, grid, and cluster computing mainly are the costs. With cloud computing, a
user has to pay with respect to the size of the job, i.e. the needed computational power. With huge
jobs (computation space size > 245 ) the expenses outstrip the budget of most research groups.
Same applies to grid and cluster computing where researchers have to buy and maintain a huge
amount of computers, servers, and additional hardware. With volunteer computing at least part
of the overall cost for computational power and maintenance is spread across all volunteers.
Therefore, we based our distributed cryptanalysis on volunteer computing.
With volunteer computing, even small projects gain extensive computing power. On the webpage boincstats.com1 we see that about 62 000 people joined the project Enigma@Home [141]
and about 4 200 are currently active. The total sum of active computers was about 6 200.
Eingma@Home breaks Enigma messages of WW I. To gain such a huge amount of volunteers, it is not enough to only advertise a volunteer computing project on a university webpage.
Enigma@Home gained attention when they broke the ﬁrst messages, leading to an increasing
amount of voluneers.

5.2.4

From Volunteer Computing to Peer-to-Peer Networks

Most volunteer computing solutions are based on a client-server approach. The server manages
the assignment of computational work to the clients and the clients perform the actual computations. Most of (≈ 80%) the current existing volunteer computing based projects [230] rely on the
BOINC middleware [18], which is client-server based. There is a signiﬁcant drawback of using
any client-server approach for volunteer computing. The server acts as a single point of failure.
If the server fails, the complete computation stops since no client receives new computational
work. Clearly, this risk can be minimized by using multiple servers, thus, if one server fails the
other may take over. But besides unintentional fails of the server, the server could also fail due
intentional attacks or just by being shut down by its administrator.
With solutions where people can upload their jobs to a server, an administrator may delete
dedicated jobs or assign priorities to speciﬁc jobs. Thus, some jobs may be in favor compared
to others. This makes client-server solutions unfair.
1 See https://boincstats.com/en/stats/54/project/detail for current statistics of the Enigma@Home
project. The data we resent here were obtained on April 2017.
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To get rid of the single point of failure/control, volunteer computing solutions can be based on a
peer-to-peer (P2P) network. With P2P networks, see Section 3.2, we have no such weak point.
The peers in peer-to-peer networks are equal. No peer is preferred and no peer is disadvantaged.
Thus, we decided to base our distributed cryptanalysis on P2P networks.

5.2.5

From Peer-to-Peer Networks to Unstructured Overlays

P2P networks are categorized into two groups [148]. First, there are P2P networks with structured overlay networks. Secondly, there are P2P networks with unstructured overlay networks.
For details see Section 3.2. Structured overlay networks aim at improving the routing, the responsivity, and the reliability of the network. Furthermore, the overlay network is used to identify the peers which are responsible for the storage of dedicated data identiﬁed by a unique
identiﬁer. This distributed storage is implemented as a distributed hash table (DHT). DHTs and
structured overlays need maintenance by the peers and this maintenance is not trivial. Up to
now, there exist no working implementation of CHORD [118]. Kademlia [157] is successfully
used in ﬁle sharing protocols like BitTorrent [61], but was never used in distributed computing
or volunteer computing. We decided to base our research and solutions on unstructured overlays
to avoid the need of overlay and DHT maintenance.

5.3

From Unstructured Overlays to New Distribution Algorithms

In this section, we present the decisions that we made to come from unstructured overlays to
gossip-based protocols which lead to new distribution algorithms. In Figure 5.2 we depicted
that decision graph. In the following sections, we present each problem as well as the decisions
and solutions for solving the problems.

5.3.1

From Unstructured Overlays to Job Management

P2P networks with unstructured overlays are easy to build. Peers connect during startup to a
dedicated amount of random neighbors. If a neighbor leaves the network or he is not reachable,
a peer connects to other peers trying to keep the amount of his neighbors at a constant value.
A main problem is the job distribution. With job distribution we refer to the distribution of
jobs, the distribution of job results, and the persistence of jobs. A job is a dedicated amount of
computational work that can be parallelized by dividing the job in subjobs. Within the network
subjobs have to be assigned to peers and the results have to be stored. A naive idea would be
to introduce some kind of “super peers” that are responsible for these tasks. With persistence
of jobs, jobs are stored on the hard drives of peers, thus, in the case all peers are ofﬂine at the
same time, no job gets lost. If one peer is online again, it can load the job and its state from the
hardware and the computation can go on at the point where the job had been persisted.

5.3 From Unstructured Overlays to New Distribution Algorithms
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F IGURE 5.2: Decision graph – from unstructured overlays to gossip-based protocols and new
distribution algorithms

5.3.2

From Super Peers to Gossip-Based Protocols

Super peers introduce new challenges: First, if a super peer fails, data stored on the super peer
is lost. Secondly, a super peer may fail not due to a technical reason but based on his decision
to fail, i.e. attack the network. Additionally, super peers may not be fair, e.g. they may prefer
jobs of speciﬁc peers more than jobs of other peers. Since we do not use structured overlay
networks and we cannot use super peers, we decided to use gossip-based protocols [130] for
the distribution. A gossip-based protocol distributes knowledge in the network by peers sending
their state to their direct neighbors. The neighbors forward the information and their neighbors
do the same. Thus, gossip-based protocols rely on ﬂooding, as introduced in [187].
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F IGURE 5.3: Decision graph – implementation

5.3.3

From Gossip-Based Protocols to New Distribution Algorithms

With gossip-based protocols, the global state, i.e. the complete state of the job, has to be ﬂooded
to all peers connected to the P2P network. We will show in Section 6.2.2 that ﬂooding the complete state of a computation is not feasible. For example ﬂooding the state of a job comprising
of 230 subjobs (using one bit per subjob; 1 → computed, 0 → not computed), a ﬂood packet
size would be 128 megabytes. Therefore, we have to either keep the global state ﬁxed or only
ﬂood a part of the global state. Besides the problem of ﬂooding the global state, since every
peer is equal, we have to store the global state at every peer. To keep the amount of data being
ﬂooded small, we developed new distribution algorithms which we introduce in Section 6.2.2.
To best of our knowledge, no comparable distribution methods like ours for the job distribution
and scheduling in unstructured P2P networks exist.

5.4

Implementation

In this section, we present the rationale behind the development of the different distribution
algorithms. We divided the implementation in two parts: First, the distribution algorithms which
we developed. Secondly, the job management part. We show the decision graph in Figure 5.3.
Since we base our distributed cryptanalysis on unstructured P2P networks and gossip-based
protocols, we had to implement new algorithms for the distribution. This was necessary because
the overall state of a complete job was too big to be ﬂooded completely. The main goal of all
of these algorithms is to minimize the size of data to be ﬂooded for the job computations in an
unstructured P2P network. We developed four new algorithms which we present in this thesis.
First, we developed a Naive Approach for the distribution of computations and their results
which we show in detail in Section 6.2.2.1. The naive approach ﬂoods all job results and data
within the network but does not scale. It is limited to small P2P networks.

5.5 Evaluation
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Therefore, we developed the Epoch Distribution Algorithm which reduces the size of the ﬂooded
data by dividing it into so called epochs. We show that this algorithm scales and can be used in
P2P networks of arbitrary sizes. We show the details of the epoch algorithm in Section 6.2.2.2.
We aimed to optimize the epoch algorithm. Therefore, we developed at ﬁrst the Sliding Window
Distribution Algorithm. Instead of using ﬁxed epochs to minimize the to be ﬂooded data we
used a sliding window. Our evaluation results showed that this approach performs worse than
the original epoch algorithm. We present the details of the window algorithm in Section 6.2.2.3.
The fourth algorithm that we developed is the Extended Epoch Algorithm. Here, we developed
an algorithm similar to the epoch algorithm. But instead of using only one epoch for the minimization of the to be ﬂooded data we introduce a second epoch. When the ﬁrst epoch is ﬁnished
with a speciﬁc percentage rate we start already working on the second epoch. We present the
details of the extended epoch algorithm in Section 6.2.2.4.
All new algorithms are perfectly suited for the distribution of computations and computation
results of huge computation jobs. We realized that besides the distribution and assignments
of computations and results we also need to distribute the computation instructions, i.e. the
“programs” or “job descriptions”. Thus, besides our distribution algorithms we developed a
lightweight management protocol that allows the distribution of the job descriptions as well. We
present this management protocol in Section 6.3.

5.5

Evaluation

In this section, we present our different evaluation methods. We evaluated in two different
directions: First, we simulated our algorithms. Secondly, we built a real-world implementation
to actually perform distributed cryptanalysis using our distribution algorithms. We show the
decision graph in Figure 5.4.
We implemented all of our distribution algorithms besides the naive approach in a self-written
highly optimized simulator, called SimPeerfect. SimPeerfect is written entirely in C++ and
based on the API OpenMP [69]. The simulator is optimized for the simulation of P2P networks
consisting of thousands of peers. With SimPeerfect we evaluated the behavior of our algorithms
with changing sizes of networks, connections, churn rate, etc. We show the details of our simulator in Section 6.5 and present our evaluation results in Section 7.1.1.
Besides the pure simulation of our algorithms we analyzed the performance of the epoch algorithm in a real-world implementation. We created our middleware VoluntLib [139] which
implements the epoch algorithm for the distribution as well as our management protocol in C#
and .NET [113]. VoluntLib offers an API which can be used to create cryptanalytic distributed
jobs for the distribution in P2P networks. We present VoluntLib in Section 6.6.1.
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F IGURE 5.4: Decision graph – evaluation

Additionally, we implemented a cloud system in our open-source tool CrypTool 2 [6], namely
the CrypCloud, based on VoluntLib. Currently, the CrypCloud enables CrypTool 2 users to
upload key searching attacks on modern symmetric ciphers into a cloud network. All computers
connected to the network of the CrypCloud can be combined to work on the same cryptanalytic
job. Distributing an attack using CrypCloud is as easy as performing a single attack on a single
computer. We present our CrypCloud in Section 6.6.2.
Besides the CrypCloud we developed a more general standalone client for VoluntLib which
we call VoluntCloud. VoluntCloud wraps our middleware VoluntLib. It enables developers to
distribute C# code into the cloud. Volunteers may use the client to connect to the cloud, i.e. the
P2P network, and donate their computational power for cryptanalytic (and other) computation
jobs. We present our VoluntCloud in Section 6.6.3.
Using our algorithms and solutions, it is in general possible to distribute problems that belong
to the simple search class as well as problems that belong to the reduction class (see Section 3.6
for class deﬁnitions).

6
Implementation

In this chapter, we show different algorithms that we developed for the decentralized distribution of subjobs. First, we discuss an architecture which we use to implement our algorithms
with simulators and as middleware in the “real world”. After that, we present our distribution
algorithms. Then, we discuss a “reservation protocol” which reduces redundant computations.
Finally, we elaborate different “real world” prototypes based on our algorithms and solutions
which we used to actually perform distributed cryptanalysis.

6.1

General System Architecture

Based on our aforementioned network model and job deﬁnitions presented in Chapter 4, we
deﬁne a general volunteer computing architecture. The system architecture builds the baseline
for the implementations of our new distribution algorithms.
The architecture consists of 5 components: The job management component, the distribution
component, the computation component, the incentive system component, and the security
component. We present a rough overview of our architecture in Figure 6.1 and also show the
communication between the components.
The purpose of the job management component is to offer services for the creation, deletion,
update, and joining of jobs in the volunteer computing system. It is furthermore responsible
for the joining and the leaving of peers inside the network. All communication needed for
distributing jobs in the network is managed by this component. The component communicates
directly with the other peers via network connections.
The second component of our architecture is the distribution component. This component
manages the treatment of single jobs. It controls, which subjobs have already ﬁnished and
which subjobs a peer computes next. It is responsible for data-exchange regarding jobs. We
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F IGURE 6.1: High level architecture of a peer

evaluate the suitability of our algorithms using this component. The component communicates
directly with the other peers via network connections to other peers.
The third component of our architecture is the computation component, which is mainly responsible for the computation of jobs. It processes job descriptions and job-data, and starts the
computation of a subjob. The subjobs to be computed, are delivered by the distribution component. The computation component has no direct connection to the network. It is indirectly
connected via the other components.
The forth component is the incentive system component, which is mainly responsible for
counting a peer’s credits. It is furthermore responsible for collecting the amounts of credit
points, which all other peers in the network own. In addition, it manages the creation of a bestlist based on the data it collects. It is not directly connected to the network, but receives data
from the other components.
The ﬁfth component of our architecture is the security component. It has multiple responsibilities. First (general security functions), it is responsible for the general security mechanisms
of the network, for example signing, encryption and decryption of messages, and authentication
of peers. As a general security measure, all communication between peers inside the computing system, must be signed by a personal peer certiﬁcate. All unsigned or corrupted messages,
resulting for instance from an external attacker, are discarded. Secondly, the security component contains an anti cheating part that is responsible for the detection of cheating neighbors.
When it successfully detects a cheating neighbor, one solution can be to report this to the other
components, so they do not accept any new data received from the cheaters and also remove
any existing data previously obtained from him. Cheating peers may be excluded by banishing the peer id and the corresponding certiﬁcate, e.g. ignoring all messages from the peer. The
security component also transmits data to the incentive system component. The security component is not directly connected to the network, but connects all other components in a vertical
way. All cheat-relevant data are forwarded between the components only via the anti-cheating
component.

6.2 Our new Distribution Algorithms

6.2
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Here, we ﬁrst present the requirements on which we base our algorithms. After that, we show
a naive idea of distributing jobs in an unstructured network. Based on this idea we developed
optimized algorithms, which we present beneath: epoch distribution algorithm, sliding window
distribution algorithm, and extended epoch distribution algorithm. Then, we show how all of
our algorithms fulﬁll our requirements.

6.2.1

The Requirements for the Distribution Algorithms

Here, we deﬁne the requirements that build the baseline for our distribution algorithms:
R1: The baseline for the distributed computing is built by an unstructured P2P network.
R2: The distribution of a job using one of our algorithms results in a speedup of the job compared to the local case.
R3: The complete progress of the job must be available to all peers, i.e. every peer knows the
state of the job.
R4: A peer may join or leave the network at every time without disturbing the job.
R5: Network splits must not disturb the job. (A network split means that the network is separated into two or more parts that are not connected any more).
R6: Split networks can be merged without disturbing the job.
R7: Peers communicate using small messages.
With the requirement R1, we deﬁne that we want to base the distribution algorithms on an
unstructured P2P network. We do so to avoid the drawbacks of a single point of failure. Furthermore, unstructured P2P networks can be build easily since no overlay structure of the network
has to be maintained. With the requirement R2, we deﬁne that the usage of our algorithms must
result in a speedup of the computation. That means, in the best case, if we double the amount
of peers, we halve the needed time of a job. Every peer should have the knowledge of the complete job, i.e. the progress and the results of the job. Therefore, we deﬁned our requirement R3.
Fluctuation of the network should be negligible, thus, we deﬁned our requirement R4 that peers
may join or leave the network at every time without disturbing the job. With unstructured P2P
networks it may occur that the network is split into two halves that are not connected any more.
Even in that case, the job should go on in both parts independently. For that, we deﬁned our
requirement R5. Additionally, with requirement R6 split networks can be merged and the merge
process does not disturb the job. Finally, requirement R7 states that the peers only communicate
using small messages. Thus, we are able to base our algorithms on UDP which is limited to a
64 kb packet size.
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F IGURE 6.2: Naive distribution algorithm ﬂow

6.2.2

Distribution Algorithms for Decentralized Distributed Computing

In this section, we ﬁrst present a naive approach for distributing (sub) jobs to different peers in
an unstructured P2P network. After that, we present three different algorithms for more efﬁcient distribution: epoch distribution algorithm, sliding window distribution algorithm, and the
extended epoch distribution algorithm. All of these three algorithms have in common that they
reduce the sizes of the messages to be ﬂooded. We published our algorithms on the FiCloud
2015 in Rome [7] and in a journal [8], and their basic ideas on a doctoral colloquium in Kassel
[5]. Additionally, we already worked in 2012 in Kopal’s master’s thesis [2] on the epoch distribution algorithm and the sliding window distribution algorithm. In this section, we ﬁrst present
the basic idea of each algorithm and, after that, we present each algorithm using UML diagrams.

6.2 Our new Distribution Algorithms
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F IGURE 6.3: Epochs in the computation space

6.2.2.1

Naive Approach

The ﬁrst idea of distributing a job in an unstructured P2P network is to distribute (ﬂood) the complete state of the job in the network as depicted in Figure 6.2. Since there is no central unit, which
assigns subjobs, all peers select subjobs randomly out of the complete computation space. After
ﬁnishing the computation of the subjob, a peer has to ﬂood the result to his neighbors. Since
we assume, that new peers are coming at every possible time, those peers have to get the whole
state of the complete job. Thus, every peer ﬂoods the complete state after ﬁnishing a subjob. But
even if we only use one bit per subjob to indicate whether it has already been computed or not,
this approach is not feasible, since we cope with very large computation spaces. For instance,
if we analyze a DES cipher, i.e. search through the complete keyspace, the computation space
of the overall job is 256 . Even if we divide this space into subjobs each of the size of 225 , we
would need 231 bits to model every subjob using only a single bit. This is 256 MB. Thus, every
ﬂooded message would be of that size. This is not practical (and violates our requirement R7).
Therefore, we have to minimize the size of the ﬂood messages. For very small jobs (k < 219 )
the naive approach is still realizable. Since we assume, that |Rcomb | = |Ri ◦ R j | = |Ri | = |R j |,
all peers combine all local and received results before they ﬂood them as well. Thus, the size
of the results of the subjobs is negligible small. The combination of the results is possible,
since our assumptions in the system model state, that the combination function is associative,
commutative, and idempotent.

6.2.2.2

Epoch Distribution Algorithm

The epoch algorithm as depicted in Figure 6.4 divides the computation space of a job into several
subspaces. We call such a subspace an epoch. An epoch consists of a ﬁxed amount of subjobs
Ji . We use a bitmask B as presented in Figure 6.3 of ﬁxed size, which represents one epoch.
A bit, which is set to one in this bitmask, represents a ﬁnished computation of a subjob. That
means that the result Ri has been combined with the local results Rlocal . Besides the bitmask
each peer stores an epoch index Ilocal . This index represents the position of the bitmask in the
computation-space and starts at zero. The bit-offset of the bitmask may be computed by the
multiplication of the epoch index I and the bit-width w of the bitmask. If a peer tries to ﬁnd a
random subjob, which has not been formerly computed, it tries to ﬁnd randomly an unset bit in
his local bitmask Blocal corresponding to his local epoch index Ilocal . Then the peer computes
the result Ri corresponding to the found bit. After ﬁnishing computation, the peer sets the bit to
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F IGURE 6.4: Epoch algorithm ﬂow
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one and combines the result Ri with his local results Rlocal . If the local bitmask has no more free
unset bits the peer clears the bitmask and increments the epoch index by one. After changing the
local bitmask, the peer ﬂoods his bitmask Blocal , his results Rlocal , and his epoch index Ilocal to
his direct neighbors. If a peer receives a bitmask Bneighbor , a set of results Rneighbor , and an epoch
index Ineighbor it checks if the epoch index is less, equal, or greater than his epoch index Ilocal . If
the received index is less than the local one, the message from the neighbor is discarded. If both
indexes are the same, the local data and the received data are merged: The bitmasks are merged
using the boolean logical or-operator, the results are merged using the combination function,
and the local epoch index is not changed. If the received index is greater than the local index,
the whole local result set Rlocal may be discarded and replaced by the received result set. The
local epoch index is set to the received one. During the computation of a subjob a peer checks
after receiving new data from his neighbors, if the current computed subjob has been already
computed by another peer of the network. To check this, the peer checks the value of the bit in
the bitmask corresponding to his current computed subjob. If the bit is set to one, the peer aborts
the computation and starts the computation of another subjob, which bit is not set to one. If the
last epoch is completed (all bits of the bitmask with the highest epoch index are set to one), the
whole job J is computed and the algorithm terminates.
The complete pseudo code of the epoch distribution algorithm is available in Appendix A.2.

6.2.2.3

Sliding Window Distribution Algorithm

The window algorithm as depicted in Figure 6.6 moves a sliding window as shown in Figure 6.5
over the computation-space. The window itself consists of a bitmask W and a window offset
O. The offset is the current position of the least signiﬁcant bit in the computation-space. A set
bit in the window represents a ﬁnished subjob, whereas a non-set bit represents a non-ﬁnished
subjob. If a peer wants to compute a subjob, it tries to randomly ﬁnd an unset bit in the window.
After ﬁnishing computation, the peer sets the corresponding bit to one and merges the result of
the computation with his local results Rlocal . Afterwards, the window is left-shifted until the
least signiﬁcant bit is a zero. While shifting the window the window offset is incremented by
one for each bit, which is shifted out of the window in this way. The window may be shifted
until the most signiﬁcant bit of the window reaches the last bit of the computation-space. After
shifting the window the peer sends his window Wlocal , his window offset Olocal , and his local
results Rlocal to all of his neighbors. If a peer receives from one of his direct neighbors a window
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F IGURE 6.6: Window algorithm ﬂow

Wneighbor , a set of results Rneighbor , and a window offset Oneighbor it has to combine neighbor data
and local data. To do so, the ﬁrst action, which has to be done, is the equalization of the window
offset. The window with the smaller offset is left-shifted and the offset is incremented until its
offset is the same as the formerly greater ones. After the shifting, both windows are combined
using the boolean logical or-operator. The received neighbor results Rneighbor are merged with the
local results Rlocal using the combination function. During the local computation of a subjob,
a peer checks after receiving neighbor data, if his current computed subjob has been already
computed by another peer of the network. His current subjob is computed if the corresponding
bit is either set to one or has been already shifted out of the current window. If the subjob is
already computed, the peer aborts his computation and starts a new one. If the window cannot
be shifted any more and all bits are set to one the whole job J is computed and the algorithm
terminates.

6.2 Our new Distribution Algorithms
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The complete pseudo code of the sliding window distribution algorithm is available in Appendix A.2.

6.2.2.4

Extended Epoch Distribution Algorithm

The extended epoch distribution algorithm uses extended epochs, with different probabilities to
be selected by peers, as depicted in Figure 6.7. It is similar to the epoch distribution algorithm,
but instead of sending a single bitmask between the peers, it uses two bit masks. The peers start
to select bits out of the ﬁrst of the two masks. If this mask is “ﬁlled” by ﬁll rate %, the peers
start also ﬁlling the second mask. With a probability of selection probability % the peers select
unset bits of the ﬁrst mask, with a probability of (100 − selection probability) % they select
bits out of the second bit mask. If the ﬁrst bitmask is ﬁlled completely, the second bitmask
becomes the ﬁrst bitmask and a new second bitmask is created. The algorithm terminates, when
the “last” bitmask is ﬁlled completely, yielding all subjobs have been computed by the peers.
Section 7.1.4.1 shows an evaluation for the best values for ﬁll rate and selection probability.
The complete pseudo code of the extended epoch algorithm is available in Appendix A.3.

6.2.3

Analytical Evaluation

In this section, we discuss the coverage of the requirements of Section 6.2.1. We ﬁrst repeat
each requirement and describe then, how our algorithms comply to it:
R1: The baseline for the distributed computing is built by an unstructured P2P network:
All algorithms have in common that they receive and send messages from arbitrary neighbors.
After receiving a message, a peer adds the received information (bitmask, window, and result
list) to his local storage. Furthermore, a peer also forwards received messages to his other
neighbors. Therefore, underlying network may be a structured one or unstructured one. The
only condition that has to be fulﬁlled is the existence of neighbors.
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R2: The distribution of a job using one of our algorithms results in a speedup of the job
compared to the local case: We show the fulﬁllment of this requirement with the help of a small
example. We assume a network consisting of two peers, A and B, that are neighbors. Both peers
work on the same job, i.e. keysearching for a cryptographic key. The job consists of 100 subjobs.
Both peers individually select random subjobs and compute them. In the ﬁrst case, we assume
A selected subjob 17 and B selected subjob 51. After ﬁnishing the computation, each peer sends
the results (best list) to the other neighbor and marks the subjob as completed in the speciﬁc
data structure (bitmask or window). In this speciﬁc case, since both peers computed different
subjobs at the same time, the speedup of the computation would be 2. If both peers continue
in selecting different subjobs until the complete job is computed, the overall speedup would be
2 as well. Clearly, by chance both peers select the same subjob at the same time. Then, in the
speciﬁc case the speedup is 1, meaning, there is actually no speedup. But in sum, the complete
job is accelerated, i.e. the speedup is greater than 1. Clearly, with more peers, the speedup also
increases. Nevertheless, the probability that redundant computations by different peers occur
also grows. In Chapter 7 we present evaluations of the speedup with different network setups
with respect to the amount of peers.
R3: The complete progress of the job must be available to all peers, i.e. every peer knows
the state of the job: Since every peer ﬂoods his results and the received results to all of his
neighbors, the network continuously approaches a common global state. Thus, the state of the
progress is eventually consistent for all peers at every time.
R4: A peer may join or leave the network at every time without disturbing the job: The
global state is eventually consistent at every peer that is connected to the network. Thus, a
leaving peer would only lead to lost data of that speciﬁc peer. Joining peers lead to more copies
of the current global state, thus, increase the robustness of the network.
R5: Network splits must not disturb the job: A network split only leads to a slowdown of the
computational speed of a network. This is due to the fact that both networks have to individually
compute every subjob.
R6: Split networks can be merged without disturbing the job: If split networks are reunited,
all data of both networks will be exchanged. After that, the resulting joined network comprises
the common global state of both former split networks.
R7: Peers communicate using small messages: Since all of our algorithms only exchange best
lists and their data structures (epochs, windows), the size of the ﬂooded messages can be kept
small. We only ﬂood messages that ﬁt in an UDP packet. Thus, the size of each of our ﬂooded
messages is only 64kb.

6.3 Management Protocol
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Management Protocol

A management protocol is responsible to manage the distribution of jobs between peers. It
has to distribute the state of all jobs in the volunteer computing cloud. Furthermore, it has to
offer mechanisms for the creation and deletion of jobs. Finally, it has to offer security mechanisms like authentication and data integrity. Here, we present our management protocol for the
dissemination of job descriptions within our system.

6.3.1

Requirements for the Management Protocol

We created the following requirements that our management protocol has to fulﬁll:
R1: Job Management - The protocol allows the creation of jobs and the exchange among all peers.
In addition, it is possible for the job submitter or any administrator to remove the job from the
network.
R2: Algorithms - The protocol implements the epoch distribution algorithm; but is not bound to this
algorithm.
R3: Computation - The protocol is designed to enable peers to exchange the current best subjob results
and the state of all jobs of the network.
R4: Nonrepudiation - Each message can be assigned to its creator.
R5: Authenticity - Only authorized persons can join the network.
R6: Extensibility - The protocol is versioned. It allows to be altered and updated. This is referred to
as backward compatibility.
R7: One-to-Many and Bidirectional - The protocol is primarily based on multicast [79] communication. But a direct bidirectional connection between two peers is also possible.

6.3.2

Concept

In this section, we ﬁrst describe the general concept and the usage of corresponding messages.
After that, we present the messages and the message ﬂow in detail.

Job Creation:

To create and publish a job in the network, a CreateNetworkJobMessage is

used. Such a message contains all information about the job and the creator and, therefore, can
be sent to all participants stateless. Once such a message is received, the receiving peer adds the
created job to his local list of known jobs. The message also contains all relevant information
that is needed by a peer to start working on a job.
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To delete a job in the network, a DeleteNetworkJobMessage is used. Since the

cancellation of a job can be performed only by its creator or by an administrator, a peer checks if
the message was sent by one of these. If the message is valid, the job will initially locally marked
as deleted and the message cached for a deﬁned period. If the peer receives a request for that
job by another peer, he replays the message. Thus, new joining peers gain also the information
that the job has been deleted. After a dedicated amount of time, the message is deleted from the
cache.

Jobs Distribution:

We divided the exchange of jobs into two processes. First, job meta data

can be disseminated by all peers within a P2P network. For this, the RequestJobListMessage
and the ResponseJobListMessage are used. Upon receiving a job list request, a peer answers
with a job response message, including all known jobs, after a random amount of time. Other
peers that receive a job response message and have knowledge of additional jobs also send
their job lists using a job response message. Job responses only contain meta data of jobs,
e.g. the creator, the creation data, and so on. Thus, job list requests and job list responses are
implemented in an asynchronous manner. The second part in the job dissemination process is
the dissemination of data speciﬁc for a single job. For that, the RequestJobDetailMessage and
the ResponseJobDetailMessage are used. With the request, a peer asks for details of a job that
he needs to start the computation. With the response, a peer that has that knowledge answers
with the speciﬁc details of a job.

Joining a Job:

To actively participate in a distributed job computation the JoinNetworkJobMes-

sage is used. After sending the message, the transmitting peer waits a deﬁned time interval.
After the time interval expires, he assumes that he is in possession of the current computation
state and can begin its calculation. Should it not receive a response, the job has not been started
and the peer starts the computation with the initial state of the job.

Protocol Flow – Join Network Job:

In the following, we present the logical ﬂow of our

protocol. We present actions a peer has to follow to download a job from the network, to
download the speciﬁc job data from the network, and ﬁnally to join in computing that job. We
depicted the complete protocol ﬂow for joining a job in Figure 6.8.
A peer ﬁrst needs to know which jobs are currently processed in the network. To do so, he
sends a RequestJobListMessage. All other peers receive that message and start a timer. The peer
whose timer runs out earliest sends a ResponseJobListMessage that all other peers also receive.
If a peer has knowledge of a job that is not included in the ﬁrst message, he also generates a ResponseJobListMessage containing the missing jobs. This is depicted in Figure 6.8(a). Then, the
peer may join a dedicated job. To do so, he sends a RequestJobDetailsMessage for that speciﬁc
job. After a random amount of time, he gets a ResponseJobDetailsMessage containing speciﬁc
data that he needs to compute the job. This is depicted in Figure 6.8(b). Finally, the peer sends
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F IGURE 6.8: Logical ﬂow of management protocol – joining a network job
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struct {
byte ProtocolVersion ;
byte MessageType ;
byte [] JobID ; // 128 bit
string WorldName ; // null - terminated
string SenderName ; // null - terminated
string HostName ; // null - terminated
ushort CertificateLength ; // 16 bit
byte [] CertificateData ;
ushort SignatureLength ; // 16 bit
byte [] SignatureData ;
ushort NumberOfExtensions ; // 16 bit
Extension [] Extensions ;
} Header ;
L ISTING 6.1: Message header structure

a JoinNetworkJobMessage to indicate other peers that he joins in computing the job now. After
a random amount of time, he gets a PropagateStateMessage containing the current state of the
speciﬁc job. During the ongoing computations of a job, all peers use PropagateStateMessages
to disseminate the current state of a job, i.e. job results and the state of all subjobs. The PropagateStateMessage contains a bitmask as speciﬁed in the epoch distribution algorithm described
above. This is depicted in Figure 6.8(c).

6.3.3

Messages

In this section, we show the implementation of the messages, that we use in our protocol. First,
we show the header that each message contains, after that we show the message bodies in detail.
We follow a C-like notation. Each message is described as a C structure that may include other
structures:

Message Header:

First, we show our message header in Listing 6.1. Every of the message

starts with that speciﬁc header structure. The ProtocolVersion deﬁnes the current version of our
protocol. MessageType indicates the type of message as deﬁned in Table 6.1. Each job in our
network is identiﬁed by a unique 128 bit JobID that is selected randomly at job creation by
the job submitter. The WorldName identiﬁes the P2P world and can be used for ﬁltering in the
list of current jobs. Only jobs belonging to the same world are shown in the same list of jobs.
SenderName is the name of the sending peer. HostName is the machine name of the sending
peer. CertiﬁcateLength deﬁnes the length of the sender’s public key, i.e. a X.509 certiﬁcate
[117, 136]. CertiﬁcateData is the sending node’s certiﬁcate. SignatureLength is the length of
the message signature. SignatureData is the message signature. NumberOfExtensions deﬁnes
the number of message extensions. A message extension can be used to expand the protocol
with new message types. The ﬁeld Extensions contains the concrete extension objects attached
to the message.

6.3 Management Protocol
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Message Name
CreateNetworkJobMessage
RequestJobListMessage
ResponseJobListMessage
RequestJobDetailsMessage
ResponseJobDetailsMessage
RequestWorldList
ResponseWorldList
JoinNetworkJobMessage
PropagateStateMessage
DeleteNetworkJobMessage

Message
Type ID
0x03
0x04
0x05
0x06
0x07
0x08
0x09
0x0A
0x0B
0x0C

TABLE 6.1: Message types and IDs
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

struct {
byte [] JobID ; // 128 bit
string Creator ; // null - terminated
ushort AlgorithmInformationLength ; // 16 bit
byte [] AlgorithmInformation ;
string JobName ; // null - terminated
string JobType ; // null - terminated
ushort JobDescriptionLength ; // 16 bit
byte [] JobDescription ;
} NetworkJobMetaData ;
struct {
ushort JobPayloadLength ;
byte [] JobPayload ;
} NetworkJobPayload ;
struct { Header ;
NetworkJobMetaData ;
NetworkJobPayload ;
} CreateNetworkJobMessage ;
L ISTING 6.2: CreateNetworkJobMessage structure

Based on the MessageType in the header of a received message, the receiving peer handles the
messages. We show the different message types in Table 6.1.

CreateNetworkJobMessage:

To create a new job, a job submitter sends the CreateNetwork-

JobMessage as shown in Listing 6.2 with speciﬁc job data (NetworkJobMetaData and NetworkJobPayload). The CreateNetworkJob messages are stored by all other peers, thus, if the
original job submitter leaves the network, the job and its corresponding data remain in the network at all other peers. If a peer requests a job from the network, the other peers may replay the
corresponding CreateNetworkJobMessage.

Other Messages:

For completeness, we present in Listing 6.3 the structures of all other im-

portant messages, but do not describe each message in detail.
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struct { Header ;} DeleteNetworkJobMessage ;
struct { Header ;} RequestJobListMessage ;
struct { Header ;
ushort NumberOfJobs ;
NetworkJobMetaData [] JobList ;
} ResponseJobListMessage ;
struct { Header ;} RequestJobDetailsMessage ;
struct { Header ;
NetworkJobPayload ;
} ResponseJobDetailsMessage ;
struct { Header ;} JoinNetworkJobMessage ;
struct { Header ;
ushort StateDataLength ;
byte [] StateData ;
ushort ResultDataLength ;
byte [] ResultData ;
} PropagateStateMessage ;
L ISTING 6.3: All other important message structures

6.3.4

Security Discussion

In this section, we brieﬂy discuss the most important security features of our protocol. Cheating
is also an important topic when using volunteer computing for the computation of distributed
jobs. Nevertheless, we excluded cheating from this section and come to it in the third part of the
thesis.

Certiﬁcation System:

Each peer within our system that uses the management protocol for

distributing jobs and job data has to own a personal X.509 certiﬁcate [117, 136]. This certiﬁcate
is signed by our certiﬁcation authority (CA). Peers also need the CA’s public key, which they
use for the validation of other peers certiﬁcates.

Authenticity:

When receiving a message, a peer ﬁrst checks the signature of the message and

the certiﬁcate of the sender using the CAs public key. If the signature is valid the message is
processed. DeleteNetworkJobMessage are only processed if (a) the sender is the job submitter
or (b) the sender has an “administrator ﬂag” set to true in his certiﬁcate.

Nonrepudiation:

Since every message that is sent in our network has to have a valid signature,

a sender cannot disclaim the creation of his messages. Furthermore, it is not possible for an
attacker to generate new messages and claim, that a dedicated peer created such a message.

Replay Protection:

Every peer keeps track of every received message by storing message

signatures. If a peer receives a message a second time, i.e. a replay attack, the message is
discarded.
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F IGURE 6.9: Scheduling plan – computation times
Robustness:

Every peer in our system locally stores all CreateNetworkJobMessages and also

a list of all jobs. Furthermore, every peer stores the current state of every job that he received.
Thus, even if a complete network goes down, due to a power failure for instance, the job can be
resumed if at least one peer is online again.

6.4

Decentralized Reservation

Since our distribution algorithms are based on randomness, i.e. peers select randomly subjobs,
compute them, and ﬂood the results to their neighbors, redundant computations may occur. That
reduces the speedup introduced by our volunteer computing networks and clouds. Therefore, in
this section, we present a novel decentralized reservation algorithm that is based on our epoch
distribution algorithm. Clearly, it may also be implemented on the basis of the sliding window
algorithm or the extended epoch distribution algorithm. The main idea behind a decentralized
reservation is to reduce the probability of processing the same subjob by different peers at the
same time. To do so, the peers ﬂood their reservations to their neighbors to disseminate the state
of reservations to every peer in the network. Hence, a peer knows which subjobs are currently
processed by the other peers and selects non-reserved subjobs for its computation.

6.4.1

The Problem of Redundant Selections

A drawback of all of our distribution algorithms is the random selection of subjobs done by
each peer. As there is no central server who could assign subjobs peers have to select subjobs
self-organized on their own. To avoid that peers select the same subjobs, the random selection
is performed. Nevertheless, by chance, peers can select subjobs that are already in progress by
other peers. The worst case is that two peers select at the same time the same subjob and start
the computation.
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F IGURE 6.11: Exemplary reservation table of a single peer

6.4.2

Decentralized Reservation Algorithm

To minimize the problem of redundantly computed subjobs, we introduce a reservation time of
subjobs. Instead of only randomly selecting a non computed subjob and ﬂooding the result, a
peer ﬁrst ﬂoods a reservation of the subjob to its neighbors. To do so, with the epoch distribution algorithm, we introduce a second bitmask, i.e. the reservation mask, that contains the
reservations of all peers.
When a peer wants to compute a new subjob, it selects a non-reserved subjob by searching
for a 0 in its reservation mask. Then, it sets the corresponding bit of the reservation mask to
1 to indicate, that it reserved that subjob. After that, it sends the reservation mask and the
computation mask to all of its neighbors. When a peer receives a reservation mask, it combines
its local reservation mask with the received one using the exclusive OR operator. We show
an example of a local reservation mask and a corresponding computation mask in Figure 6.10.
Every time a peer detects a new reserved subjob in its reservation mask, it additionally adds a
new entry to its reservation table. Here, it memorizes the subjob ID and the reservation time. All
peers also maintain a reservation time span treservation and a non-reserved time span tnon−reserved .
If a reservation within the table is older than treserved , the corresponding bit in the reservation
mask is automatically set to 0. If a reservation within the table is older than tnon−reserved and a
peer receives a reservation mask with a set bit to 1 its local bit again is set to 1. A peer only
marks a subjob as reserved, if the reservation is done with (a) no entry in its table or (b) the last
reservation is older than tnon−reserved . Clearly, if a peer wants to reserve a subjob, it can locally
select a subjob, even if it is still in its non-reserved time.
We invented the former mentioned two time spans for the following reason: If a peer reserves a
subjob and leaves the network, the subjob would remain reserved forever. Thus, we ﬁrst need the
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reservation time treserved which is stored the ﬁrst time a peer sees a reservation. Secondly, if we
only have a reservation time and would refresh a reservation every time, we see a reservation,
reservations could circulate in the network. Peers set the reservation bits to 0 if treserved has
passed. Between treserved and tnon−reserved it remains 0, even though a reservation mask with
a 1 at that position is received from a neighbor. Only then a reservation may be refreshed.
Clearly, if no non-reserved subjob is left in an epoch, a peer selects a reserved subjob and starts
computing. Here, fast peers may outrun slow peers at the end of an epoch, hence, increasing
the speedup slightly. With the reservation bitmask peers disseminate on which jobs they are
currently working. Thus, other peers may select jobs which are currently not processed with a
higher probability. Hence, it is less likely that two peers compute the same subjob at the same
time. This redundant computations are now only possible at the end of an epoch when there
are more peers than non-computed subjobs. We do not send the reservation table directly and
instead use a reservation mask because a reservation table may get too big. If we assume that
an epoch has a size of 219 , we may have the same amount of reservations in the worst case. If
every entry in the table would be 6 byte (2 byte for the ID, 4 byte for the time) the overall table
size would be 3 megabyte. This would be too big to ﬂood it throughout the network all the time.
We published the decentralized reservation algorithm in [3].

6.5

Simulator for Distribution Algorithms – SimPeerfect

We created a simulator for the simulation of our new distribution algorithms. The simulator
SimPeerfect is written in C++ and it is based on the API OpenMP [69]. Thus, it was possible to
simulate very big P2P networks (≈ 10 000 peers) in adequate times using a server of our research
group. We present a short discussion of the OpenMP API in Section 8.1.1.
We decided to write our own simulator instead of using an established simulator mainly due
to performance reasons. Most simulators that are available like PeerSim [165] are rather slow.
Additionally, PeerSim, for instance, is based on Java. Thus, performance optimizations are
hard or even impossible. Additionally, C++ offered us the possibility to write our own memory
management. Our distribution algorithms are based on gossip-based protocols. While one node
only needs to disseminate data sizes in the range of megabytes during its lifetime, a network of
thousands of peers work on several gigabytes and terabytes. Thus, the main task our simulator
had to fulﬁll during simulation runs was to copy binary data from one peer to another peer. We
could highly optimize that by optimizing our data structures with the help of lookup tables as
well as the usage of 64 bit data structures.
Our simulator implements all of our distribution algorithms, as introduced in Section 6.2.2.2
(epoch distribution algorithm), Section 6.2.2.3 (sliding window distribution algorithm), and Section 6.2.2.4 (extended epoch distribution algorithm) as well as a client-server implementation
(Reservation Server) that is similar to BOINC.
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F IGURE 6.12: Architecture of SimPeerfect – our P2P simulator

6.5.1

Simulator Architecture

We created a simple architecture for our simulator as shown in Figure 6.12. Our simulator consists of the SimPeerfect class, which is the main entrance into our simulator. It is responsible for
loading the simulation conﬁguration as well as creating WorkSchedulers and ArtiﬁcialNetworkManager.
A WorkScheduler is responsible for the simulation execution. We divide our simulations in
“runs” and “iterations”. A simulation run is a unique simulation deﬁned by its simulation parameters. An iteration is an actual execution of a simulation. All iterations belonging to a run
are executed with the same conﬁguration parameters but with different seeds for the random
number generator. Our simulator is able to adapt the conﬁguration automatically after all iterations of a run are done. The work scheduler uses OpenMP [69] to parallelize the execution of
our simulated peers.
The ArtiﬁcialNetworkManager is responsible for the creation of virtual P2P networks. Such
a Network consists of p peers IPeer, which are connected by Connections. The IPeer is an
interface which is implemented by our workers EpochWorker, WindowWorker, and ReservationServer. Each of these workers is responsible for the simulation of a different distribution
algorithm. The EpochWorker simulates the epoch algorithm and the extended epoch algorithm.
The WindowWorker simulates the sliding window algorithm. The ReservationServer simulates
the reservation server algorithm.

6.5 Simulator for Distribution Algorithms – SimPeerfect
1
2
3
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class EpochWorker : public IPeer {
private :
uint m_epochindex ;

4
5
6
7

8

// Bitmasks
Bitmask * m_local_bitmask ;
Bitmask * m_shared_bitmask ;
from last iteration
SharedData * m_shared_data ;

// local bitmask
// shared bitmask holding the data
// the shared data object

9
10

vector < Job * >* m_currentJobs ;

11
12
13
14

bool m_shareData ;
bool m_newerEpochReceived ;
bool m_finished ;

15
16
17
18
19

int onReceiveFreshData ( SharedData * data );
int epochAlgorithm () ;
bool checkJobs () ;
void createJob ( uint blkId );

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

public :
EpochWorker () ;
int receiveData () ;
int doWork () ;
int shareData () ;
SharedData * getSharedData () ;
bool hasFinishedCalculation () ;
float getProgress () ;
˜ EpochWorker () ;
};
L ISTING 6.4: Example implementation of epoch worker (C++ header ﬁle)

6.5.2

Implementation of Distribution Algorithms

In Listing 6.4 we show an example of the implementation (C++ header ﬁle) of the epoch distribution algorithm. All other algorithms as speciﬁed above are implemented similarly.
In Figure 6.13 we depicted a diagram showing the simulation from the perspective of a peer
and the overall perspective of the simulator. First, the receiveData method is executed on each
peer. This is done massively in parallel with the help of OpenMP. The method is responsible
for copying data from neighbor peers to the local peer. Then, the doWork method is executed in
parallel. Here, we located the actual implementation of the algorithms. This method differs from
algorithm to algorithm. After that, the shareData method is executed in parallel. This method
is responsible for “sending” the local data to the neighbor peers according to the distribution
algorithms. We call the sum of all these steps a simulation cycle.
Finally, when all peers are executed, we increment our “tick counter”. A tick is a simulated
part of time. Each tick consists of receiving, executing, and sending data. We use the ticks to
compare our algorithm’s execution time.
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F IGURE 6.13: Simulation view of SimPeerfect – peer’s view vs outside view

Our peers simulate the computation of different subjobs. A subjob is ﬁnished after a dedicated
amount of simulation ticks passed. With our simulator different computation speeds of peers
are possible. In the conﬁguration a minimum and maximum speed have to be set up. Peers
randomly select their current computation speed between these values. When a peer ﬁnishes a
subjob he automatically starts simulating new subjobs according to the distribution algorithms.
The shown EpochWorker also implements a few other methods and ﬁelds, which we describe
roughly:
• m local bitmask is the peer’s bitmask according to the epoch algorithm.
• m shared bitmask is the peer’s bitmask shared to its neighbors.
• m shared data is a data structure used for sharing the data (contains m shared bitmask
and additional data).
• m currentJobs is a list of currently running jobs of the peer.
• onReceiveFreshData is executed when a peer received new data from a neighbor.
• The EpochWorker constructor creates a new EpochWorker object.
• getSharedData is a method for other peers to receive shared data of this peer.
• hasFinishedCalculation is true when the complete simulated job according to our distribution algorithms is ﬁnished.
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<? xml version =" 1.0 " encoding ="utf -8 " standalone =" no " ? >
< configuration >
< simulation ID =" epoch_peers " runs =" 100 " iterations ="5" cpus =" 10 "
traceswitch =" info "
seed =" -1" drawDot =" false " continiousDraw =" continuous "
avgStats =" true "
avgIntoStats =" true " autoExit =" true " algorithm =" _Epoch " >
< modification type =" peers " value =" +100 " / >
</ simulation >
<job >
< duration >
< range lower =" 10 " upper =" 20 " / >
</ duration >
</ job >
< network type =" random " >
< peers >
< range lower =" 100 " upper =" 100 " / >
</ peers >
< outdegree >
< range lower =" 10 " upper =" 10 " / >
</ outdegree >
</ network >
<! -- on a 64 bit system , a maskwidth of 1 is 64 bit -->
< epochAlgorithmSettings epochs =" 10 " maskwidth =" 750 "
double_epochs =" false " >
< peercores >
< range lower ="1" upper ="1" / >
</ peercores >
</ epochAlgorithmSettings >
</ configuration >
L ISTING 6.5: Example conﬁguration ﬁle of SimPeerfect for epoch algorithm simulation

• getProgress returns the progress of the completed simulated job as seen by the peer.
• The EpochWorker cleans the peer’s memory when the peer is deleted.

6.5.3

Conﬁguration Example of a Single Simulation

Here, we present in Listing 6.5 an example of a single conﬁg ﬁle for SimPeerfect. This xml ﬁle
is loaded at the startup of SimPeerfect.
With this conﬁguration, we create a set of 500 simulations (100 runs a 5 iterations). A run is a set
of equal simulations with respect to their conﬁguration but with different seeds (initial values)
for their random number generators. We repeat, during each run, a simulation 5 times. Such a
repetition is an iteration. In our example here, we modify the amount of peers during each run
by adding 100 additional peers to the network. We, furthermore, create random networks with
10 neighbors (outdegree = 10). Each of our simulated peers has 1 core, meaning it can process
one subjob at the same time. With this simulation, we simulate the epoch algorithm having
a maskwidth of 750 double words. Thus, an epoch has 750 · 8 · 8 = 48 000 bits representing
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48 000 different subjobs. We had 10 epochs, thus, we had 480 000 simulated subjobs in total.
A simulated subjob needs between 10 to 20 simulation ticks. That means, that the speed of the
peers varies between 10 and 20 ticks. Doing so, we simulate a heterogeneous network which
comes closer to a real world P2P network. In Chapter 7 we discuss our comprehensive evaluation
of our algorithms performed with SimPeerfect.

6.6

Real-World Implementations

Besides evaluating our algorithms with our simulator, we created our middleware VoluntLib
which includes our implementation of the epoch distribution algorithm and enables developers
to distribute their cryptanalysis jobs into a P2P network. VoluntLib is based on our architecture
that we presented in our system model in Chapter 4. It also implements the management protocol
that we introduced in Section 6.3 for the peer communication. VoluntLib is written in C# and a
library (.NET assembly) is available for everyone.
Furthermore, we created two reference implementations that use VoluntLib. First, the CrypCloud, which is an implementation inside the open-source tool CrypTool 2 [6]. It enables CrypTool 2 users to deploy their cryptanalysis jobs into a P2P network. Secondly, the VoluntCloud,
which is a full client wrapping our middleware. It enables developers to deploy actual C# code
into the P2P network. Both implementations allow the distributed cryptanalysis with the help of
several hundreds or thousands of PCs.
We present the details of VoluntLib, CrypCloud, and VoluntCloud in the next sections.

6.6.1

VoluntLib

The VoluntLib is our middleware that enables cryptanalysts to build applications that easily
cooperate in distributed cryptanalysis. Clearly, our middleware can be used for distributed computing in general but our focus was on distributed cryptanalysis when we developed the middleware. The general rationale behind VoluntLib is that a cryptanalyst can focus on developing his
cryptanalytic algorithm while VoluntLib takes care of the distribution to the P2P network. If the
developer follows our two interfaces, he can use VoluntLib to execute his algorithms in parallel
on a multitude of computers. In the background of VoluntLib we implemented the epoch algorithm for the assignment of (sub-)jobs and distribution of computation results. Additionally, we
implemented our management protocol that we showed in Section 6.3. Thus, a developer is able
to upload arbitrary jobs to the P2P network.
Our basic concept in VoluntLib is that a developer has to create an algorithm that returns a
“bestlist”. We deﬁne a bestlist as a list of cryptographic keys that yield the “best” plaintexts when
used for decryption of a dedicated ciphertext. A bestlist for VoluntLib is sortable. Additionally,
the developer has to create a merge method, that merges best lists. Furthermore, the merge
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F IGURE 6.14: VoluntLib – ﬂow of distributions

method has to reduce the merged best list. Otherwise, the bestlist would get too long for being
distributed since VoluntLib is based on UDP communication.
To work with VoluntLib the developer ﬁrst has to divide his cryptanalytic job into subjobs: The
computation time for such a subjob should be chosen in a way that it does not take too long
or is too short. We experienced that a computation time of about 30 minutes is a good choice.
Clearly, the time depends on the power of the computer performing the execution, but by using
a standard PC this time can be approximated by tests done by the developer. If the computation
time is too long, volunteers letting their computer work on the job may leave the P2P network
before a single subjob is done completely. If the computation time is too short, the P2P network
gets ﬂooded unnecessary often.
We experienced that there are different possibilities to divide jobs into subjobs depending on
the kind of cryptanalytic job. With exhaustive keysearching also known as brute-force attacks,
the division can be done on cryptographic keys level. The developer just deﬁnes a subjob as a
dedicated amount of keys, for example 230 keys that have to be tested with every subjob. With
heuristical attacks, the division can be done on restarts, key level, etc.
Then, the developer has to adapt his cryptanalytic algorithm that it is compatible to VoluntLib,
i.e. it returns a bestlist. Furthermore, he has to implement the merge method which merges such
lists as well as reduces the lists. Finally, the developer can create a VoluntLib job and start the
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F IGURE 6.15: VoluntLib – class diagram of calculation and worker

distributed cryptanalysis. In the next section, we give a short example with source code how
such a cryptanalytic job can be created with VoluntLib.
In Figure 6.14 we exemplarily show the ﬂow of a distributed job executed by VoluntLib. VoluntLib creates a deﬁned amount of workers, for instance the amount of CPUs in the local system.
Then, each worker selects subjobs identiﬁed by their subjob id and computes a bestlist for the
corresponding subjobs. Then, the results of all subjobs are merged using the merge function
given by the developer. At the end of all computations, a ﬁnal bestlist is created by VoluntLib. A
worker may be executed on the local computer or on another PC in the P2P network. When the
local peer receives a result from another peer, it also uses the merge function to merge the received list and the local list. This is completely transparent to the developer that uses VoluntLib
for the distribution of his cryptanalytic jobs.

A VoluntLib Sample Cryptanalytic Code:

In Figure 6.15 we show an example class diagram

of a VoluntLib calculation. A calculation is a complete cryptanalytic job code consisting of the
above mentioned merge function and the cryptanalysis function. VoluntLib is written in C#,
thus, the developer has also to write a C# calculation code.
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public class CalculationImplementation : ACalculationTemplate
{
public CalculationImplementation ()
{
this . WorkerLogic = new WorkerImplementation () ;
}
public override List < byte [] > MergeResults ( IEnumerable < byte [] >
oldResultList , IEnumerable < byte [] > newResultList )
{
List < byte [] > newlist = oldResultList . Concat ( newResultList );
SortList ( newlist );
ReduceList ( newlist );
return newlist ;
}
private void ReduceList ( List < byte [] > newlist )
{
// Code that reduces given list
}
private void SortList ( List < byte [] > newlist )
{
// Code that sorts given list
}
}
public class WorkerImplementation : AWorker
{
public override CalculationResult DoWork ( byte [] jobPayload ,
BigInteger blockId , CancellationToken cancelToken )
{
CalculationResult result = Cryptanalyze ( blockId , jobPayload ,
cancelToken );
}
private CalculationResult Cryptanalyze ( BigInteger blockId , byte []
jobPayload , CancellationToken cancelToken )
{
// Code that performs actual cryptanalysis defined by blockId and
jobPayload
return new CalculationResult (...) ;
}
}
L ISTING 6.6: Example implementation C# code for a VoluntLib cryptanalytic job

A typical calculation consists of a calculation implementation class, here CalculationImplementation, that extends the abstract class ACalculationTemplate. Furthermore, the developer
has to create an implementation of a worker, here WorkerImplementation, that extends the abstract AWorker class. The worker class is responsible for the actual cryptanalysis. The method
DoWork returns a bestlist for a given blockId, which represents a unique number of a subjob. In
VoluntLib, a subjob is known as a “block”. Additionally, the MergeResults method of CalculationImplementation is responsible for merging two given best lists. A calculation also has a
WorkerLogic member that returns a worker for a deﬁned calculation. In Listing 11.2 we present
example code of a calculation method and a worker implementation.
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// 1) Create and initialize VoluntLib
VoluntLib voluntLib = new VoluntLib () ;
voluntLib . InitAndStart ( caCertificate , ownCertificate );
// 2) Get current list of jobs
voluntLib . RefreshJobList (" world name ");
// 3) Create job payload and create job if not already done
if ( voluntLib . GetJobByID ( new BigInteger (1) ) == null )
{
byte [] payload = BitConverter . GetBytes (" ... ");
voluntLib . CreateNetworkJob (" world name " , " job type " , " job
description " , " description " , payload , 1024 , new BigInteger (1) );
// 1024 = amount of blocks
// BigInteger (1) = job id = 1
}
// 4) Join job
CalculationImplementation calculation = new
CalculationImplementation () ;
voluntLib . JoinNetworkJob ( new BigInteger (1) , calculation , 8) ;
L ISTING 6.7: Example implementation C# code for creating a VoluntLib job

In the CalculationImplementation constructor, we create a WorkerImplementation object that
we assign to the WorkerLogic. VoluntLib takes this worker when it creates worker threads.
Additionally, we created an example of a MergeResults method. The method ﬁrst merges two
given bestlists, then it reduces the concatenated bestlists to a ﬁxed length. For that, we created
in the example two method stubs. The WorkerImplementation contains the DoWork method,
which returns a bestlist wrapped in a CalculationResult object. We created a Cryptanalyze
method which performs cryptanalysis on the given block deﬁned by the given blockID.
After creating a calculation class and a worker class, a developer needs to give the calculation
to VoluntLib and start the distributed computation. In Listing 6.7 we show an example for the
job creation with VoluntLib.

At ﬁrst, we have to create an instance of VoluntLib. Then, we

initialize VoluntLib with two X.509 certiﬁcates. One, has to be the certiﬁcate of a certiﬁcation
authority. This is used, to verify, if our peers all obtained a certiﬁcate from the same certiﬁcation
authority. VoluntLib will discard all messages from peers that have no valid certiﬁcate. The
other certiﬁcate has to be the peer’s certiﬁcate signed by the same certiﬁcation authority. When
we start VoluntLib, it automatically creates listeners that listen to the network multicast [79]
group 224.0.224.1 which is currently not registered at the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority
(IANA)1 . Clearly, a developer may change the multicast group.
In the second step, we refresh the list of jobs belonging to a given “world”. A world, deﬁned by
its world name, is a string that is assigned to every job. All jobs belonging to the same world are
shown when calling the method RefreshJobList. Thus, the world is a kind of ﬁlter for VoluntLib
jobs.
1 For IANA IPv4 Multicast Address Space Registry see https://www.iana.org/assignments/
multicast-addresses/multicast-addresses.xhtml
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In the third step, we check if a job with the job id 1 already exists. If not, we create such a
new job. We deﬁne the world name, job type, job description, payload, amount of subjobs, and
ﬁnally the job id. We set the amount of subjobs in our example to 1024 and the job id to 1.
The payload may be an arbitrary byte array deﬁned by the developer. This array is given to
the DoWork method by VoluntLib for the computation of every subjob. A developer may put
any data here needed for his job computation. We use that payload, for example, to upload
ciphertexts for cryptanalysis or code in our VoluntCloud, which we discuss in Section 6.6.3.
In the last step, we have to join our newly or already created job. To do so, we ﬁrst have to
create the calculation logic which we give to VoluntLib when joining the job. In our example,
we join the job with the job id equal to 1, give a CalculationImplementation object, and we tell
VoluntLib to create 8 worker threads.
After executing the code as presented in Listing 6.7 VoluntLib will create a job, if necessary.
Then, it will use 8 worker threads to locally work on the job. We can execute our code in parallel
on different machines in the same network (multicast group). VoluntLib will automatically
“see” other peers and disseminate results between them according to the epoch algorithm and
our management protocol. The only thing that is left out in our example is the output of our
intermediate and ﬁnal results, i.e. the bestlists of the cryptanalytic algorithm. For a console
application, we used Console.Writeline outputs to print the results to the windows console when
executing our cryptanalytic program. Besides that, VoluntLib also outputs debug and info logs
to the console.
Besides working in the same multicast group, we created a “network bridge” for VoluntLib.
A network bridge is a server that can be used to connect different VoluntLib programs over
the Internet. We created such a bridge since multicast is not routed automatically through the
Internet. A developer that wants to connect his VoluntLib application over the Internet may
create his own network bridge server and put the DNS name or the IP address to his application.
Then, people using his application are connected over his network bridge.
To avoid loss of data due to the possibility of all peers going ofﬂine the same time, every peer
stores every data he received locally in a persistent storage. Then, if an ofﬂine peer is restarted,
it automatically loads all jobs and job data from his local store and disseminates this to the other
peers in the P2P network.

6.6.2

CrypCloud

We created a wrapper application for VoluntLib in CrypTool 2 (see Section 2.3) which we call
CrypCloud. With CrypCloud, the users of CrypTool 2 are able to upload “cloud workspaces”
to the P2P network. A cloud workspace contains a CrypTool 2 component that implements a
special interface. We show a simple layer model of the CrypCloud in Figure 6.16. CrypTool 2
directly communicates with CrypCloud. CrypCloud offers four graphical user interfaces: a
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F IGURE 6.16: CrypCloud – layer model

registration, a login, a job list, and a job creation. All views call VoluntLib methods, as shown
above, to create and join cloud jobs. Finally, VoluntLib connects to the P2P network.
Additionally, CrypCloud offers a registration view to create a user certiﬁcate. This user certiﬁcate is needed for the authentication in VoluntLib. For that, we created our own certiﬁcation
server. This server generates X.509 certiﬁcates signed by our certiﬁcation authority. A user that
wants to connect to CrypCloud has to register using his email address. The certiﬁcate and the
user’s private key are stored in an encrypted manner on our server using the user’s password.
Thus, a user is able to login from any CrypTool 2. Therefore, we suggest everyone who uses
VoluntLib to create a secure password, for example using as password safe like KeePass 2 [184].
After registration, the user logs into the CrypCloud using the login as shown in Figure 6.17.
Then, he selects the job he wants to participate in from the list of jobs, see Figure 6.18. The
job list shows the job creator, the creation date, the progress, and a visualization of the current
bitmask of the epoch algorithm on the right side of the screen. When a user clicks on the “Open”
button, the job is downloaded. CrypCloud stores cloud jobs in standard CrypTool workspace
manager (*.cwm) ﬁles. After that, the job, i.e. the cloud workspace, is automatically shown to
the CrypTool 2 user, see Figure 6.19. The user has to starts the execution by clicking the “Play”
button. The cloud components automatically use CrypCloud and VoluntLib to disseminate their
results in the P2P network.
Right now, the only available cloud component in CrypTool 2 is the Key Searcher. The Key
Searcher enables CrypTool 2 users to search for cryptographic keys of modern symmetric algorithms, like AES and DES. To do so, it performs a brute-force attack, i.e. testing all keys in a
user-deﬁned subspace of the keyspace. It presents the “best” keys in a toplist, see Figure 6.19.
The keys are rated according to a user-selected cost function, like entropy, index of coincidence,
etc.
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F IGURE 6.17: CrypCloud – login view

F IGURE 6.18: CrypCloud – job list view

F IGURE 6.19: CrypCloud – cloud workspace
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F IGURE 6.20: VoluntCloud – layer model

6.6.3

VoluntCloud

Besides creating the CrypCloud we also developed the VoluntCloud. The VoluntCloud is a standalone application wrapper for VoluntLib. It enables developers to create cloud applications for
VoluntLib, i.e. actual C# code, and deploy their code to the P2P network. Then, users may install the VoluntCloud on their home computers and execute cloud programs disseminated in the
P2P network. We show a layer model of a VoluntCloud application in Figure 6.20. VoluntCloud
offers an interface for the developer to create his cryptanalytic code (i.e. C# code). Furthermore,
it directly is connected to VoluntLib. VoluntLib is responsible for the communication with the
P2P network.
The look and feel of VoluntCloud is similar to the above presented Figure 6.17 of the login view
and Figure 6.18 of the job list view. Instead of uploading a CrypTool 2 workspace a developer
may upload a .Net Assembly (i.e. C# code and resources packed into a windows dynamic link
library (dll)) which contains the cryptanalytic code. Then, a user can download that code, join
the job and execute it.
We created a job details view shown in Figure 6.21. Here, the progress of each of the worker
threads of VoluntLib is visualized. Furthermore, logs can be written by the cryptanalytic job.
Additionally, we show to global progress of the overall job as well as the progress of the current
executed epoch. To do so, a visualization of the epoch bitmask as graphic was added to the view.

6.7

Distributed Cryptanalysis Prototypes

Besides theoretically simulating our algorithms using simulations, we created several working
prototypes based on VoluntLib, CrypCloud, and VoluntCloud all performing different actual
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F IGURE 6.21: VoluntCloud – job details view

kinds of cryptanalysis. In this section, we present an implementation of a pre-image attack
on hashed passwords directly implemented with VoluntLib, exhaustively keysearching in CrypTool 2 with CrypCloud, and an analysis algorithm implemented with VoluntCloud for the cryptanalysis of the M-94 cipher.

6.7.1

Pre-Image Attack on Hashed Passwords with VoluntLib

This prototype was directly implemented with VoluntLib. MysteryTwister C3 (MTC3), a crypto
challenge website2 , demands building a pre-image attack on a hashed password. We presented
details on hash functions in Section 2.1.9. We do not present the ﬁnal solution of the challenge
here. Thus, a reader of the thesis interested in solving the challenge by himself may take our
solution or build his own to break the hash value.
In the MTC3 challenge, the attacker eavesdropped a SHA-1 hashed password of a surveillance
computer system:
2 A pdf describing the challenge is available here:
https://www.mysterytwisterc3.org/images/
challenges/mtc3-kitrub-07-sha1crack-en.pdf. On 16th of April 2017 283 of 7 987 users solved that challenge.
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67 AE 1A 64 66 1A C8 B4 49 46 66 F5 8C 48 22 40 8D D0 A3 E4
L ISTING 6.8: Eavesdropped SHA-1 hash of password

Furthermore, the attacker knows that some keys of the used computer keyboard show more signs
of usage than other keys. After the login into the system, the arrow keys are the only used keys.
We realized, that with the given keyboard map on the MTC3 website, the password has to consist
only of the following 16 symbols:
1

5 % 8 ( 0 = q Q w W i I + * n N
L ISTING 6.9: Symbols used for the password of the surveillance computer system

Since we cannot directly compute (reverse) the pre-image of a SHA-1 hash, we have to search
for the pre-image. We know that only 16 different symbols are used for the password, thus, we
can create every password of length 1, 2, 3, ..., n and hash it. Then, we can compare each of those
password hashes with the given hash value. We assumed, that the password is not longer than 8
characters, thus, we tested all passwords between the lengths 1 and 8. We can compute the total
amount of passwords, by taking the power of 16 to i, with i being the password length. Thus,
we have
161 + 162 + 163 + 164 + 165 + 166 + 167 + 168 = 4 581 298 448 ≈ 233

(6.1)

different passwords to test. We divided the amount of 233 in 2 048 equally sized subjobs, each
consisting of 222 passwords to test.
In Listing 6.10 we show the implementation of the DoWork method of our VoluntLib hash
searcher. With our implementation, we test every password starting from passwords of length 1
and ﬁnishing on passwords with length 8. In an inner loop, we test all passwords of the given
block deﬁned by its block id. In the loop, we ﬁrst generate the plaintext password based on its
number p. Then, we put the password as well as its hash value and the hamming distance to the
searched-for password hash value in a local best list. The hamming distance is the amount of
different bits between two binary strings. Thus, if we compute the hamming distance between
the searched-for password hash and the correct one, we obtain 0. If the best list length exceeds
10, we cut it down to the ﬁrst 10 entries. Finally, we return the resulting bestlist.
Besides the implementation of the DoWork method, we also implemented the MergeResults
method. We show that implementation in Listing 6.11. Here, we ﬁrst deserialize the two lists
that we have to merge. Then, we merge both lists, sort the resulting list, and ﬁnally cut it to the
length of 10. Additionally, if the ﬁrst entry has the hamming distance equal to 0, we found the
pre-image and print it out to the console.
We executed the above shown hash searcher with 3 different computers (all using 4 cores) of
our work group. It took about 4 hours to ﬁnd the pre-image of the given hash. We also tested
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public override CalculationResult DoWork ( byte [] jobPayload ,
BigInteger blockID , CancellationToken cancelToken )
{
byte [] alphabet = ASCIIEncoding . ASCII . GetBytes (" 5%8(0= qQwWiI +* nN ");
SHA1 sha1 = SHA1 . Create () ;
// hash value from MTC3 as byte array
byte [] searchHash =
{
0x67 , 0xAE , 0x1A , 0x64 , 0x66 ,
0x1A , 0xC8 , 0xB4 , 0x49 , 0x46 ,
0x66 , 0xF5 , 0x8C , 0x48 , 0x22 ,
0x40 , 0x8D , 0xD0 , 0xA3 , 0 xE4
};
List < BestListEntry > bestlist = new List < BestListEntry >() ;
byte [] password = new byte []{};
for ( BigInteger p = blockID * 4194304; p <= blockID * 4194304 +
4194304; p = p + 1)
{
// generate the password with number p
password = generatePassword (p);
// compute password hash
byte [] hash = sha1 . ComputeHash ( password );
var entry = new BestListEntry () ;
entry . Cleartext = password ;
entry . Hash = hash ;
// compute hamming distance of the password
entry . HammingDistance = CalcHammingDistance ( hash , searchHash );
bestlist . Add ( entry );
bestlist . Sort () ;
// cut best list to 10 best values
if ( bestlist . Count > 10)
{
bestlist . RemoveAt (10) ;
}
cancelToken . ThrowIfCancellationRequested () ;
}
var result = new CalculationResult { BlockID = blockID ,
LocalResults = SerializeBestlist ( bestlist ) };
return result ;
}
L ISTING 6.10: DoWork method of VoluntLib hash searcher

the attack on a single computer. Then, it took about 8 hours to ﬁnd the pre-image. Since our
distribution algorithms and VoluntLib randomly choose subjobs to be computed, the password
can be found by chance at every time during the execution.
This attack could be implemented more efﬁciently, i.e. using graphic cards and improving the
code. But it was not our goal to highly optimize the attack code here. Instead, our goal was to
show that a pre-image attack can be successfully implemented with VoluntLib. Our implementation above shows, that this is possible. Besides that, it is possible with a few lines of codes and
the implementation can be done easily.
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public override List < byte [] > MergeResults ( IEnumerable < byte [] >
oldResultList , IEnumerable < byte [] > newResultList )
{
// deserialize best lists
var oldlist =
WorkerLogicMock . DeserializeBestlist (( List < byte [] >) oldResultList );
var newlist =
WorkerLogicMock . DeserializeBestlist (( List < byte [] >) newResultList );
// combine best lists
newlist . AddRange ( oldlist );
// sort and cut resulting best list
newlist . Sort () ;
newlist = newlist . GetRange (0 , 10) ;
// if the first entry has hamming distance == 0, we found the
pre - image and write it to the console
if ( newlist [0]. HammingDistance == 0)
{
Console . WriteLine (" We found the pre - image :");
WorkerLogicMock . PrintBestlist ( newlist );
}
return WorkerLogicMock . SerializeBestlist ( newlist );
}
L ISTING 6.11: MergeResults method of VoluntLib hash searcher

6.7.2

Exhaustive Keysearching of AES and DES with the CrypTool 2 Key Searcher

The ﬁrst prototype of a cloud application is the Key Searcher in CrypTool 2. Additionally,
we plan to create other distributed cryptanalysis components for CrypTool 2, e.g. a distributed
factorizer. We extended the Key Searcher to be compatible with CrypCloud. To do so, we
created a merge method as well as a cryptanalysis method. The idea behind the Key Searcher is
that we provide a ciphertext, deﬁne the cryptographic algorithm, the cost function, and a pattern
for the sub keyspace, that should be searched through. Additionally, the Key Searcher needs a
deﬁnition of the block size of a block.
In Figure 6.22 we show a screenshot of the CrypTool 2 Key Searcher. Here, we created a test
job for an exhaustive keysearching attack on a full DES keyspace. The attack is performed as
partially known-plaintext attack. We know, that the plaintext starts with the text “CrypTool2”.
The keyspace size of the DES cipher is 256 . We divided the complete search space into 229
blocks. Thus, each block contains about 227 DES keys. A block or subjob is called chunk3 at
the CrypTool 2 Key Searcher. The Key Searcher is able to use multiple workers of VoluntLib
for performing cryptanalysis in parallel. It is also able to accelerate the workers by using the
integrated graphics card and OpenCL [211].
The Key Searcher takes every key of a given chunk. It uses each of these keys to decrypt the
given ciphertext with the deﬁned encryption algorithm. After decryption, it rates the resulting
3 The term chunk for a subjob is based on historical reasons. When we created the ﬁrst version of the Key Searcher
in 2013 we introduced the wording. Today, we prefer subjob but in CrypTool 2 chunk is still in usage.
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F IGURE 6.22: CrypTool 2 – Key Searcher

plaintext according to the selected cost function. At the end, the Key Searcher generates a
bestlist of all tested keys of the analyzed chunk with respect to that cost function. Then, the
bestlist is given to VoluntLib which merges the bestlist with a global bestlist using a deﬁned
merge function. Finally, the new bestlist is disseminated to all other peers working on the same
distributed job. The Key Searcher always shows the global best list, see Figure 6.22, in its
presentation.
A single computer (laptop with Intel Core I-7 2760 QM @ 2.4 GHz – 4 cores with hyper threading, Nvidia Quadro 1000M) is able to search with a search speed of ≈ 106 DES keys/sec with the
Key Searcher. Thus, having about 4 000 of such computers, a DES could be searched through
on average in about 4 days with CrypTool 2 and the Key Searcher.
In the evaluation in Chapter 7, we show the speedup which we gain using our CrypCloud performed in a test run in a pool of 50 computers at the University of Kassel.

6.7.3

A Distributed Ciphertext-only Attack on the M-94 Cylinder Cipher

The next prototype we built was a distributed ciphertext-only attack on the M-94 cylinder cipher.
The M-94 is an encryption device used by U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and U.S. Coast Guard between
1922 and 1943. It is based on the original design of Parker Hitt and was reﬁned by Joseph O.
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F IGURE 6.23: The M-94 cylinder cipher
Picture source: https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Wheel_cipher.png

Mauborgne. The operating principles of the M-94 are the same as of the Jefferson Cylinder developed by Thomas Jefferson in 1790 and the Bazeries Cylinder developed by Etienne Bazeries
in 1901. [96, 206]

The M-94 Cylinder Cipher:

The M-94 encryption device, which we show in Figure 6.23,

consists of a metal shaft and 25 movable metal alphabet discs that are placed on the shaft and
ﬁxed. Each alphabet disk is labeled with a different random alphabet on its outside radius and
holds a unique number from 01 to 25. To encrypt a secret message the sender orders all alphabet
discs on the shaft according to a secret key known only by him and the intended receiver. An
example for such key is: 06, 04, 20, 15, 07, 24, ... . Thus, he puts disk 06 on the ﬁrst position on
the shaft, disk 04 on the second position, disk 20 on the third, and so on. After that, he rotates
all discs until his secret message appears in a consecutive row on the device. Then, he randomly
selects another row on the cylinder yielding one of 25 different ciphertexts. William Friedman
named this type of polyalphabetic ciphers “multiplex ciphers”. Finally, he transmits the chosen
ciphertext to the receiver. The receiver performs the same procedure with the ciphertext. He
puts the discs according to the secret key on the shaft. After that, he rotates the discs until the
ciphertext appears in a consecutive row. Then, he examines all other rows. In a single other
row on the cylinder device, the original plaintext appears. According to an M-94 manual ([152])
the ciphertext row immediately above or below the plain text row should never be selected.
Furthermore, if a secret message is longer than 25 letters, it has to be divided in several messages
of the length of 25. Each of the messages then has to be encrypted using the same key but using
a different randomly chosen ciphertext row.
The overall keyspace size of the M-94 is 25! · ∏24
i=25−o (i) with o different offsets, i.e. ciphertext
rows. With a message of length 100, which results in o = 4, the keyspace size is 25! · 21 · 22 ·
23 · 24 ≈ 2102 with the assumption that all offsets are different and the M-94 discs are known.
A new Ciphertext-only Attack: We developed a ciphertext-only attack that is based on hillclimbing the cipher discs assuming that the attacker is in possession of the original discs. It
works as follows:

1. Select a random key K = {randomdisc1 , randomdisc2 , ..., randomdisc25 }
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2. Repeat as long as we improve Sbest the following three steps:
(a) Test every modiﬁed key Ki, j with swapped two cipher discs i and j with i = j ∧ 1 ≤ i ≤
25 ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ 25
(b) Compute ﬁtness score S := score(P) of resulting plaintext P := decrypt(C, Ki, j )
(c) If the score S > Sbest set K := Ki, j and set Sbest := S
3. If Sbest > Sglobal set Kglobal := Ki, j and set Sglobal := Sbest
4. Increase counter r; if r is below a maximum amount of restarts rmax goto (1)
5. Return Sglobal and Kglobal

Our score function score(P) is the sum of all trigrams of the resulting plaintext based on English
language statistics (“log trigrams”). The attack is highly effective having a ciphertext with at
minimum 100 letters performing about 600 hillclimbing restarts. With 100 letters we have 4
different offsets (rows of ciphertext). Since we do not know the correct offset combination used
for the rows we have to test all possible combinations. Thus, we have to hillclimb every possible
combination of offset. In total, with the M-94, we exhaustively test 21 · 22 · 23 · 24 = 255 024 ≈
218 combinations of offsets. When testing the right combination of offsets our hillclimbing
algorithm ﬁnds the correct key. For messages longer than 100 letters we only analyze the ﬁrst
100 letters. After that, we can decrypt the remaining letters by analyzing each 25-letter-part with
the correct key and 24 different offsets.

Distributing the Attack to the Peer-to-Peer Network:

Since the attack takes about a complete

day on a standard PC, we used our VoluntCloud to distribute it to the peer-to-peer network.
Furthermore, this was the ﬁrst test of distributing a heuristical attack using our algorithms.
Since a single “restart” of the hillclimbing algorithm only needs a few milliseconds to run, we
decided to put several restarts into a subjob. We realized that even the amount of 600 hillclimbing restarts takes not enough time, therefore, we decided to put several offset combinations into
a single subjob. Thus, we put 144 offset combinations into a subjob. Then, a subjob takes about
two to ﬁve minutes, depending on the executing machine. Having 255 024 combinations, we
have

255 024
144

= 1 771 subjobs.

In Listing 6.12 we show the DoWork method of our VoluntCloud M-94 analyzer. The method
iterates over 144 offset combinations. For each of the combinations, a full hillclimbing with 600
restarts is done. Then, the results are returned in a local best list.
In Listing 6.13 we show the MergeResults method of our VoluntCloud M-94 analyzer. The
method takes two best lists, concatenates them, and returns the 50 best entries with respect to
the trigram cost function. Furthermore, we write the best list every time to a ﬁle on the users
computer. Thus, we can use this ﬁle to check if we already broke the given M-94 messages.
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public override CalculationResult DoWork ( byte [] jobPayload ,
BigInteger blockId , CancellationToken cancelToken )
{
CancelToken = cancelToken ;
try
{
var ciphertext = new int [ msg . Length ][];
for ( var i = 0; i < ciphertext . Length ; i ++)
{
ciphertext [i] = MapTextIntoNumberSpace ( msg [i], Alphabet );
}
// set initial progress to 0% , thus , VoluntCloud creates a
progress bar
OnProgressChanged ( blockId , 0) ;
var results = new List < byte [] >() ;
var j = 0;
for ( int i = (( int )( blockId )) * 144; i < (( int )( blockId )) * 144
+ 144; i ++)
{
var offsets = ComputOffsets (i);
// hillclimb current offset with 600 restarts
var entry = HillclimbCylinderCipherCylinders ( ciphertext , 25 ,
_cylinders , offsets , Alphabet , 600 , true , 4, ( int ) blockId );
results . Add ( entry . Serialize () );
OnProgressChanged ( blockId , ( int ) ((( double )j / 144.0) * 100.0) );
j ++;
}
return new CalculationResult () { BlockID = blockId , LocalResults
= results };
}
finally
{
// set progress to 100%
OnProgressChanged ( blockId , 100) ;
}
}
L ISTING 6.12: DoWork method of VoluntCloud M-94 analyzer

We used our approach to break a set of messages given by Joseph Mauborgne in 1918. The
August 1982 issue of “The Cryptogram”, a journal published by the American Cryptogram Association (ACA), stated that in 1918 Mauborgne sent a total of 25 M-94 encrypted messages
to William F. Friedman at the Riverbank Laboratories and to Major Herbert O. Yardley at the
Cipher Bureau (MI-5) for cryptanalysis. Friedman tried to break the messages without being in possession of the cipher discs. But even after requesting a crib (“ARE YOU”), which
Mauborgne delivered, neither Friedman nor Yardley were able to decrypt the messages. After
that, Mauborgne’s device was ofﬁcially adopted by the United States Army in 1921. In 1941
Friedman found the original plaintext messages in Mauborgne’s ofﬁce. Friedman realized why
it maybe was impossible for him to decrypt the messages. The messages did not contain military phrases, as Friedman expected. The words Mauborgne had chosen were quite unusual and
seldom used English words. The authors of “The Cryptogram” published all of Mauborgne’s
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public override List < byte [] > MergeResults ( IEnumerable < byte [] >
oldResultList , IEnumerable < byte [] > newResultList )
{
var list1 = new List < ResultEntry >() ;
var list2 = new List < ResultEntry >() ;
foreach ( var bytes in oldResultList )
{
list1 . Add ( new ResultEntry ( bytes ));
}
foreach ( var bytes in newResultList )
{
list2 . Add ( new ResultEntry ( bytes ));
}
// Merge both lists
list1 . AddRange ( list2 );
list1 . Sort () ;

16

// Save the current result list into a file
SaveResults ( list1 );

17
18
19

// generate a list of byte arrays for VoluntCloud
// containing the first 50 entries
var returnlist = new List < byte [] >() ;
foreach ( var value in list1 . Take (50) )
{
returnlist . Add ( value . Serialize () );
}
return returnlist ;

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

}
L ISTING 6.13: MergeResults method of VoluntCloud M-94 analyzer

messages plus the alphabets of the cipher discs and the crib. They requested their readers to
solve the messages. Today, we know that without having the cipher discs a ciphertext-only attack is most likely impossible. [59] In “The Cryptogram” issue of December 1982, a solution
was presented by readers of the ACA using the pseudonym “TRIO”. They based their solution
on the given crib and a lot of manual work and eventually came to the correct solution after
several days of hard work. [60] To best of our knowledge a ciphertext-only solution of the M-94
was never published.
In Listing 6.14 we show the original encrypted test messages of Joseph Mauborgne. In Listing 6.15 we show the ﬁrst 5 entries of the ﬁnal best list produced by our distributed hillclimbing
attack. Despite a small error in the ﬁnal plaintext, we could completely decrypt all messages.
The best list shows the cost values, offsets, disk ordering, and plaintexts. We used the ﬁrst 4
messages of Joseph Mauborgne for the analysis.
Our results show that (a) we could successfully decrypt Joseph Mauborgne’s test messages.
Thus, we created a working ciphertext-only attack. (b) Our algorithms and the VoluntCloud
are a useful tool for the distributed cryptanalysis based on hillclimbing. Using 2 computers, we
could break Mauborgne’s test messages in about 2 hours. The overall time for ﬁnding the correct
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varies. This depends on the random subjob selection of our distribution algorithm. Listing 6.16
shows the decrypted Mauborgne’s test messages, the offsets, and the used key.
The solution which we present in this section was published in [4].
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

VFDJL
CGNJM
CSTDT
OZBGF
QIRMB
VQWRM
SSEIQ
VXDVX
QJRLH
DULPK
DCAIY
MGODT
TBVEB
FIJDW
DYVPJ
MYYTJ
EYKKD
LGQLV
BRKTJ
CDUDV
EUFBT
TUTVY
PBTJC
VHNKR
NNHBF

QMMJB
ZVKQC
SSDJN
VTUEC
FTKBY
IHDHB
DWHNH
NIGJO
AWTWU
UXMVL
LUPMB
VGUYX
QDXGP
WBKTY
CLNXE
RFMEP
XHTEV
HTUIP
RGGTB
DBZUA
TWNIY
NGLPG
CJONJ
XVZMD
VQHOB

HSYVJ
JPRJR
JDKKT
UGTZD
CGAQV
RQBWU
QHGIK
PCOTN
CYXVM
XFUPS
NACQE
NHKBE
LCPUY
GBSMB
SCMFO
PHDXP
TRXWK
YAUGJ
HMLXX
ELRPO
HHTNW
TYOLI
UNIXB
KFHUY
LXCYM

KCJTJ
CGOXG
IXVEX
KYWJR
DQCVQ
LKJCS
HAADN
GKWAX
BGJCR
ULRZK
OPTLH
WPOUR
AVVBK
PZWYP
YPIZF
ODFZO
CJPSG
PGDLH
FRHOA
SPUJD
QNFVE
HXZQT
UAQBI
XRNDD
AKFLS

WDKNI
UCZVC
VHDVK
VZSDG
AHZGY
KEYUU
GNFBY
YTNWL
SBHWF
PDALY
KKRGT
VTQOE
ZEOZY
RRZCW
PEBHM
WLGLA
MASCY
UZTKV
AZVWU
XRZWA
NYGBY
XSGOJ
WNIHL
KXXVM
SSJXG

L ISTING 6.14: Joseph Mauborgne’s encrypted test messages
1
2

3
4
5

6
7
8

9
10
11

trigram score - offsets - disk ordering - plaintext
-1.03434736707475 E +18 - 14 08 01 20 - 03 13 04 05 01 12 02 23 20 10
18 07 06 15 14 16 09 08 00 11 24 22 21 19 17 CHLORTNEANDOXYGENHAVENOTSWHEREDIDYOUMEETEACHOTHERV
DRINKAHISPOTIONQUICKLYFOMWELLMFKEMETHESAMESHAPEBUW
-1.08746318745484 E +18 - 05 08 22 04 - 16 14 09 22 18 21 07 01 06 15
12 17 00 03 20 08 02 19 24 13 05 23 04 10 11 IWALAHRITACIDMERGPPONNASAEOLYFEHASIOMMATUATRHAWHEY
IESOLITINGHEROVERSIGARTOEATANOTSTARMOUNSAISHESEROI
-1.0947140433662 E +18 - 02 09 19 07 - 01 00 17 21 14 13 07 20 04 03
02 06 05 08 11 16 22 15 09 23 12 10 18 19 24 ODANDISSIDEONOCINANATUSZLNSIDOWILENTHALTHMRMPININS
KEANDPAILESTPEIRTEHUNCYSQFUSHEARERYLNSSPPENATUNHES
-1.09891535857796 E +18 - 09 14 19 13 - 04 24 22 17 10 07 02 12 09 20
13 00 08 15 03 06 21 16 18 01 23 14 19 05 11 -

6.7 Distributed Cryptanalysis Prototypes
12
13
14

15
16

RIBECORAINDHOUSARYSSTENGUXIESIDEREREVELSBSCEDYANUR
DALONAYUPECHENASATADUETOEYROANTEARGROXPOMNORTTETER
-1.10257812198666 E +18 - 12 14 16 10 - 18 03 04 12 10 21 02 09 20 14
15 22 07 17 06 00 24 16 19 23 08 05 01 13 11 ANEWISFANOTRODDINAOTETRIFQTHTIVETHALTHSTTICFIDBEGO
DHESURTRILRINSITHUGOLEOLISUNNUMSOPHEHLANDTHALCOVEB
L ISTING 6.15: Best 5 results of M-94 analyzer run on ﬁrst 4 Mauborgne’s test messages

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Message no - offset - message
1 14 Chlorine and oxygen have not b
2
8 Where did you meet each other
3
1 Drink this potion quickly for
4 20 Well , make me the same shape but
5 13 Cyanogen is a colorless gas in
6 25 Phenols are benzene derivati
7
2 Xylonite and artificial ivor
8 12 I went to a new theatre , the Pala
9 24 Picric acid is explosive and i
10 18 Llangollen is a town in Wales a
11 6 Yvette , are you going shopping
12 23 Orthophosphoric is the compo
13 16 Caoutchouc is closely allied
14 17 Olefiant gas , ethene or ethyle
15 3 See the terrible tank tackle a
16 7 It is a thin limpid liquid that
17 22 If it is insoluble in water it i
18 11 Silver has been known from rem
19 21 Hot concentrated sulphuric a
20 4 Small coefficient of expansi
21 9 Palladium possesses a power o
22 19 Absorbing and condensing thi
23 15 Compounds of platinum form tw
24 10 Gold occurs widely dristribut
25 5 Oxidation caused by it probab

27
28
29
30
31
32
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Correct key : 03 ,
12 ,
18 ,
16 ,
24 ,

13 ,
02 ,
07 ,
09 ,
22 ,

04 ,
23 ,
06 ,
08 ,
21 ,

05 ,
20 ,
15 ,
00 ,
19 ,

01 ,
10 ,
14 ,
11 ,
17

L ISTING 6.16: Decryption of Mauborgne’s test messages with offsets and the correct key

7
Evaluation

This chapter presents the evaluation of our distribution algorithms using simulations. Then,
the real world evaluation is shown. Here, we discuss in detail the results that we achieved for
distributed cryptanalysis.

7.1

Simulations

We ﬁrst present our simulation setup and the conﬁguration of the simulator. Then, we discuss
metrics and variables. After that, we show the detailed results computed with exhaustive simulation runs.

7.1.1

Simulation Using SimPeerfect

To efﬁciently simulate all of our algorithms with a realistic P2P network, we developed the
simulator SimPeerfect. Additionally, the simulations were needed since the availability of thousands of “real” computers were not given. Section 6.5 shows the details of the simulator, which
implements the following algorithms:
• Epoch distribution algorithm as speciﬁed in Section 6.2.2.2
• Sliding window distribution algorithm as speciﬁed in Section 6.2.2.3
• Extended epoch distribution algorithm as speciﬁed in Section 6.2.2.4
• Reservation server as described below
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The reservation server simulates the behavior of a BOINC-based [18] system. We use this
client-server model for comparison with our algorithms. In a client-server system, a client reserves a subjob with the server, then computes it, and ﬁnally returns the results to the server. To
avoid an endless reservations, the server uses a pre-deﬁned timeout till when it expects the calculated result. After the timeout expires, the server releases the reservation and other clients may
reserve the subjob again. With our simulations, the client-server model’s server has a deﬁned
number of resources. With the resources we simulate the server capacity of a real server in the
real world. For instance the number of resources could be 100. This deﬁnes, that the reservation
server is only able to perform 100 operations in a simulation tick. After 100 requests of clients,
the server is overloaded and does not return any response. A client request is a request for a new
subjob or a delivery of data of a ﬁnished subjob. This emulates the scalability boundaries of a
real server.

7.1.2

Conﬁguration of the Simulation Environment

To perform the simulations in parallel, we used two different servers of our research group.
First, we used a virtual server with 60 virtual kvm64 CPUs and 64Gb RAM. This virtual server
was hosted on a host having 64 Intel Xeon CPU E-5-4620 with 2.2GHz and 512Gb RAM. The
operating system of the host was proxmox [140] virtual environment version 4.1-13/cfv599fb.
The operating system of the virtual server was a Debian GNU/Linux 8.5 (jessie).
Secondly, we used a non-virtual server with 56 Intel Xeon CPU E5-2690 v4 with 2.60GHz and
512GB ram. The operating system of the server was a Debian GNU/Linux 8.6 (jessie).
We used the SimPeerfect version SVN-commit-781.

7.1.3

Simulation Setup

In the following we show the evaluation metrics, variables, and an evaluation matrix.

7.1.3.1

Metrics

The main goal of distributing jobs and subjobs to a multitude of computing nodes is to gain a
speedup of computations. If one peer needs one hour for the computation of a given subjob,
then, in a perfect world, two peers would need only half an hour for the same computational
work. The speedup would be 2 and the computation time would be 12 . The speedup in computer
science is deﬁned as
Sp =

T1
Tp

(7.1)

where S p is the theoretical speedup, T1 is the execution time of a job executed by 1 processor,
and Tp the execution time of the same job executed by p processors. In the real world, the
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distribution itself has a “natural overhead” that increases Tp from its theoretical minimum to
a higher value. Furthermore, the speedup depends on the parallel and non-parallel parts of a
problem as deﬁned by Amdahl [16]. With our algorithms, as deﬁned in our system model in
Section 4.2, we only compute embarrassingly parallel problems. Thus, per deﬁnition, we have
no non-parallel computational parts within the algorithms that solve our problems. Hence, we
can use the above introduced equation for the computation of the speedup S p .
In Section 6.2.1 we deﬁned our requirement that we want to achieve a higher speedup of computations using our algorithms. Therefore, our ﬁrst metric is the speedup of computations as
deﬁned in Equation 7.1.
With our algorithms, the real achieved speedup is reduced compared to the theoretical speedup
due to different reasons. First, the distribution itself (messages delay, lost messages, etc.) reduces the possible speedup. Secondly, the speedup is reduced by the randomness of the algorithms. All algorithms deﬁne the selection of subjob as a random selection. Each peer randomly
chooses a subjob to compute. Based on that, same subjobs may be computed in parallel by
different peers. Clearly, this reduces the speedup. If two peers A and B both decide to compute
the same subjob X the speedup is – considering only A and B – equal to 1. Therefore, we deﬁne
our second metric as the redundant selection of subjobs. This metric is strongly connected to
our other metric since redundant selections or computations reduce the speedup. We deﬁne the
redundancy by

R=

|Jcomputed |
|Jdi f f erent |

(7.2)

where R is the computational redundancy, |Jcomputed | is number of overall computed subjobs, and
|Jdi f f erent | is the number of different computed subjobs. Clearly, we have |Jdi f f erent | ≤ |Jcomputed |.
If |Jdi f f erent | = |Jcomputed | no subjobs are redundantly computed and R = 1.0. The goal of our
algorithm is to reduce the redundancy close to 1.0.
Besides the speedup and the redundancy, the computation time is also important. Clearly, the
computation time is connected to the speedup. If we double the speedup, the computation time
should be halved. The perfect achievable computation time having p peers can be computed
with

Tp =

|J|
· tmin
p

(7.3)

where |J| is the total number of subjobs, p the number of peers, and tmin the minimum number
of time needed by one peer to perform a computation of a subjob. Clearly, this equation only
holds for p ≤ |J|.
The speedup can only be increased when the number of peers is below the total number of noncomputed subjobs. If the number of peers reaches the number of non-computed subjobs adding
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more peers does not improve the speedup. This is based on the fact that then the new peers have
to redundantly compute subjobs since there are not enough non-computed subjobs left for the
new added peers.
With the Equation 7.3 we assume that every peer, who computes a subjob, selects a unique
subjob that is not selected by any other peer.
Our fourth and last last metric is the number of messages. We measure the number of messages
of the complete network and of a single peer. With our algorithms, we want this number to be
as small as possible.
In sum, the metrics for our algorithms are
1. Speedup S p (Equation 7.1)
2. Redundant computations R (Equation 7.2)
3. Computation time Tp (Equation 7.3)
4. Number of messages M (total messages of complete network/messages per peer)
where speedup should be as big as possible and the other metrics as small as possible.
In the following, we present the variables that we varied during our simulations.

7.1.3.2

Variables

The metrics introduced above depend on different variables that we modiﬁed within our simulations and evaluations.
The ﬁrst variable we modify during our evaluations is the number of peers p or the network
size.
Since our algorithms are all based on an unstructured P2P network, the number of neighbors,
i.e. the connectivity, is our second variable. The knowledge of the peers, which subjob already
has been computed, is disseminated faster within the network, when peers have more neighbors.
Our next variable is based on the data structures our algorithms use for the knowledge dissemination. With the epoch algorithms, we have the epoch size and the number of epochs. The
window algorithm introduces the window size and the maximum offset of the window. Finally, the extended epoch algorithm has also an epoch size, a number of epochs, and the ﬁll
rate and the selection probability. With ﬁll rate we denote the percentage of computed subjobs
within an epoch which has to be reached to introduce the next epoch. With selection probability
we denote the probability of selecting the ﬁrst epoch of the extended epochs.
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Network size (number
of peers)
Neighbors n
Epoch size/window size
Number of epochs/maximum window offset
Fill Rate
Selection Probability
Churn Rate

Speedup

Redundant
computations

Computation
time

Number of
messages

X

X

X

X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

only extended
only extended
X

only extended
only extended
X

only extended
only extended
X

only extended
only extended
X

TABLE 7.1: Evaluation matrix: metrics and variables

Due to the fact that peers may join or leave our P2P network at any time, we introduce our next
variable, i.e. the churn rate. The churn rate is the sum of joining and leaving peers within a
dedicated number of time.
In sum we have 7 parameters as major values for our evaluation.

7.1.3.3

Evaluation Matrix

Table 7.1 shows the combination of metrics and variables, which we evaluated. “X” denotes all
cases that apply to all algorithms. Fill rate and selection probability only apply to the extended
epoch algorithm. In sum, we have seven variables as major parameters for our evaluation.

7.1.4

Simulation of Distribution Algorithms

The goal of our simulations was to determine the behavior of our new algorithms with respect
to changes in the aforementioned evaluation variables. To do so we created different simulators,
each with a speciﬁc simulation goal. In the following sections, we present these simulators as
well as the simulation results in detail. First, we show the redundant computation simulations
that we performed to analyze the algorithms’ data structures.

7.1.4.1

Fill Rate and Selection Probability Simulation of Extended Epoch Algorithm

Our new distribution algorithms (epoch distribution algorithm, sliding window distribution algorithm, and extended epoch distribution algorithm) all work on randomized selections of subjobs
to be computed. Due to the randomness in each of the algorithms (see Section 6.2.2), peers by
chance compute the same subjob. This results in a worse speedup of computation. To evaluate
our data structures (epoch, window, extended epoch), a specialized simulator tests the selection of subjobs. The simulator simulates a deﬁned number of peers all selecting a bit in the
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4.500

50%
55%
60%
65%
70%
75%
80%
85%
90%
95%

Redundnt selected subjobs

4.000

3.500

3.000

2.500

2.000
10

15

20

25

30

Selection probability

F IGURE 7.1: Measurement of redundant computations for ﬁll rate and selection probability
simulation (1 000 Peers)

Fill rate and selection probability
70% and ≈ 12%
75% and ≈ 14%
80% and ≈ 20%
85% and ≈ 15%

Redundant computations
≈ 1 800 (1k peers)
≈ 16 000 (10k peers) and ≈ 1 800 (1k peers)
≈ 16 000 (10k peers) and ≈ 1 800 (1k peers)
≈ 16 000 (10k peers) and ≈ 1 800 (1k peers)

TABLE 7.2: Fill rate and selection probability best values of simulations

data structure at the same time. Then, we count the uniquely selected subjobs as well as the
redundantly selected subjobs. The simulator repeats the selection process until all bits of a data
structure, i.e. all subjobs, were chosen.
Here, we evaluated the best conﬁguration for the extended epoch algorithm for the next evaluations. We simulated different ﬁll rates and selection probabilities to evaluate which combination
of ﬁll rate and selection probability is the best to conﬁgure the extended epoch algorithm. To
do so we performed two simulations, one with 1 000 peers and one with 10 000 peers. Both
simulations consisted of 400 000 subjobs divided in 10 epochs.
Figure 7.1 shows the graph of the simulation with 1 000 peers and Figure 7.2 shows the results
with 10 000 peers (ﬁll rates are shown with different percentage values from 50% to 95%). The
simulation showed that we can achieve the lowest rate of redundantly computed subjobs with
different sets of combinations as shown in Table 7.2.
Throughout the rest of the thesis, we decided to set the ﬁll rate to 80% and the selection probability
to 20%, which resulted in the lowest redundant computations with both test cases.
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50%
55%
60%
65%
70%
75%
80%
85%
90%
95%

34.000
32.000

Redundnt selected subjobs

30.000
28.000
26.000
24.000
22.000
20.000
18.000
16.000
10

15

20

25

30

Selection probability

F IGURE 7.2: Measurement of redundant computations for ﬁll rate and selection probability
simulation (10 000 Peers)

7.1.4.2

Data-Structure Simulation to Minimize Redundant Computations

In this section, we compared the redundant selections of all three distribution algorithms. We
used the same simulator which we used in the last section. Figure 7.3 shows a simulation
graph of the epoch algorithm for redundant computations and average “free” bits (ﬁll rate) in
our data structure. The “spikes” in the graphs occur at the end of each epoch or when the
window is nearly full. The probability to select multiple same subjobs increases. We simulated
a job with 5 epochs, each with a number of 80 000 bits. Thus, the overall number of simulated
subjobs was 5 · 80 000 = 400 000. Furthermore, we simulated jobs of the same size for the
sliding window algorithm in Figure 7.4 and for the extended epoch algorithm in Figure 7.5. We
evaluated, that the extended epoch algorithm performs best, since it only introduces ≈ 16 000
redundant computed subjobs in our simulation. The window distribution algorithm leads to
≈ 45 000 redundant computed subjobs. And the epoch algorithm leads to ≈ 20 000 redundant
computed subjobs. The graph shows why this behavior occurs. The probability for two peers
to select the same subjob the same time is minimal with the extended epoch algorithm. This
probability is anti-proportional to the number of free bits in the data structure to select from.
With the extended epoch algorithm we set the ﬁll rate to 80% and the selection probability to
20%. These values are the best which can be chosen as we show in the next section.
We explain this behavior with the number of free bits in the corresponding data structure. When
the simulation reaches the end of an epoch in the epoch algorithm, the probability of selecting
redundant subjob increases. Here, the number of unset bits in the epoch reaches zero while the
peer number stays constant. This effect is even higher with the window algorithm, since over
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F IGURE 7.3: Measurement of redundant computations and free bits of epoch algorithm’s bitmask
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F IGURE 7.4: Measurement of redundant computations and free bits of sliding window algorithm’s window
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400

Simulation time [ticks]

F IGURE 7.5: Measurement of redundant computations and free bits of extended epoch algorithm’s bitmasks

time the sliding window has less bits to select from than the epoch algorithm. The extended
epoch algorithm performs best since it keeps the number of bits to select from at the highest
rate of all the algorithms. It does so by introducing “new” bits (second epoch) to select from
when the ﬁrst epoch’s ﬁll rate reaches a pre-deﬁned percentage value. The window algorithm
simulation (Figure 7.4) takes much more time to ﬁnish since it introduced the highest number
of redundantly selected subjobs.
We published this data structure analysis in [7].

7.1.4.3

Simulation of Redundant Computations and Speedup

With redundant computations we denote the number of subjobs that have been computed more
than once. There are two reasons for this: Since the new distribution algorithms randomly select
subjobs, it happens that the same subjobs are computed twice or more. Additionally, the ﬂooding
of results from one peer to all other peers takes some time.
To determine the redundant computations factor, we divide the number of totally computed
subjobs b by the number of actual existing subjobs b of a job:

O(b, b ) =

b
b

(7.4)
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For example if a total number of b = 1 511 subjobs was computed by the peers and the actual
job consists of b = 1 200 subjobs, the redundant computations factor is O =
311
1 511

1511
1200

= 1.259. Thus,

≈ 20.6% of all subjobs were computed redundantly.

In the following sections we show the inﬂuences of the variables number of peers, widths of data
structures (epoch size, window size, etc), number of neighbors, and churn rate on the redundant
computations factor.

Redundant Computations and Speedup in Dependance of Number of Peers:

Within this

batch of simulations we evaluated the inﬂuence of the number of peers on the redundant computations factor (see Equation 7.2). For that we created three simulation runs. Each algorithm
(epoch distribution algorithm, window distribution algorithm, reservation server) was evaluated
using similar conﬁgurations. The simulated job consisted of 480 000 subjobs. We used a ﬁxed
epoch size of 48 000 (= 10 epochs) for the epoch and extended epoch algorithms, and a ﬁxed
window size of 48 000. We also evaluated the reservation server with 480 000 subjobs. With
the peer-to-peer based algorithms, we set the number of neighbors to 10. Thus, the minimal
connectivity of the network was 10.
We simulated each algorithm with increasing numbers of peers and clients. We started with 100
and ended with 10 000. With every number of peers we did 5 simulation runs. We computed the
arithmetic average of these runs. Thus, we did a total of 500 simulation runs for every algorithm.
Figure 7.6 shows the results of the redundant computations simulation. The X-axis represents
the number of peers, the Y-axis represents the redundant computations factor. The blue line
shows the epoch distribution algorithm, the red line the sliding window distribution algorithm,
and the green line the reservation server.
The evaluation shows the dependency of redundant computations and number of peers, as expected. With increasing the number of peers the probability of two peers randomly selecting
the same subjob increases too. This dependency is linear. The reservation server outperforms
our algorithms in this simulation with respect to the redundant computations factor when the
number of peers is larger than about 1, 500 with window algorithm, larger than 5 500 with epoch
algorithm, and larger than 9 500 with extended epoch algorithm. This is based on the different
subjob distribution approach of the reservation server. Here, redundant computations can only
occur when a peer runs into a reservation timeout and another peer reserves the subjob this peer
computes. Then, the two peers ﬁnally computed the same subjob.
In Figure 7.7 we additionally calculated the achieved speedup of our algorithms and the reservation server. It can be seen that the extended epoch algorithm performs best of all our algorithms,
but worse as reservation server. With our simulation, the reservation server outperforms the extended epoch algorithm with about 7 000 peers. This is based on the size of the epochs. With
that number of peers the epoch size is too small, thus, too many redundant subjobs are selected
at the same time by different peers. This behavior can also be seen with the simulation time

Redundant computations factor
worse 
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F IGURE 7.6: Measurement number of peers vs redundant computations factor
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F IGURE 7.7: Measurement number of peers vs speedup
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which we discuss in the following sections. To improve the speedup, bigger epoch sizes have to
be chosen.

Redundant Computations in Dependance of Data Structure Sizes:

This batch of simula-

tions evaluated the inﬂuence of the data structure sizes (epoch size, window size) on the redundant computations factor in a simulated network. With constant number of 1 000 peers in
the P2P network and constant number of 10 connections to neighbors, we increased the data
structure sizes from 800 to 80 000 bits by 100. With every size we did 5 simulation runs. We
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computed the arithmetic average of these runs.
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Figure 7.8 shows the results of the simulations. The X-axis represents the size of the data
structures. The Y-axis shows the redundant computations factor. The epoch algorithm is the
blue line, the extended epoch algorithm the dotted blue line, and the sliding window algorithm
is the red line.
The redundant computations factor is decreasing when the size of the data structure is increased.
With increasing the size of the data structures the probability of two peers selecting the same
subjob decreases. In contrast to reducing the redundant computation factor, the size of the tobe-ﬂooded packets in a network increases. At least with UDP-based P2P networks, the size of
such packets cannot exceed 64kb.
The simulations show that the window algorithm does not scale with respect to the size of the
data structure. The problem here is that the window nearly gets ﬁlled completely, due to the
random selections, and then it does not get much free space any more (see Section 7.1.4.2
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for the data structure analysis showing this behavior as well). The epoch and extended epoch
algorithms both scale with increasing size of the data structures. Here, the extended epoch is
slightly better (see Section 7.1.4.2). Thus, we can conﬁrm our data structure analysis with this
evaluation done in a simulated P2P network.
In the rest of this chapter, we present mostly only evaluations of the epoch distribution algorithm,
the reservation server, and the sliding window distribution algorithm. Since the epoch algorithm
and the extended epoch algorithm behave nearly the same, with the extended epoch algorithm
being slightly better with respect to the redundant selected subjobs (see Section 7.1.4.1), and the
simulation of the algorithms took many weeks, we omitted additionally simulating the extended
epoch algorithm for some metrics.

Redundant Computations in Dependance of Connections to Neighbors:

This batch of

simulations evaluated the inﬂuence of the number of connections to neighbors on the redundant
computations factor. The number of neighbors is the minimal connectivity of the graph of the
network. We simulated a network consisting of 1 000 peer. Each simulated network performed
a simulation with 480 000 subjobs. We increased the number of connections to neighbors from
1 to 40 in each step by 1. We did every simulation 5 times and calculated the arithmetic average.
Figure 7.9 shows the results of the simulations. The X-axis represents the number of connections
to neighbors. The Y-axis represents the redundant computations factor. The epoch algorithm is
the blue line and the sliding window algorithm is the red line.
2
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The simulations show that with increasing the number of connections to neighbors the algorithms perform better with respect to the factor of redundant computations. This is based on the
fact that with increasing the number of connections the speed of the knowledge dissemination
in the network also increases. Thus, peers gain the knowledge, which subjobs are currently
computed in shorter time frames. This reduces the probability of two peers selecting the same
subjob for computation at the same time. With our simulation network, this effect can be seen
until we reach the number of connection of 10. With 1 000 and 10 connections at each peer, the
average hop count for information between all peers is 3, i.e. log10 (1000) = 3. The hop count
is the number of peers transporting one message in transit. Having more connections does not
decrease this hop count signiﬁcantly.

Redundant Computations in Dependance of Churn Rate:

These simulations analyzed the

impact of the churn rate on the algorithms. P2P networks are not static. During their lifetime,
peers join and leave the network at any time. We denote the sum of leaving and joining peers
with churn rate. During our simulations, the churn rate deﬁnes the number of concurrently
joining and leaving peers in one step of the simulation. For example, with a churn rate set to 5,
a sum of 5 peers leaves the network while the same number joins the network. This keeps the
size of the P2P network constant.
To evaluate the churn rate, we used a P2P network of 1 000 peers. The simulated job consisted
of 480 000 subjobs. We increased the churn rate during our simulations from 1 to 50 in each
step by 1.
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Figure 7.10 shows the result of the churn rate simulations. The X-axis shows the churn rate.
The Y-axis shows the redundant computations factor. The epoch algorithm is the blue line, the
window algorithm the red line, and the reservation server is the green line.
The spikes in our simulation graphs with churn simulations can be explained with the termination criteria of our simulator. We terminated when a dedicated number of peers reached the
100%, i.e. they assume that all subjobs are computed. With churn, by chance, some peers get
removed from the network and restarted with 0% progress. Thus, sometimes, the simulation ran
much longer because of this behavior.
The evaluation shows that the reservation server’s redundant computation factor is nearly not
affected by the churn rate. This is based on the fact that leaving and joining peers have no
effect on the actual computation performed by remaining peers. The churn rate does not lead
to redundant computed subjobs. A leaving peer may only block a reserved subjob. But after
the subjob reservation times out, another peer takes over the subjob, reserves it, and computes
it. The churn rate nevertheless has a high impact on computation times of the reservation server
approach as we will show in the next sections.
With our distribution algorithms, the churn rate slightly affects the redundant computations factor. With increasing the churn rate, more new peers join the network that have no knowledge
of the current state of the job. Thus, the new peers will select already ﬁnished subjobs with a
higher probability. Based on that, the factor increases. This effect can be decreased with a short
waiting time at each peer. Doing so, new peers get the chance to receive the current state of the
job before selecting subjobs to compute.

7.1.4.4

Simulation of Computation Time

The computation time is the time needed to completely compute all subjobs. To evaluate the time
we have to discretize the computation time. To do so, we introduced the “ticks”. A simulated
subjobs takes a deﬁned number of ticks. Our simulator enables each simulated peer to increase
its internal tick count of each subjob. If the tick count of a subjob reaches the deﬁned number
of ticks, the subjob is marked as ﬁnished. To simulate different types of peers, i.e. different
computational capabilities, the needed ticks for subjob computations have a minimum and a
maximum value. In all our simulations, we set the tick time to a minimum of 1 and a maximum
of 5.

Computation Time in Dependance of Number of Peers:

Within this batch of simulations we

evaluated the inﬂuence of the number of peers on the computation time. For that we created three
simulation runs. Each algorithm (epoch distribution algorithm, window distribution algorithm,
reservation server) was evaluated using similar conﬁgurations. The simulated job consisted of
480 000 subjobs. We used a ﬁxed epoch size of 48 000, and a ﬁxed window size of 48 000.
We also evaluated the reservation server with 480 000 subjobs. With the peer-to-peer based
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algorithms, we set the number of neighbors to 10. Thus, the minimal connectivity of the network
was 10.
We simulated each algorithm with increasing numbers of peers and clients. We started with 100
and ended with 10 000. With every number of peers we did 5 simulation runs. We computed the
arithmetic average of these runs. Thus, we did a total of 500 simulation runs for every algorithm.
The X-axis shows the number of peers. The Y-axis shows the total computation time in ticks.
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F IGURE 7.11: Measurement peers vs computation time

Figure 7.11 shows the result of the simulations. Increasing the number of peers decreases the
computation time. Thus, to half the computation time one has to double the number of peers.
We show the epoch algorithm with blue color, the window algorithm with red color, and the
reservation server with green color.
The simulations show that our algorithms scale and proximate the optimum closely. The reservation server does not scale and has a lower boundary. This is based on the fact that the reservation
server has not unlimited resources to handle more clients than it is able to. In our simulations,
this value was a ﬁxed number of operations the server can perform during one tick. We set this
number to 1 000. After reaching this number, the server does not respond in the tick. In reality,
this is the behavior of a real server which is overloaded. Clearly, the value shown in our evaluations is kind of arbitrary (real servers may break down with less or more clients, depending on
their capacities), but it shows the non scalability of the reservation server approach.

Computation Time in Dependance of Connections to Neighbors:

We also simulated the

impact of the number of connections to neighbors on the simulation time. For that, we simulated
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a P2P network with 1 000 peers. The simulated job consisted of 480 000 subjobs. We increased
the number of neighbors from 1 to 40 in each simulation by 1.
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F IGURE 7.12: Measurement connections vs computation time

Figure 7.12 shows the result of the simulations. The epoch algorithm is the blue line, the window
algorithm is the red line. The X-axis shows the number of connections to neighbors. The Y-axis
shows the computation time for completing the job.
Creating a network with each peer having only 1 neighbor the computation time explodes. This
can be explained with the time information needs to travel through the network. Thus, many
peers compute redundant subjobs which increases the computation time as well as the redundant
computation factor (see Figure 7.9). Having more than 10 connection with a network of 1 000
peers also has almost no inﬂuence on the computation time as already shown with the redundant
computations factor.

Computation Time in Dependance of Churn Rate:

The churn rate also inﬂuences the com-

putation time. We simulated a P2P network with 1 000 peers each connected to 10 neighbors.
We increased the churn rate from 1 to 50 by 1 in each simulation.
Figure 7.13 shows the results of the simulations. The epoch algorithm is the blue line, the
window algorithm the red line, and the simulation server is the green line. The X-axis shows the
churn rate. The Y-axis shows the computation time in ticks.
With the reservation server, the computation time slightly increases with increasing the churn
rate. This can be explained with the reservations of leaving peers that prevent peers to compute
those reserved subjobs. Thus, the network has to wait for the timeouts until it is possible to
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F IGURE 7.13: Measurement churn rate vs computation time

compute these subjobs. This, in turn, increases the overall computation time. The churn rate
also inﬂuences the computation time of our distribution algorithms slightly. This is also based
on the reduced information ﬂow introduced by joining and leaving peers.

7.1.4.5

Simulation of Number of Messages

This batch simulated the number of messages. The number of messages is the sum of all messages sent between all peers. Messages that did not reach their receiver are also added to this
sum. A message may not be received when a peer goes ofﬂine during the transmission process.
This may only appear in churn rate simulations. With the help of the number of messages, the
data rate of the network can be easily computed. If we assume that the size of a single message
is 64kb a total of 1 000 000 messages needs ≈ 61.03gb. If we divide this by the time, we get the
data rate of the network.

Number of Messages in Dependance of Number of Peers:

With higher numbers of peers

we have higher quantities of messages. Since the new algorithms rely on ﬂooding, the number
of ﬂooded messages within the P2P network increases.
In this batch of simulations, we simulated a job consisting of 480 000 subjobs. The number of
neighbors was set to 10. We increased the number of peers from 100 to 10 000 peers by 100 in
each simulation.
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F IGURE 7.14: Measurement peers vs overall number of messages

Figure 7.14 shows the results of the simulations. The X-axis shows the number of peers. The
Y-axis shows the number of totally sent messages in the network. The epoch algorithm is the
blue line, the window algorithm the red line, and the reservation server is the green line.
First, we assumed that with growing size of the network the total number of send messages in the
P2P network increases exponentially. Well-known systems based on unstructured P2P networks,
like Gnutella [187], show this behavior. But as can be seen in the graph of Figure 7.14, our new
algorithms do not scale exponentially with respect to the total number of messages. This is based
on different circumstances: First, with a growing size of the network, more computations occur
in the same time. If the calculation lasts less messages are ﬂooded. Secondly, our algorithms
only ﬂood if they actually ﬁnished subjobs. Third, our algorithms combine the results and states
(bitmasks, windows) before ﬂooding them. Fourth, our algorithms’ implementations keep track
on what they already ﬂooded and discard already received or send messages.
The reservation server approach needed the fewest number of messages in total. With the reservation server, in the best case, only four messages per subjob have to be send. Two for the
reservation of a subjob and two for the delivery of the subjob result.
Regarding the pure number of total messages send in the network, one can argue that the reservation server approach (with between 200k and 1.5mio messages) outperforms our algorithms
(with 40mio to 120mio messages). But having a look at the server in detail reveals that the
server has to handle all of these 1.5mio messages while with our algorithms, each peer has only
to handle
per peer.

40mio
10 000

= 4 000 messages. Thus, in the next section, we show the evaluation of messages
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Number of Messages per Peer in Dependance of Number of Peers:

In this evaluation we

present the results from the last simulation with respect to messages per peer. We show in
Figure 7.15 shows the quotient of the total number of messages in the network and the number
of peers. The X-axis shows the number of peers in the network. The Y-axis shows the number
of messages per peer on average. The results of the reservation server had to be divided by 10 –
otherwise the graph would not be printable. The blue line is the epoch algorithm, the red line is
the window algorithm, and the green line is the reservation server.
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F IGURE 7.15: Measurement peers vs number of messages per peer

Figure 7.15 shows, that with increasing number of peers in the network, the number of messages
per peer decreases. This is based on the fact that the more peers are available in the network, the
fewer messages the individual peer has to handle. With the reservation server, however, exactly
the opposite effect occurs. The more clients are present within the network, the more messages
the server has to process. This ﬁnally leads to an overload of the server. Thus, our simulation
shows that the P2P network scales much better than the reservation server with respect to the
number of sent messages per peer.

Number of Messages in Dependance of Number of Neighbors:

With increasing number of

neighbors the total number of sent messages within the network also increases. In this simulation
we simulated a P2P network consisting of 1 000 peers. The simulated job consisted of 480 000
subjobs. We increased the number of neighbors from 1 to 40 by 1 in each simulation iteration.
Figure 7.16 shows the results of our simulation. The X-axis shows the number of connections
to neighbors. The Y-axis shows the total number of messages disseminated in the P2P network.
The epoch algorithm is depicted as blue line and the window algorithm is depicted as red line.
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F IGURE 7.16: Measurement connections vs number of messages

It can be seen that as the number of connections increases, the number of messages sent within
the P2P network increases signiﬁcantly. This is not surprising since a redirected message from a
peer is ﬂooded to all its neighbors. Here, it becomes also clear why it makes no sense for a peer
to create more than 10 connections to other peers in a network of 1000 peers since the number
of totally sent messages would explode.
The number of messages is high having only a very low number (≤ 2) of connections since
in these cases the network often is partitioned and not connected. Thus, these parts solitarily
compute the complete job. Hence, the number of messages increases.

Number of Messages in Dependance of Churn Rate

This batch of simulations evaluated

the inﬂuence of the churn rate on the total number of messages sent in the P2P network. We
simulated a network of 1 000 peers each having 10 connections to neighbors. The simulated job
consisted of 480 000 subjobs. We increased the churn rate from 1 to 50 by 1 in each simulation.
Figure 7.17 shows the result of the simulations. The X-axis shows the churn rate. The Y-axis
shows the total number of messages disseminated in the P2P network. The epoch algorithm is
the blue line, the window algorithm the red line, and the reservation server is the green line.
With the reservation server the churn rate increases the number of messages not signiﬁcantly.
This is because only one message is sent per leaving peer, namely the request message for a new
subjob. There is no additional communication beyond that. In the case of our distribution algorithms, the number of messages even decreases with increasing the churn rate. That was initially
surprising. This behavior can be explained as follows: Due to leaving peers, sent messages are
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F IGURE 7.17: Measurement churn rate vs number of messages

lost and they are no longer forwarded. Therefore, a saturation with this behavior occurs (in the
case of this simulation, a churn rate of approximately 21). From this point, the churn rate does
not reduce the number of messages within the simulation anymore. Therefore, the churn rate
has no high impact on the reservation server and our distribution algorithms with respect to the
total number of sent messages.

7.1.5

Discussion of Simulation Results

The simulations performed with SimPeerfect show:
1. The epoch and extended epoch algorithm behave similarly – with the extended epoch
algorithm being slightly better.
2. The epoch and extended epoch algorithm scale with respect to increasing number of peers
(less redundancy, higher speedup).
3. The epoch and extended epoch algorithm can be optimized by increasing their data structure sizes.
4. The window algorithm does not scale with respect to an increase of it’s window size.
5. The churn rate has a slightly increasing effect on our algorithms as well as on the reservation server.
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6. The total number of messages in the network is much higher with our algorithms than
with the reservation server.
7. The messages per peer are less than the messages per server (thus, server can be overloaded).
8. A network with a server with ﬁxed resources can only scale until the number of resources
is reached (thus, a server can be a bottle neck).
In total our simulations showed that all three of our new algorithms can be used for distributed
computing. The epoch as well as the extended epoch algorithm scale with respect to the number
of peers and the size of their data structures. Based on the results of the simulations, we decided
to implement the epoch algorithm in a real-world application since it is easier to implement
and maintain than the extended epoch algorithm and the sliding window algorithm. Thus, after
simulating the algorithms we created our distribution library VoluntLib (see Section 6.6.1).

7.2

Real World Evaluation

In this section, we show our real world evaluation of VoluntLib, CrypCloud, and VoluntCloud.
To evaluate our implementations, we created cryptanalysis prototypes and several challenges.
First, we discuss the evaluation of the hash searcher, which can be used to break a hashed
password (see Section 6.7.1 for details on the password challenge and our implementation).
Then, we created three different challenges to evaluate CrypCloud: A 36 bit DES challenge, a
42 bit AES challenge, and ﬁnally a 56 bit DES challenge. Here, we used multiple computers
and also a computer pool to perform the attacks on these challenges. Finally, we created a
heuristic-based attack on the M-94 cipher (see Section 6.7.3). We used the attack to either break
existing M-94 challenges as well as to evaluate our VoluntCloud. Furthermore, the attack shows
that VoluntLib can also be used to distribute heuristic-based cryptanalytic attacks to different
computers in the cloud.

7.2.1

Measurements of VoluntLib – Brute-Force to ﬁnd Hash Pre-Image

We executed the hash searcher shown in Section 6.7.1 to test if the implementation of VoluntLib
works correctly. Furthermore, we measured the speedup gained by adding additional computers
to the performed attack. To do so, we created two physically separated test environments (Kassel
and Moers) which were connected over the Internet via OpenVPN.
To perform the tests, we started the hash searcher, which is a console application based on VoluntLib, at ﬁve different test machines, see Table 7.3 (HT = hyper threading). The test machines
in Moers were directly connected via LAN. Nils-Desktop and Nils-Laptop both were connected
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Computer name
Located in Moers:
Nils-Laptop
Nils-Desktop
Nils-Media
Located in Kassel:
AIS-Media
AIS-Meeting

CPU

Used cores

Average search speed

Intel i7-2760 2.4GHz
AMD FX-8350 4.0GHz
Intel i-3-6100u 2.3GHz

8 (4 + 4 HT)
8 (4 + 4 HT)
4 (2 + 2 HT)

390k SHA-1 hashes/sec
375k SHA-1 hashes/sec
210k SHA-1 hashes/sec

Intel i7-3770 3.4GHz
Intel i7-4771 3.5GHz

8 (4 + 4 HT)
8 (4 + 4 HT)

390k SHA-1 hashes/sec
430k SHA-1 hashes/sec

TABLE 7.3: Computer setup for pre-image attack on SHA-1

over the Internet with the location in Kassel using OpenVPN. The two machines of Kassel were
directly connected via LAN in Kassel.
We divided the complete search space of 233 pre-images into 2 048 subjobs. Furthermore, we
set the size of the epochs (see epoch algorithm in Section 6.2.2.2) to 128. Thus, we had a total
of 16 epochs.
To perform our test run, we started the application on the ﬁve machines at nearly the same time.

F IGURE 7.18: Hash searcher console running on Nils-Desktop
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Figure 7.18 shows the hash searcher console application executed on Nils-Desktop. During our
test, we compared the shown states, i.e. the global progress and the current global best list,
between all machines to check, if these are consistent. In total, the displayed state as well as the
displayed best lists were equal showing that the distribution of results worked correctly.
The network completely searched through the space of 233 SHA-1 hashes in about 77 minutes.
The correct hash value was found after about 20 minutes. This time may vary since the subjob
containing the correct hash value may be selected for computation by chance earlier or later
by any peer. Nils-Desktop would solitary need about 382 minutes to search through the search
space. Thus, we obtained a speedup of about S =

382min
77min

≈ 4.69.

Our test showed that VoluntLib is able to distribute subjobs among different computers located
in different locations providing a good speedup. Furthermore, it showed that it was “easy” to
distribute the job: We had to (a) implement our code as shown in Section 6.7.1, then (b) compile the code using Visual Studio to executable code, and (c) copy the created executable as
well as the VoluntLib.dll (library) to the target machines. Furthermore, a volunteer providing
computational power only needs to obtain the executables (step c) and start the compiled hashsearcher.exe ﬁle. VoluntLib then automatically distributes subjobs and results to all connected
computers.

7.2.2

Measurements of CrypCloud – Known-Plaintext Attack with Reduced Search
Space to Find Encryption Key of Modern Ciphers

We created three different “challenges” for testing CrypCloud (see Section 6.6.2). All three
challenges are exhaustive keysearching for a key of an encrypted text. The plaintext of each
challenge is encrypted with a modern symmetric encryption algorithm (for modern symmetric
encryption algorithms see foundations in Section 2.1.7). To increase the difﬁculty, i.e. the search
time, of each challenge, we increased the keyspace size from challenge to challenge.
Each challenge is a known-plaintext challenge. We created known-plaintext challenges instead
of ciphertext-only challenges since known-plaintext challenges can be searched through faster,
i.e. we gain more tested symmetric keys per second. This is because the rating (cost function)
of a decrypted putative plaintext can be easily done with a regular expression or even with just a
simple string comparison. We performed the keysearching using the CrypTool 2 Key Searcher
as shown in Section 6.6.2. We used CrypTool 2 in version 2.1 (Nightly Build 7170.1) for our
measurements.

Small Challenge – DES 36bit:

Our ﬁrst challenge was the search for a partial unknown DES

key. We assume that we know the ﬁrst 20 bits of the key, thus, we had to search for the remaining
36 bits. We created a cloud workspace containing the CrypTool 2 Keysearcher as depicted in
Figure 7.19.
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Computer name
Nils-Laptop
AIS-Media
AIS-Meeting
Windows8TestPC

CPU
Intel i7-2760 2.4GHz
Intel i7-3770 3.4GHz
Intel i7-4771 3.5GHz
Intel Xeon E5-4620 2.2 GHz

Used cores
8 (4 + 4 HT)
8 (4 + 4 HT)
8 (4 + 4 HT)
8

Average search speed
8 million DES keys/sec
13 million DES keys/sec
14 million DES keys/sec
8.5 million DES keys/sec

TABLE 7.4: Computer setup for small DES 36 bit challenge

The ciphertext of the challenge in hex was
C = 27 65 5D 35 77 28 CA 16
The plaintext was
P = “CrypTool
And the key in hex was
K = FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
Here, the plaintext has exactly the size of one block of the DES cipher.

F IGURE 7.19: CrypCloud workspace with Key Searcher (36 bit DES challenge)

The keysearcher got the ciphertext as input. Furthermore, we set the cost function to “regular
expression” and deﬁned that we search for the plaintext “CrypTool”. We set the total number
of subjobs (= blocks) to 512. We used 4 different computers of the AIS research group for
performing the exhaustive keysearching attack (see Table 7.4, HT = hyper threading). In total,
we had 32 workers searching for the DES key.
With every computer, we logged the current speed in keys per second of the search process
every two seconds. Furthermore, we logged when a subjob was aborted because the computer
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obtained the result from another computer. In Figure 7.20 we show the resulting graph generated
using the results of all 4 computers.
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F IGURE 7.20: Keysearching of 36 bit DES challenge performed by four computers with the
CrypTool 2 Key Searcher in parallel

The overall time to search through the complete 36 bits (= 68 719 476 736 DES keys) keyspace
was about 35 minutes. A single computer (Nils-Laptop) needs about 2 hours to search through
the complete search space solitary. Therefore, we could gain a speedup of computations of about
S=

2h
34min

≈ 3.53. Additionally, we had a redundant computations factor of O =

637 sub jobs
512 sub jobs

≈

1.244 since our computers aborted 125 subjobs in total that were already ﬁnished by other
computers in the network. This does not mean that all 125 additional subjobs were computed
completely. A worker is stopped working on a dedicated subjob when CrypCloud receives the
result from another computer. Thus, on average a subjob is computed only by 50% when it is
stopped. The speedup of computations was not optimal and the overhead was high since the
number of subjobs (= 512) to choose from was small. Thus, the probability that two computers
randomly select the same subjob was high. To optimize this, the number of subjobs has to
be increased (see simulations in Section 7.1.4.3). In total, we could perform our keysearching
attack with about 43.5 millions DES keys on average per second.
Finally, the results of our 36 bit DES challenge show that using the CrypTool 2 Key Searcher and
VoluntLib, an increase of performance can easily be achieved by adding additional computers
to the CrypCloud network. Thus, we could decrease the total search time from 2 hours to 34
minutes by using 4 instead of 1 computer.
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Medium Challenge – AES 42bit:

In the second challenge, we searched for a partial unknown

AES-128 key. We assume that we know 86 bits of the AES key, thus, we had to search through
42 bits (= 4 398 046 511 104 AES keys). We used a computer pool of the university of Kassel
which we show in Figure 7.21.
The ciphertext of the challenge in hex was
C = F0 DA 8A 2E DD 6F DB D6 DE 31 CF 13 B6 2F 76 24
The plaintext was
P = “CrypTool2istcool
And the key in hex was
K = FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF
Here, the plaintext has exactly the size of one block of the AES cipher.

F IGURE 7.21: Computer pool of the university of Kassel – Fachbereich 16 “CIP Pool”

The pool consists of 50 computers. Each computer contains an Intel i5-3570 with 3.4 GHz and
4 CPU cores. Thus, we had in total 200 CPU cores searching for the AES key. In Figure 7.22
we show the graph of the complete run. The graph shows a local machine which performs
about 12.5 million AES keys per second. To speed up the search we implemented the AES
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algorithm in CrypTool 2 using the AES-NI [110] instruction set. The graph furthermore shows
an approximation of the global speed of all computers. We measured that all computers searched
with an average rate of about 615 million AES keys per second. The total search space was
completely searched through by the computer pool in about 2.3 hours. The rising of the global
number of AES computations is based on the fact that it takes about 30 minutes to start each
computer, start CrypTool 2 on each computer, and join the cloud job. At the end, the search
speed decreases since the number of redundantly selected and aborted subjobs increases (for
this behavior see simulation and evaluation of data structures in Section 7.1.4.2).
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F IGURE 7.22: Keysearching of 42 bit AES challenge performed by 50 computers with the
CrypTool 2 Key Searcher in parallel

The keysearcher got the ciphertext as input. Furthermore, we set the cost function to “regular
expression” and deﬁned that we search for the plaintext “CrypTool”. We divided the complete
search space into 4 096 subjobs. Thus, each computer computed on average about 80 subjobs.
Furthermore, each computer aborted the computation of about 30 subjobs because it received
the results from another computer of the computer pool. Thus, on average each computer redundantly computed 15 additional subjobs. One single computer of the pool would need about
97.73 hours to complete the search solitary. Thus, we got a total speedup of S =

97.72h
2.3h

≈ 42.5.

To optimize the speedup, the number of subjobs has to be increased (see simulations in Section 7.1.4.3).
Finally, the results of the 42 bit AES challenge computed in the computer pool show that our
algorithms work perfectly for distributed cryptanalysis and our implementation in CrypTool 2
enables us to perform brute-force attacks on modern ciphers. Additional care has to be taken
to optimize the data structures with respect to the job size and the number of computers (see
simulations in Section 7.1.4.3).
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Large Challenge – DES 56bit:

We ﬁnally created a large DES challenge. With this challenge,

we search through a complete DES keyspace of 256 keys. The challenge is a known-plaintext
attack. We created a random DES key to encrypt a plaintext beginning with “CrypTool”. Then,
we “forgot” the key and created a CrypTool 2 cloud workspace containing the Key Searcher
component (see Section 6.6.2) to search for the key. The challenge was created on 26th of June
2016 and is still running. We let two computers of our work group constantly run CrypTool 2
with the cloud workspace to search for the key. Until now, we managed to search through a total
of 247.21 DES keys. Using only a single computer (Nils-Laptop), the overall challenge needs
about ≈ 245 years to be ﬁnished. We published the CrypCloud within the current beta release
of CrypTool 2, thus, every CrypTool 2 user is now able to join in computing the challenge.
If we would use the CIP-Pool (50 computers) which we used for the other two challenges, and
each computer would run at a constant rate of 8 mio DES keys per second, we would complete
the challenge in about 5.7 years. With 500 such computers, we would complete the challenge in
0.57 years, and with 5000 computers in about 21 days. To speed the challenge up GPUs as well
as faster computers should be used.
The idea behind the challenge is, that people interested in our work and interested in CrypCloud
may download the challenge to their home computers. The challenge is a good starting point to
get in touch with the CrypCloud. Furthermore, it offers a kind of benchmark for CPUs, i.e. view
the number of performed keys per second. Additionally, the challenge is a long-time test run
of our implementations showing that we are able to perform an attack over months and years.
Until now, the challenge still remains in the CrypTool 2 cloud and did not get damaged or lost.
Thus, this challenge also shows the robustness of our implementations.

7.2.3

Measurements of VoluntCloud – Ciphertext-Only Attack on Short M-94 Message to Find Message Key and Offsets

Our last real world evaluation is the cryptanalysis of the M-94 cylinder cipher (see Section 6.7.3)
performed using VoluntCloud. We created a test run to ﬁnd the offsets as well as the key of the
Mauborgne’s test messages. We used 6 computers as shown in Table 7.5 to search in parallel
and speed up the analysis. This evaluation achieved two results: First, VoluntCloud also is able
to be used successfully for distributed cryptanalysis, i.e. it is possible to distributed actual C#
code into the cloud. Secondly, our new cryptanalytic algorithm based on hillclimbing works and
is able to break Joseph Mauborgne’s test messages without using a crib.
We installed the VoluntCloud client on each of our test machines. Then, we uploaded our M-94
cryptanalytic code as .NET assembly (see Section 6.7.3) into the VoluntCloud. After that, we
joined the job with every of our test computers. By joining the job, the cryptanalytic code is
automatically downloaded from the other computers which are part of the VoluntCloud.
During the execution of the cryptanalysis algorithm on every computer, we monitored the current
bitmask of Nils-Desktop showing the global progress. Figure 7.23 shows the bitmask states. The
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Computer name
Located in Moers:
Nils-Laptop
Nils-Desktop
Nils-Media
Nina-Laptop
Located in Kassel:
AIS-Media
AIS-Meeting
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CPU

Used cores

Intel i7-2760 2.4GHz
AMD FX-8350 4.0GHz
Intel i-3-6100u 2.3GHz
Intel Celeron N-3160 1.6GHz

8 (4 + 4 HT)
8 (4 + 4 HT)
4 (2 + 2 HT)
4 (2 + 2 HT)

Intel i7-3770 3.4GHz
Intel i7-4771 3.5GHz

8 (4 + 4 HT)
8 (4 + 4 HT)

TABLE 7.5: Computer setup for attack on Mauborgne’s test messages

F IGURE 7.23: Bitmasks visualization of the progress of cryptanalysis of M-94 performed with
VoluntCloud and M-94 analyzer

masks were recorded every 20 minutes. Reading direction in the ﬁgure is from left to right and
from top to down. The ﬁgure shows that the random distribution of the subjob selection works
as expected. We split the overall job of 218 offsets to be searched through into 1771 subjobs.
Thus, each mask of Figure 7.23 consists of 1771 pixels, each representing the state of a single
subjob. A white pixel means, the subjob is not computed. A black pixel means, the subjob is
computed. Each of our subjobs consists of 144 offsets to be tested. Each offset is tested with our
hillclimbing algorithm with 600 restarts. Thus, a single subjob consists of 600 · 144 = 86 400
restarts in total.
The overall cryptanalysis was done after exactly 2 hours and 56 minutes. A single computer
(Nils-Laptop) needs about 20h to perform the job solitarily. Thus, we obtained a speedup S =
20h
2h 56min

≈ 6.82. The correct key and offsets were found after 1 hour and 4 minutes. The time
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may vary since the subjob containing the correct offset combination may be selected at any time
due to the random selection of subjob computation by the peers.
The evaluation shows that VoluntCloud works as expected and increases the speed of our M-94
cryptanalysis. Furthermore it showed, that we could successfully break the Mauborgne’s test
message.

7.2.4

Discussion of Real-World Results

In this section, we evaluated VoluntLib, CrypCloud, and VoluntCloud. We created several prototypes performing actual cryptanalysis, i.e. analyzing and solving different cryptographic challenges. To do so, we performed real-world analyses using setups of different computers located
in Kassel and in Moers, connected over the Internet. Furthermore, we used a computer pool
(50 computers) of the university of Kassel to test our implementations with a larger network of
computers.
The evaluation showed the suitability of our implementations for distributed cryptanalysis:
1. We created a working prototype for the pre-image search of a hashed password. Here, we
could increase the computational speed of the cryptanalysis using VoluntLib by the factor
4.69 using 5 different computers.
2. We created a distributed keysearching attack on a reduced keyspace (236 ) of DES with
CrypTool 2, CrypCloud, and the Key Searcher component. Here, we could gain a speedup
of about 3.53 using 4 different computers. For a distributed attack on AES with a reduced
keyspace (242 ) we used a computer pool of the university of Kassel as well as CrypCloud.
Here, we could gain a speedup of 42.5 using 50 equal computers. This speedup can be
further increased by optimizing the data structures, i.e. using larger bitmasks for the epoch
distribution algorithm.
3. Finally, we created a prototype that shows that our implementations can also be used for
heuristic-based attacks. The M-94 analyzer searched in parallel for the key and offsets of
Mauborgne’s test messages. We could gain a speedup of 6.82 using 6 different computers.
The speedup with our evaluations was computed compared to a single computer that we
used (mostly Nils-PC, Nils-Laptop, or a single computer of the computer pool). Since our
computers are heterogeneous with respect to their computational power, a speedup of 6.82
with 6 computers was possible instead of the expected value of 6 because the reference
computer was slower than the average.
In sum, we showed that our implementations are all able to be used to speedup computations for
distributed cryptanalysis. Furthermore, the evaluations showed that we did not need any server
to achieve this. For interested readers of this thesis, we also created a long-time challenge in our
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CrypCloud. By installing CrypTool 2 one is able to join the CrypCloud and test the challenge
(and the speed of one’s computer) at home.

8
Related Work

This chapter ﬁrst presents related work with respect to job scheduling and distribution for parallel computing and distributed cryptanalysis. The according techniques are divided in local
methods, client-server-based methods, grid and cluster methods, peer-to-peer methods, and ﬁnally cloud and fog computing methods. This ordering was done based on the historical progress
of scheduling methods. Additionally, we focus our discussion on methods and techniques that
relate to our work or inﬂuenced our work. Then, in Section 8.2 we take a short look at other
methods for parallel computing, i.e. GPU computing, special hardware for cryptanalysis, supercomputers, and the quantum computer.

8.1

Job Scheduling and Distribution for Parallel Computing

Job scheduling is the process of assigning jobs to computing devices. These devices may be
located local in the same machine, i.e. different CPUs or CPU cores, or the computing devices
may be located in different locations, i.e. distributed over a computer network, e.g. the Internet.
In the next section, we follow the historical progress of job scheduling techniques as depicted
in Figure 8.1 from local scheduling (local parallel computing) to cloud computing and fog computing.
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In Section 8.1 we focus on the distribution of embarrassing parallel problems. This means, that
the job can easily be divided into different subjobs following our system model as discussed in
Chapter 4.

8.1.1

Local Parallel Computing

With local parallel computing we refer to the execution of a program on a single computer using
one or more local executing units, e.g. CPU cores or threads.
In the 40s and during WW II there were the ﬁrst machines performing computations in parallel. The most famous machine was the so-called “Turing Bomb” [72] developed by Turing in
Bletchley Park. The machine was used to break the German Enigma by searching in parallel for
the key of eavesdropped German messages. The Turing Bomb was actually not a computer since
it was based on electro-mechanical principles and not on electronics. Thus, we do not describe
the Turing Bomb in detail. Nevertheless, the parallel processing increased the search speed for
the key heavily. In the same time and area, one of the ﬁrst computers, called “Colossus” [183],
was developed and build. Colossus was used to break the German Lorenz encryption machine.
The parallel processing idea of executing different programs on a single CPU at the same time
was proposed by Stachey in [212] in the 50s and 60s. In the 70s, computers became powerful
enough to implement these ideas. The term Terminate and Stay Resident (TSR) was introduced
[48]. Here, a Disk Operating System (DOS) program uses system calls to handle the execution
to the operating system. During that execution the program remains in the computer’s memory.
Then, hardware or software interrupts are used to give the control back to the program. TSR
was replaced by multitasking in the 80s. Multitasking is the capability of an operating system
to execute concurrently multiple tasks [213]. An example for one of the ﬁrst operating system
with multitasking is Microsoft’s Windows1 in version 1. Multitasking can be cooperative and
preemptive. With cooperative multitasking, tasks cooperate, thus, after some time a task hands
over the CPU to another task. With preemptive multitasking, the CPU stops executing a task
initiated by an interrupt. Then, it starts executing another task until it is interrupted again.
If a system contains more than one CPU it is able to execute tasks really parallel instead of
interleaved. This is referred to as multiprocessing.
With our distribution algorithms shown in Section 6.2 there is no difference if subjobs are executed by different CPUs or different computers. Our VoluntLib (presented in Section 6.6.1)
automatically distributes subjobs to different CPU cores on the local machine. Thus, executing
a VoluntLib program on a single computer also leads to a speedup due to the usage of multitasking techniques.
1 See https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/help/32905/windows-version-history for an overview
of Microsoft Windows versions.
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int main ( int argc , char * args [])
{
int index , array [1000];
// execute the next loop in parallel :
# pragma omp parallel for
for ( index = 0; index < 1000; index ++)
{
// calculate the square number of the current index and put it
into the array :
array [ index ]= index * index ;
}
return 0;
}
L ISTING 8.1: Example OpenMP code – calculate ﬁrst 1000 square numbers in parallel

OpenMP:

Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP) [69] is a programming API which was ﬁrst pub-

lished in 1997. It enables programmers to easily develop parallel shared memory applications
working with different threads. It offers parallelism based on loops. Several preprocessor directives, e.g. pragma omp parallel for, can be used to parallelize loops. Listing 8.1 shows an
example of such an OpenMP loop in C.
This source code computes the ﬁrst 1 000 square numbers in parallel. The programmer does not
need to take care for the parallelization. Line 5 of the code signals the OpenMP API that the forloop has to be executed in parallel. OpenMP automatically distributes the different executions
of the loop to the different available CPUs. We used OpenMP in our simulator SimPeerfect
(Section 6.5) for the parallel simulations of P2P networks.

8.1.2

Client-Server Computing

The client-server computing dates back to the 60s. Here, a server offers services that a client
may request. Additionally, the client-server architecture is also used to assign computational
jobs to clients. An example for such an approach is the BOINC framework as presented in
Section 3.3.
We divide the client-server computing into four different models:
1. Pull model
2. Push model
3. Remote procedure call (RPC) and remote method invocation (RMI) models
4. Observer model and publish-subscribe models
With the pull model, clients pull data from the server. With distributed computing, the clients
request new jobs from the server. An example for a pull-based middleware is BOINC.
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In contrast, with the push model a central server pushes jobs to the clients. Examples are applications that pushes news or instant messages. An example is the MapReduce [71] programming
model of Google which we discuss in Section 8.1.3.
With remote procedure calls (RPCs) a procedure on a server is called by a client [146]. The
server executes the procedure and returns the result to the client. In object oriented programming
a similar model was implemented called remote method invocation RMI. Here, a client calls a
method of an object located at the server. This was ﬁrst implemented in the Common Object
Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [63] in 1991.
With the observer model a server maintains a list of clients, called observers. If the server’s data
change the server automatically sends updates to all registered observers. The observer model is
part of the model-view-controller software design pattern [142] which is used for implementing
user interfaces. Here, the system is divided into model (the data), view (the user interface), and
controller (handles inputs and creates commands for the user interface and the model).
With the publish-subscribe model clients subscribe for speciﬁc topics [91]. The server takes
care that messages belonging to a topic are sent to all clients that subscribed the topic. Clients
sending and receiving messages are not aware of other clients.

8.1.3

Grid and Cluster Computing

A computer cluster is a computer network consisting of a huge amount of standard PCs or
servers, all interconnected at a single physical place. One or more main computers manage the
cluster called the cluster controllers. The purpose of such a cluster is the achievement of high
computing performance like a supercomputer provides using standard hardware. There are some
drawbacks in this approach: First, if the cluster controllers fail the overall cluster is inoperative.
Secondly, the huge amount of standard PCs or servers which have to be bought are expensive.
Furthermore, the working costs are expensive: Power consumption as well as administration
costs are higher than those of a supercomputer.
The idea of grid computing is a “coordinated resource sharing and problem solving in dynamic,
multi-institutional virtual organizations” [92, 93]. Grid computing is the extension of the cluster
computing. In a grid several physically separated computer clusters are connected to share their
computation power and resources for different tasks. The drawbacks of grids are the same as for
clusters.
A computer cluster mostly is homogenous with respect to its computing nodes, i.e. all computers
have the same computational power. In contrast, grids are mostly heterogenous. Mishra et al.
show in [163] a comprehensive overview of grid computing. Grid scheduling techniques and
basics are presented in Section 3.3.
In the following, we show state-of-the-art techniques used today for creating computing grids
and clusters. First, we have the Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC).
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After that, we discuss MapReduce which was developed for implementing grids. Then, we
present the Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA). Finally, we show the open multi-processing
(OpenMP) programming interface that is widely used by developers and researchers to build grid
and cluster applications.

Berkeley Open Infrastructure for Network Computing (BOINC):

BOINC is a client-server

based infrastructure [18] and the most used middleware in the ﬁeld of volunteer computing.
BOINC can also be used to create private grids and clusters. We discussed BOINC and its
scheduling policies in Section 3.3.
Like BOINC our distribution algorithms (see Section 6.2) and our middleware VoluntLib (see
Section 6.6.1) offer the possibility to distribute computational tasks to the computers of volunteers. The main difference is, that BOINC is client-server-based and our solutions are completely
decentralized, working without any central server.

MapReduce:

MapReduce [71] is a programming model that was ﬁrst developed by Google.

Today, the term is genericized. We discuss this model here since it comes very closed to our
implementation of the new distribution algorithms (see Section 6.2) and especially in the programming model of VoluntLib.
MapReduce is used to create applications for performing executions on a large amount of data
in parallel on a cluster. Computations take input key-value pairs and produce output key-value
pairs. A developer that uses the MapReduce library has to implement two functions: a map
function and a reduce function. The map function takes an input key-value pair and creates
an output intermediate-key-value pair. The library groups all intermediate values having the
same intermediate key and passes these to the reduce function. The reduce function takes an
intermediate key and a set of values for that key. It merges these values and returns a smaller
subset of values, mostly only a single or no value. [71]
Some implementations that are based on MapReduce are: a genome analysis toolkit by McKenna
in [159], machine-learning based on MapReduce by Chu et al. in [58], relational data processing
by Yand in [231], and many more.
Compared to our middleware VoluntLib (see Section 6.6.1), MapReduce comes closest to our
work. Instead of the map function, our middleware offers the compute method. While the
map function works on a single key-value pair (in our terminology a single slice) our compute
method works on a complete subjob consisting of several slices. Instead of a reduce function,
our VoluntLib offers the merge method. Additionally, VoluntLib and our distribution algorithms
work on bestlists while MapReduce work on key-value pairs. Finally, our algorithms and VoluntLib are based on an unstructured P2P network while MapReduce by default works clientserver based. Nevertheless, there are approaches that extend MapReduce to P2P networks, e.g.
Marozzo’s P2P-MapReduce in [154]. They base their MapReduce approach on a P2P network
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with different kinds of peers: users, masters, and slaves. Masters manage the distribution, users
submit jobs, and slaves do computational work. In contrast, our distribution algorithms and
VoluntLib are completely based on P2P networks consisting of equal peers.

Simple API for Grid Applications (SAGA):

SAGA [107] is a set of open standard APIs for

high-level grid applications. It was developed by the Open Grid Forum2 (OGF) community.
SAGA is divided in different areas of functionality, which in SAGA context are referred as
packages (the following list is obtained from [107, page 8]):
• jobs
• ﬁles (and logical ﬁles)
• streams
• remote procedure calls
• auxiliary APIs for
– session handle and security context
– asynchronous method calls (tasks)
– access control lists
– attributes
– monitoring
– error handling
“The dependencies between packages have been kept to a minimum, so as to allow each package
to be used independently of any other; this will also allow partially compliant API implementations” [107, page 9]. SAGA is compatible to different middlewares, e.g. the Amazon EC2
cloud [180] or Eucalyptus [170] (open-source cloud-computing system). There exist several
implementations of the SAGA standard, e.g. SAGA-CPP3 and JSAGA4 .

Open Message Passing Interface (Open MPI):

Open MPI [95] is an open-source library

project for parallel computing based on the exchange of messages. It is one of the best known
implementation of the Message Passing Interface (MPI) standard [224, 225] its ﬁrst version was
developed between 1991 and 1994. It consists of more than 30 frameworks and more than 100
components according to an Open MPI tutorial [149] by Lumsdaine et al.
Open MPI enables the developer to send and receive messages between processes executed on
a single computer and between computers connected via a network. Open MPI is used to build
2 https://www.ogf.org/ogf/doku.php
3 https://github.com/saga-project/saga-cpp/
4 http://software.in2p3.fr/jsaga/
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# include <mpi .h >
# include < stdio .h >
int main ( int argc , char ** argv ) {
// Initialize the MPI environment
MPI_Init ( NULL , NULL );
// Get the number of processes
int world_size ;
MPI_Comm_size ( MPI_COMM_WORLD , & world_size );
// Get the rank of the process
int world_rank ;
MPI_Comm_rank ( MPI_COMM_WORLD , & world_rank );
// Get the name of the processor
char processor_name [ MPI_MAX_PROCESSOR_NAME ];
int name_len ;
MPI_Get_processor_name ( processor_name , & name_len );
// Print off a hello world message
printf (" Hello world from processor %s , rank %d out of %d
processors \n" , processor_name , world_rank , world_size );
// Finalize the MPI environment
MPI_Finalize () ;
}
L ISTING 8.2: Example Open MPI code – “Hello World” [131]

clusters, grids, and supercomputers. The developer has to create his program in such a way that
the program determines which processor it currently executes. For that, Open MPI offers the
possibility to distinguish between processor names and ranks. We show a minimal example of
an Open MPI program in Listing 8.2 written in C++ and obtained from [131].
When we execute the example on four different computers, the process will exchange information via SSH. To do so, we have to enter the different computers that are part of the cluster in a
host ﬁle of each computer. The output of the program on a single machine according to [131]
will be similar to Listing 8.3.
1
2
3
4

Hello
Hello
Hello
Hello

world
world
world
world

from
from
from
from

processor
processor
processor
processor

cetus2 ,
cetus1 ,
cetus4 ,
cetus3 ,

rank
rank
rank
rank

1
0
3
2

out
out
out
out

of
of
of
of

4
4
4
4

processors
processors
processors
processors

L ISTING 8.3: Output of Open MPI “Hello World” program [131]

Besides Open MPI there are different implementations of big companies based on Open MPI,
e.g. Fujitsu MPI [43] and IBM Spectrum MPI [120], which can be used for building clusters,
grids, and supercomputers.
Open MPI is used by researchers for distributed cryptanalysis. For example in 2012 Atanassov
et al. built a GPU cluster for integer factorization and presented their solution in [26]. They
used Open MPI for the distribution. Another example was built in 2016 by Chiriaco et al.
who created a system for ﬁnding partial hash collisions [55]. They used Open MPI for the
distribution and performed a brute-force search using the CUNY High Performance Computing
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Center’s cluster called Penzias which has 1152 CPUs. We used our VoluntLib implementation
to create and perform a pre-image attack on hash functions (see Section 6.7.1) with a computer
pool consisting of 50 computers (= 200 CPU cores).

8.1.4

Peer-to-Peer Computing

Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks connect computers without a central server. We presented P2P in
the foundations in Section 3.2. Thus, we here focus on the usage of P2P networks for distributed
computing and distributed cryptanalysis.
Since pure P2P networks haven’t been easy to maintain, most (public known) distributed cryptanalysis systems are based on centralized architectures like BOINC or client-server architectures
in general (with VoluntLib distributing cryptanalysis becomes easier). Thus, one cannot ﬁnd
many implementations of distributed cryptanalysis based on P2P networks. Here, we present
the publications being the most referenced by other researchers and the ones coming close to
our system.

Juxtapose (JXTA):

JXTA [106] was a project initiated by Sun Microsystems in 2001. Its

goal was to develop an open source P2P protocol speciﬁcation. The development of JXTA was
stopped in 2010. In 2011, Barolli and Xhafa published their JXTA overlay in [32]. It was a
“platform designed with the aim to leverage capabilities of Java, JXTA, and P2P technologies
to support distributed and collaborative systems” [32]. Users of their platform can submit
tasks, which can be composed of other small tasks (subtasks). Compared to our middleware
VoluntLib (see Section 6.6.1, we also divide jobs into smaller parts, called subjobs. Furthermore,
they offer a peer’s GUI in their JXTA overlay and groupware tools. We offer our standalone
application VoluntCloud which we showed in Section 6.6.3. In contrast to them, we created
our own network protocol instead of using a standard protocol since it was needed for the new
distribution algorithms.

Towards P2P-Based Cryptanalysis:

A solution for distributed computing and especially dis-

tributed cryptanalysis based on P2P networks was published by Wander et al. 2010 in [226].
They used a distributed hash table (DHT) to distribute a brute-force search on a symmetric
cipher to a structured P2P network. A tree structure containing the subjobs is stored in the
DHT. Peers automatically search the tree for non-computed subjobs, reserve them, and store the
results in the DHT. Additionally, the ﬁnished branches of the tree are merged to keep the tree
structure small. We implemented their distributed attack in 2012 in CrypTool 2. We experienced
problems when peers failed. Merged branches got lost and were needed to be completely recomputed. Thus, we decided in 2012 to base our ongoing research on unstructured P2P networks
instead of structured P2P networks.
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In 2010 Jose et al. published their P2P framework for parallel distributed com-

puting CompuP2P in [124]. Their framework is written in Java and based on JXSE which is
a Java implementation of JXTA [106]. Furthermore, their network structure is based on the
Chord [118] overlay but according to the authors can be replaced by any other structured overlay network. The scheduling in CompuP2P is based on markets. Markets are based on processing power, memory storage, disk space, etc. Markets consists of sellers, buyers, and market
owners. Market owners are dynamically reassigned as nodes leave and join the network and
work as matchmakers between sellers and buyers. In contrast to their approach, our middleware VoluntLib does not need any special peers. Furthermore, our middleware is based on an
unstructured P2P network which is easier to maintain.

DuDe:

An approach based on the Kad protocol which implements Kademlia DHT [157] was

presented in 2011 by Skodzik et al. in [205]. Their system DuDE is a distributed computing
system using a decentralized P2P environment. They distinguish their peers in access nodes,
task watchers, and job schedulers. Furthermore, they submit jobs to their network which are
split into tasks. The scheduling of tasks to nodes by the job schedulers is done based on the
available resources (CPU and RAM) of the nodes. The node with most resources becomes the
job scheduler. The publication lacks of a good evaluation since the authors only evaluated a
network of 7 nodes. Thus, it is hard to compare to our system and the scalability is questionable.
Additionally, they rely on a structured overlay (Kad). In contrast, our system is based on an
unstructured overlay and we have no special peers in our system.

A P2P Computing System for Overlay Networks:

Another approach for performing compu-

tations in a P2P network with a structured overlay was proposed 2013 by Chmaj and Walkowiak
in [56]. They divide the peers of their network into two different types: trackers and nodes. A
node does the actual computation of jobs and the tracker is a central element that assigns jobs to
the nodes. To balance the load of the network, nodes do not only exchange data with the tracker
but also with each other. Thus, for example, when many nodes want to request the ﬁnal result
of the complete computation, the trackers are not overloaded. Compared to our algorithms, presented in Section 6.2, we do not need any trackers to assign jobs and subjobs to dedicated nodes.
With our approach nodes automatically select subjobs to compute without any central control.

DisCoP2P based on DisCoP and CodiP2P:

In 2014 Sentis et al. presented their P2P overlay

DisCoP2P in [202] which is based on CodiP2P [51] and DisCoP [52, 53] from the same authors. Their system is based on Juxtapose (JXTA) [106]. The nodes of the system are classiﬁed
according to the CoDiP2P overlay in three categories: workers, managers, and masters. Workers are responsible for executing tasks. Managers are in charge of managing groups of workers,
namely areas. Masters are responsible for launching parallel applications to be executed. From
DiscoP the authors take the three-layered architecture: Hilbert layer, Bruijn layer, and markets
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F IGURE 8.2: Cloud market distribution – 2015 to 2016
Picture source: [123]

layer. In the Hilbert layer peers are classiﬁed into markets according to their computational resources. The Bruijn layer structures the P2P overlay to a De Bruijn graph [70]. Bruijn graphs
are uniform, multi-directional, and symmetric and allow the message trafﬁc be balanced. The
markets layer are trees of nodes connected to each Bruijn node. Each of these nodes knows
the computational resources available throughout its tree. Task scheduling is done by ﬁnding a
market in the P2P network. Here, the task submitter is the master, the node of the found market
is the manager. The master sends tasks to the manager and the manager assigns these round
robin to the workers. Finally, the manager collects all results from the masters. Compared to our
algorithms, presented in Section 6.2, we do not need any masters and managers to assign jobs
and subjobs to dedicated nodes. With our approach nodes automatically select subjobs to compute. Furthermore, we distribute all results within the complete network making a collection at
the end of a computation unnecessary.

8.1.5

Cloud Computing

Since the beginning of the 2000s cloud computing [160] became a popular term in distributed
computing. We presented the basics of cloud computing in our foundations in Section 3.4. Thus,
we here focus on cloud frameworks and implementations offering the possibility of submitting
computational jobs to the cloud. Additionally, we present cloud solutions for distributed cryptanalysis. Zhang et al. give in [234] an overview of cloud computing and research challenges.
There exists some huge cloud service providers. Figure 8.2 and [123] show that more than 60%
of all used cloud solutions are hosted and provided by the four companies Google, Microsoft,
Amazon, and IBM. Therefore, we here focus on Amazon’s Elastic Compute Cloud EC2 [180],
Google’s app engine [114], and Microsoft Azure [129].
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The EC2 was ﬁrst released in 2006. It offers infras-

tructure as a service (IaaS) and is part of the Amazon Web Services (AWS) [78]. Customers
are able to buy computational power in form of virtual computers. The more a customer pays
the more computational power he gets. A customer that reserves a computing instance may
choose between Linux systems, Sun Solaris systems, NetBSD systems, and Microsoft Windows
systems. Furthermore, EC2 offers block storage devices that can be attached to the computing
instances. EC2 also offers instances that enable the user to work with graphic processing units,
i.e. CUDA (see Section 8.2.1 for details on GPU parallel programming).
This enables arbitrary people to use the cloud to break password hashes. An example that is
available on the Internet is the tool “multiforcer” [173] which is shipped with the pen-testing
distribution Kali Linux [182]. It searches for pre-images of hashed passwords (for details on
hash functions see foundations in Section 2.1.9) using e.g. dictionary attacks on graphic processing units. Already in 2010 there were article on the Internet mentioning these attacks, for
example [137] by Finley. He discusses the idea of using Amazon cloud services to execute
multiforcer on hashed passwords.

Google App Engine:

The Google App Engine [233] is a platform as a service (PaaS) cloud

solution developed by the Google. It was ﬁrst released in 2008. It offers developers the possibility to upload their code and let it being executed on Google’s cloud servers. Examples of
programming languages, that can be used with Google App Engine, are Go [83], Python [221],
Ruby [49], and C# [15].
Following is a minimal web example in ASP.NET (C#) for displaying “Hello World” when the
user browses onto the URL of the Google App Service executing it:
1
2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15

/ / / <summary>
/ / / The s i m p l e s t p o s s i b l e HTTP H a n d l e r t h a t j u s t r e t u r n s ” H e l l o
World . ”
/ / / </summary>
public c l a s s HelloWorldHandler : HttpMessageHandler
{
p r o t e c t e d o v e r r i d e Task<H t t p R e s p o n s e M e s s a g e >
SendAsync ( H t t p R e q u e s t M e s s a g e r e q u e s t , C a n c e l l a t i o n T o k e n
cancellationToken )
{
r e t u r n Task . F r o m R e s u l t ( new H t t p R e s p o n s e M e s s a g e ( )
{
C o n t e n t = new B y t e A r r a y C o n t e n t ( E n c o d i n g . UTF8 . G e t B y t e s ( ” H e l l o
World . ” ) )
}) ;
}
};
public s t a t i c void R e g i s t e r ( Ht tpConfiguration config )
{
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v a r e m p t y D i c t i o n a r y = new H t t p R o u t e V a l u e D i c t i o n a r y ( ) ;
/ / Add o u r one H t t p M e s s a g e H a n d l e r t o t h e r o o t p a t h .
c o n f i g . R o u t e s . MapHttpRoute ( ” i n d e x ” , ” ” , e m p t y D i c t i o n a r y ,
e m p t y D i c t i o n a r y , new H e l l o W o r l d H a n d l e r ( ) ) ;

16
17
18

19
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}
L ISTING 8.4: Google App Engine – C# Hello World example

First, a handler class has to be written that responses to HTTP requests. Secondly, the class
has to be registered with the Google App Engine. When the user browses onto a webpage, the
Google App Engine automatically executes the program which displays “Hello World”.
Besides creating web applications the Google App Engine can also be used to create long running tasks, i.e. keysearching and pre-image calculation of hash values. We found an example for
the creation of an application performing long running tasks for audio decoding on the Google
App Engine website [108]. After searching explicitly for distributed attacks performed using
Google App Engine, we did not ﬁnd any publication or example. Nevertheless, instead of decoding audio it should be easily possible to decrypt ciphers or compute hash values based on
dictionaries like shown above with the amazon web services AWS above.

Microsoft Azure:

Microsoft Azure [112] is the cloud platform of Microsoft. It offers plat-

form as a service (PaaS), infrastructure as a service (IaaS), and software as a service (SaaS).
Currently, we did not ﬁnd any publications dealing with cryptanalysis using Microsoft Azure.
Nevertheless, we still assume that using the PaaS of Microsoft Azure, it should also be possible to decrypt ciphers or compute hash values based on dictionaries like shown above with the
Amazon Web Services above.

Cryptanalysis in the Cloud:

There exist some publications dealing with general ideas for

cryptanalysis in the cloud. These publications were all based on the Amazon Elastic Cloud.
Kleinjung et al. discuss in [134] how to use cloud computing to determine key strengths of
modern cryptographic primitives. They present a system based on Amazon Elastic Cloud to
calculate the costs in dollars as well as to estimate the time to break modern ciphers (AES, DES,
and RSA) and hash functions (SHA-2). For example, they estimated that breaking DES, i.e.
ﬁnding a key to a given ciphertext, in 2012 would cost about 5 865 dollars with a search time
of 3 years. Furthermore, to break DES as soon as possible would cost about 14 790 dollars.
AES would require 1024 years and cost about 1026 dollars. To break an RSA-512 key as soon as
possible it would cost 107 dollars. They show many more results in their paper. For comparison,
our computer pool of the university of Kassel, which we use in our evaluation in Section 7.2.2,
would need about 5.7 years with CrypTool 2 to break a DES key at a rate of 8 000 000 · 50 =
400 000 000 DES keys per second.
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In 2015, Valenta et al. present their idea of factoring as a service (FaaS) in [219]. They built a
system based on Amazon Elastic Cloud to factorize 512 bit RSA keys in about 4 hours at a cost
of about 75 dollars. They rewrote the distributed portion of the number ﬁeld sieve to use the
Slurm [232] job scheduler. They furthermore used CADO-NFS [29] and Msieve [176] for the
actual factorization.

8.1.6

Fog Computing and Beyond

The newest trend in distributed computing is the term “fog computing” which was ﬁrst described
2012 by Cisco Systems in [46]. A main problem with cloud computing or server-based applications in general is that mobile devices are mostly connected via slow Internet connections to the
cloud making access to the services difﬁcult. Thus, a main goal for fog computing is to obtain
low latency and saving bandwidth. Therefore, with fog computing, the storage and processing
of data is located at the “edges” of the computer network, i.e. directly on the end devices. Especially in the Internet of Things (IoT) [27] paradigm, where a multitude of small devices are
interconnected, the fog computing is used to save bandwidth and achieve lower latencies.
Compared to our work and our implementations, CrypCloud and VoluntCloud can also be seen
as a kind of “fog” systems. Storage, as well as computations are here also located at the “edges”
of our network, i.e. on every peer. Nevertheless, we did not ﬁnd any cryptanalytic application
that is based on fog computing. This may be based on the fact that fog computing mostly targets
“slow” devices, e.g. mobile phones, which are not suitable for (fast) cryptanalysis in general.
The next new term is the “mist computing” [155]. Here, computations and processing are located on small devices like microcomputers and microcontrollers. These are directly connected
to the fog nodes providing their data. The mist devices are too slow that they could have any
relevance for distributed cryptanalysis at all.

8.1.7

Comparison to and Inﬂuence on our Work

The work prior presented in this chapter inﬂuenced our work or can be directly compared to our
work:
• Local Parallel Computing: From the local parallel computing paradigm we took the idea
of threading. Our implementation VoluntLib creates threads (instead of processes) for the
local parallelization of the cryptanalytic algorithms. We furthermore used OpenMP in our
simulator SimPeerfect for massive parallel executions of our simulations.
• Grid and Cluster Computing: With grid and cluster computing, we had a close look at
BOINC, which is the most used middleware for volunteer computing. We took the ideas of
incentives for volunteers and the distribution of jobs to computers of volunteers in general
from BOINC. We also compared our work to MapReduce since it comes the closest to our
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implementation VoluntLib. Like MapReduce we divided the implementations needed for
the job distribution into two parts. The map function is similar to our doWork method. The
reduce function comes close to our mergeResults method. MapReduce is a server-based
paradigm while our distribution algorithms rely on unstructured P2P networks.
• Peer-to-Peer Computing: From P2P computing we took the idea of unstructured networks consisting of equal nodes, the peers, without the need of a server. There exists
no equal implementation or methods compared to ours. The one that comes the closest
to ours are the Towards P2P-Based Cryptanalysis methods. They used a structured P2P
overlay, i.e. CHORD, for the distribution and built a tree-structure in the DHT for subjob
management. Here is the problem of there solution: If some parts of the tree get lost or
damaged, huge parts of the computation space have to be recomputed. With our methods, since every peer stores the current state of the overall job, a loss of data is nearly
impossible.
• Cloud Computing: From cloud computing we took the idea of a system that offers a platform as a service (PaaS). With VoluntLib, it is possible to write own cloud applications
that can be started easily on multiple computers in parallel. The distribution is abstracted
from the programmer and automatically and implicitly done. With CrypCloud and VoluntCloud we extended the ideas to create “clouds”. With CrypCloud, a user can create
a cloud workspace, upload it to the cloud, and let it be computed by other CrypTool 2
users. With VoluntCloud, this is even possible with actual C# code. In contrast to the
“real” cloud computing, we cannot guarantee that the job is actually computed. Since our
clouds are based on the computers of volunteers, a job submitter has to rely on the will of
the volunteers to participate in his jobs. Real clouds and their providers guarantee that the
submitted cloud jobs are actually calculated as they also provide the computing resources.
In contrast to these clouds, people using our solutions do not need to pay for the execution
of computations.
• Fog Computing and Beyond: We did not take much from fog computing besides the idea
of letting the “edges” of our network, i.e. all peers, do the computational work. More or
less our solutions only consist of “edges” since all peers are equal in our system. Thus, we
could also deﬁne our system as a “fog system”. Nevertheless, a “cloud” comes the closest
to our system since we created two PaaS systems with CrypCloud and VoluntCloud.

8.2

Other Methods for Parallel Computing

In this section, we discuss other methods for parallel computing that can also be used to highly
accelerate cryptanalysis. First, we discuss GPU computing. After that, we show cryptanalysis
based on special hardware. Then, we take a brief look at supercomputers. Finally, we discuss
the quantum computer and its impact on cryptology.
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void classical_multiplication ( int n , float * arrayA , float * arrayB ,
float * arrayC )
{
for ( int i = 0; i < n; i ++) {
arrayC [i] = arrayA [i] * arrayB [i ];
} // classical loop
}
L ISTING 8.5: Example classical C loop to multiply two arrays

1

2
3
4

kernel void opencl_multiplication ( global float * arrayA , global float
* arrayB , global float * arrayC ){
int i = get_global_id (0) ;
arrayC [i] = arrayA [i] * arrayB [i ];
} // execute n work items in parallel
L ISTING 8.6: Example OpenCL C loop to multiply two arrays

8.2.1

GPU Computing

GPU computing, or general purpose computing on Graphics Processing Units (GPGPU) [175],
became popular in 2001. The idea behind GPGPU is that the graphic card of a computer is
used to massively execute algorithms in parallel. Special programming languages and APIs to
directly program the GPU were created. Open Computing Language (OpenCL) [211] as well as
the Compute Uniﬁed Device Architecture (CUDA) [171] are the two most popular of such APIs
and languages.
With a classical C program, a loop is used to work on huge sets of data. Listing 8.5 shows a
C program that multiplies two arrays of ﬂoating point numbers and stores the result in a third
array. With OpenCL this can be parallelized easily. Listing 8.6 shows the same algorithm written
with OpenCL. Here, the loop is removed and a so called “kernel” is written. The kernel can be
executed using a GPU massively in parallel.
We used OpenCL for the Key Searcher component described in Section 6.7.2. Here, we speed up
the search for AES and DES keys by directly implementing AES and DES with OpenCL. Thus,
it is possible in CrypTool 2 to use graphic cards to speed up the distributed attacks. Besides
executing OpenCL code using a GPU it is also possible to execute OpenCL code on supporting
CPUs, i.e. the newest Intel I-7 CPUs.
There are some publications dealing with using GPUs for speeding up cryptography and cryptanalysis:
In his thesis [168] in 2012, Niederhagen showed how to build parallel algorithms for cryptanalysis of modern ciphers and hash functions. He used CUDA as well as MPI and OpenMP to build
his solutions. He implemented a parallel version of Pollard’s rho method [28] for computing elliptic curve secret keys, a parallel version of the XL algorithm [64] to solve overdeﬁned systems
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of multivariate polynomial equations, and a parallel version of Wagner’s generalized birthday
attack [223] to attack hash functions.
In 2012 Mark et al. showed in [153] how to build a heterogeneous GPU&CPU cluster (HGCC)
for high performance computing in cryptology. Their HGCC software framework hides the
heterogeneity of their cluster, i.e. AMD and Intel CPUs, and NVIDIA and AMD GPUs. Additionally, they implemented different cryptanalysis algorithms, like attacks on hashed password.
To program GPUs of different vendors they decided to use OpenCL for programming GPUs.
Furthermore, they based their cluster on two types of nodes: a master node and slave nodes. The
master node is responsible for managing tasks, the slave nodes are the actual computing nodes.
In 2015 in his master’s thesis in [150], Mahapatra performed a performance analysis of CUDA
and OpenCL. He implemented the encryption algorithm DES, and the two hash functions MD5
and SHA-1. He came to the conclusion that CUDA performs on average 27% better than
OpenCL. He furthermore mentions that CUDA programs performed more stable than OpenCL.
While working with CUDA and OpenCL, we noticed the same with respect to stability.
In 2016 Ashur and Bodden showed in [25] how they performed linear cryptanalysis of reducedround Speck (Speck is a block cipher developed and released by the NSA in 2013 [35]). They
built an ARX (addition, rotation, XOR) toolkit based on OpenCL for the cryptanalysis. Instead
of executing their toolkit OpenCL code on GPUs they executed their code on CPUs to improve
the performance. Their test cases took between some milliseconds and less than a week on a 40
core Intel Xeon machine with a clock speed of 3.10 GHz.
Similarly to the shown applications, we used Open Computing Language to speed up the implementations of the cryptanalytic algorithms we created. The CrypTool 2 keysearcher is able to
perform the brute-force attack on AES and DES using OpenCL. In many cases, we realized that
the GPU adds about 50% additional performance to the brute-force search. Besides implementing the cryptographic algorithms with OpenCL, we also implemented various cost functions for
the cryptanalysis using OpenCL, e.g. entropy and the index of coincidence. We decided to focus on OpenCL since it supports NVIDIA as well as AMD GPUs while CUDA runs only on
NVIDIA GPUs.

8.2.2

Hardware

Another approach for speeding up cryptanalytic algorithms is to directly implement the cryptanalysis in hardware. There are two possibilities to do so: using application-speciﬁc integrated
circuits (ASICs) [145] or using ﬁeld programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [145]. Since we did
not use any of these techniques, we here present only the basic ideas and the most cited publications showing the usage of hardware for cryptanalysis. ASICs are computer chips designed
for a speciﬁc application. With cryptanalysis, an ASIC could be designed for massively parallel executing a dedicated cipher or parts of the cryptanalysis. In contrast to ASICs, FPGAs
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are reconﬁgurable computer chips that can be (re-) conﬁgured to a speciﬁc chip layout at runtime. After reconﬁguration, an FPGA behaves like an ASIC. The drawback of FPGAs is that the
hardware for reconﬁguration, i.e. the gates, need space on the chip. Thus, there is less space for
the application the developer wants to put on the FPGA compared to the ASIC. Their main advantage is the reconﬁguration possibility, thus, an FPGA can be used for different cryptanalytic
scenarios.
One of the most famous examples for using FPGAs for cryptanalysis is the cost-optimized parallel code breaker (COPACOBANA) [144] developed 2006 by Kumar et al. The device is based
on 120 low-cost FPGAs, costs less than 10 000 dollars in 2006, and was able to perform an
exhaustive key search of the DES in less than nine days on average.
In 2013, Güneysu et al. showed in [111] different cryptanalysis methods performed with COPACOBANA as well as with its successor RIVYERA5 . They analyzed different symmetric encryption algorithms, e.g. DES, PRESENT [44], and A5/1 [42]. Furthermore, they implemented
factorization algorithms based on the elliptic curve factorization method ECM [147]. They estimated a speedup between 12 to 16 from COPACOBANA applications running on RIVYERA.
They achieved a keysearching performance of 65.28 billions (= 65.28 · 109 ) keys per second.
In his thesis [237] in 2015, Zimmermann performed distributed cryptanalysis using reconﬁgurable hardware clusters for high-performance computing. He based his computations on CUDA
as well as on FPGAs. He implemented Pollard’s rho algorithm in combination with the negationmap technique on FPGAs.
Compared to our methods, hardware implemented cryptanalysis is considerably faster (one
RIVYERA is about a factor of 105 times faster than the complete computer pool of 50 computers used for our real-world evaluations). An FPGA cluster costs about 10 000 dollars. In
contrast to hardware-based approaches, we aimed at distributing the cryptanalysis to the computers of volunteers, saving hardware and power costs. Nevertheless, our approaches for distributed cryptanalysis may be combined with hardware-based approaches, i.e. creating special
nodes connected to FPGA machines. Thus, the FPGA machines would search in parallel to all
the other standard computers connected to our network.

8.2.3

Supercomputers

Supercomputers are the fastest computers available and are usable for multiple purposes. The
most famous supercomputer in history, the Cray-1, was developed 1978 by Seymour Cray [193]
and had a performance of 160 MFLOPS. It was sold more than 80 times. In contrast, the
current fastest supercomputer, the Chinese Sunway TaihuLight6 has a performance of about 93
PFLOPS. Thus, TaihuLight is about 229.11 times faster than the Cray-1.
5 Visit http://www.sciengines.com/ for the company “SciEngines” which produces COPACOBANA and
RIVYERA
6 See https://www.top500.org/lists/2016/06/
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F IGURE 8.3: Top 500 supercomputers – June 2017 – architecture system share
Picture source: https://www.top500.org/statistics/list/

F IGURE 8.4: Top 500 supercomputers – June 2017 – operating system system share
Picture source: https://www.top500.org/statistics/list/

The implementation of a supercomputer may be based on any of the aforementioned techniques
for creating clusters or on techniques for creating massively parallel processor arrays (MPPAs).
In an MPPA, many CPUs and RAM is connected in close proximity to each other to gain high
data throughput and low latencies. An example networking standard that allows the creation of
connections to achieve high performance is InﬁniBand (IB) [121].
Figure 8.3 shows that in June 2017 the top 500 supercomputers were constructed as grids
(86.4%) or as massively parallel processor arrays (13.6%). Figure 8.4 shows that about (58.8%)
used Linux as operating system.
With our solutions, the creation of supercomputers (as clusters) would be possible. In our evaluation in Section 7.2.2 we showed that we could combine a pool of 50 computers to create a
cluster for performing distributed cryptanalysis based on CrypTool 2. With VoluntCloud and
VoluntLib, the distribution of jobs is possible. To create a single controllable supercomputer, we
would need to extend our solutions with the possibility to control all nodes in parallel, i.e. let
every node join a speciﬁc job deﬁned by a single user. Right now, a user of our solutions needs
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to join the job manually at every connected computer. Finally, a supercomputer created with our
solutions would be bound to solving search problems.

8.2.4

The Quantum Computer

The quantum computer [101] is a theoretical and not yet practical new kind of computer system.
Besides the “original” computers that are based on electronically working computer chips made
of transistors, the quantum computer is based on optical components. In a classical computer
the smallest units internal states represent are the bits, each representing a one or a zero. In
a quantum computer, the smallest units are the so called qubits or quantum bits. A qubit may
be one or zero, too. Additionally, a qubit can also be a superposition of both. Additionally,
the quantum computer is based on the principle of the quantum entanglement. This is used
in a quantum computer to “combine” the qubits in several algorithms. Since the creation of
systems with quantum entanglement is very difﬁcult, until now no working quantum computer
is available.
If it is possible to build a quantum computer, there are several algorithms that would solve hard
cryptanalytical problems. These algorithms are based on the idea that the quantum computer
would compute all possible results of a computation in parallel. The Shor Algorithm [204]
developed by Shor in 1999 would factorize a number in polynomial runtime instead of subexponential runtime, which is the best runtime achievable right now with classical computers.
This would it make possible to break the RSA algorithm presented in Section 2.1.8 immediately
by factorizing the N. The Grover Algorithm [109] developed 1996 by Grover is a quantum
algorithm that allows to speedup the search in data enormously. Instead of searching with a
classical computer with a complexity of O(n) the quantum computer would be able to search
√
with a complexity of O( N). Thus, the keysearching complexity to search for an AES-128 key
√
would be reduced to 2128 = 264 . This would theoretically make it possible to search through
the complete keyspace of AES-128. To be prepared for the time when the quantum computer
is available for practical usage, researchers are now working on post-quantum algorithms that
cannot be broken using the quantum computer.
The quantum computer had no inﬂuence on our work since it is right now only a theoretical
construct and no working quantum computer for performing cryptanalysis is available. Nevertheless, if quantum computers would be available, they could be used in combination with
our distribution algorithms to search through keyspaces of ciphers massively in parallel. Different quantum computers could then be used to perform searches on different subspaces of the
keyspace in parallel while our algorithms are used to distribute the results and the state of the
search between the machines.

Part III

Cheating
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9
Enhanced System Model

In this chapter, Section 9.1 shows the attacker model which extends our system model of Chapter 4. Furthermore, Section 9.2 deﬁnes cheating and presents cheat detection algorithms in
general. Based on the attacker model and the cheater model we developed cheat detection
mechanisms which we present in the next chapters. Finally, Section 9.3 contains a small modiﬁcation of the system model with respect to the combination function of results needed for a
proper cheat detection.

9.1

Attacker Model

Table 9.1 shows an overview of all our attacker types. As already deﬁned in Chapter 4, we
have two different internal user groups participating in our VC scenario: The volunteers, which
spend their computational resources to help computing a job, and the job submitters, which
submit big computational jobs to the volunteer computing network. We therefore consider two
types of internal attackers: the volunteer attackers and the job submitter attackers. Additionally,
we have the “outside world” as seen by the system. The outside world, i.e. the Internet, also
contains possible attackers on the system. We deﬁne these as external attackers.
Attacker type
Volunteer
Job submitter
External attacker

Motivation
Damage the system. Earn more than the deserved amount of credit points
Take control of the volunteer computing network
Disturb/destroy the volunteer computing network
TABLE 9.1: List of attacker types

In the following, we explain each of the shown attacker types in detail.
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Volunteer Attacker aka Cheating Volunteer

The volunteer attacker is an attacker that is connected to our system. We further separate these
attackers into two different groups: Pure attackers and cheaters.
The attacker just wants to damage the system. He does so by replaying and modifying messages,
spamming for denial-of-service, etc. In this thesis, we focus on cheaters, thus, we assume that
damaging internal attackers do not exist. Nevertheless, internal attackers may attack our systems
in the real world. Therefore, we use standard security mechanisms, e.g. authentication and
encryption to protect our real-world implementations.
The cheater has the motivation to earn credit points to become ’the best’ without doing all of
the required work while avoiding detection by the system’s countermeasures. Since the actions
in a P2P network are not under central control, the cheaters can try to manipulate jobs to their
advantage. To do so, they might compute only parts of the assigned jobs, deliver incorrect
results, or both. A BOINC server faces that challenge by introducing redundant computations
for cheat detection, i.e. assigning the same job to multiple volunteers and using majority voting
to identify the correct result. Since no central server exists in a P2P network, the cheat detection
has to be done by the peers. Therefore, new detection mechanisms that work in unstructured P2P
networks had to be developed. In Section 9.2 we deﬁne cheating and cheat detection algorithms
in detail.

9.1.2

Job Submitter Attacker

The job submitter attacker is the second type of attacker in our system. It submits malicious
jobs (job description and data), meaning that the job contains code harmful to the executing
volunteers. In the worst case, all volunteers working on the attacker’s job are then under his
control. The attacker could for example use these volunteers computers as a sort of botnet
to attack other systems on the Internet, damage the volunteers computers or steal their data.
We assume that job submitters are well-behaved, thus, we do not further investigate this kind of
attackers in this thesis. Since our real-world implementations offer the possibility for “everyone”
to create and upload jobs, i.e. source code, we only allow the upload of code by approved
developers. These developers gain a special certiﬁcate, thus, peers in our network accept their
uploaded code. If a job submitter does not have such a certiﬁcate, his code and jobs are ignored
by our peers.

9.1.3

External Attacker

The third attacker is the external attacker. The external attacker can act as a man-in-the-middle,
thus, replay and modify messages sent between our volunteers and job submitters. His motivation is to disturb or to destroy the system. In this thesis, we assume that we have no external
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F IGURE 9.1: Subjobs – visualization of omitted slices by a cheater

attackers. Since our real-world implementations may be attacked by external attackers, we face
this attacker type by using a public-key infrastructure based on asymmetric cryptography and
the use of transport layer security. By cryptographically signing all messages within the network
and adding time-stamps or unique IDs to all sent messages, one can reduce the likelihood of an
successful attack.

9.2

Cheating Model

In this section, we ﬁrst present a deﬁnition for cheating in the context of our system. Then,
we deﬁne cheat detection algorithms and the term “effort” with respect to cheat detection algorithms.

9.2.1

Cheating in Volunteer Computing

In our system model for the distribution in Chapter 4 we deﬁned that a well-behaved volunteer
computes a computation function comp(Ji ) = Ri which generates the result Ri for a given subjob
Ji .
We deﬁne that a cheater computes the “wrong” computation function Ri = comp (Ji ) which
delivers a result Ri = Ri . Thus, to check if a given result is correct, we may compare Ri with Ri .
If these are equal, we know that the obtained result is correct.
We divide cheaters into two different types of cheaters: the malicious cheaters and the opportunistic cheaters. A malicious cheater just delivers completely wrong results, i.e. Ri = Ri . He
does not care in being detected by the systems counter measures. His goal is just to disturb or
even destroy the system. The opportunistic cheater wants to gain more reward than justiﬁed.
Thus, his result Ri is not completely wrong. He tries to omit as much slices Si j as possible while
keeping the detection hard.
If we take a closer look at a subjob in detail, an opportunistic cheater only computes a subset
of all slices of the subjob. We visualized this in Figure 9.1. Such a cheater may compute only
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a dedicated continuous part of a subjob (Figure 9.1 – Subjob A). He may also compute random
non-connected parts of a subjob (Figure 9.1 – Subjob B). A cheat detection algorithm has to
cope with both types of omissions and the combination of both.
From now on, when we use the term “cheater” in the remainder of the thesis we always refer to
the term “opportunistic cheater”.

9.2.2

Cheat Detection Algorithm Deﬁnition

A cheat detection algorithm detect(Ri , Ji ) = x | x ∈ {¬ cheated, cheated} detects if a given result
Ri of a corresponding subjob Ji is correct, i.e. non-cheated (Ri = Ri ), or wrong, i.e. cheated
(Ri = Ri ).
We deﬁne the probability Pdetect of a cheat detection algorithm as the probability of a successful
detection of a cheated result. For example, if Pdetect = 0.5, the detection algorithm detects every
second cheated result on average. The other half of the cheated results are detected as noncheated.
Furthermore, we deﬁne the detection effort Edetect (Pdetect ) = y | y ∈ R∧y > 0 that has to be made
to achieve a dedicated detection probability on average as the amount of (re-) computations that
have to be performed. For example, an effort of Edetect (1.0) = 1.0 means, that a subjob has to
be completely recomputed or the equivalent computational work has to be done.

9.3

Modiﬁcations of our System Model

We realized that with our cheat detection mechanisms, that we present in this part of the thesis,
the detection rates of cheated results are strongly based on the knowledge, i.e. the bestlists, of the
subjobs and their completeness. For the distribution algorithms, we deﬁned that the combination
of results has to create results of the same size, i.e. |Rcomb | = |Ri ◦ R j | = |Ri | = |R j |. This means,
that we reduce our bestlists after we merged them. This may have bad inﬂuence on the detection
probability of our cheat detection algorithms. Therefore, we redeﬁne the combination function
in this part of the thesis as follows:
A job J is a computational embarrassingly parallel task that can be divided into k subjobs, each
subjob Ji being the same amount of computational work. A subjob Ji can be computed by a peer
using a computation function comp(Ji ) which delivers a dedicated result Ri = comp(Ji ). Results
Ri and R j of subjobs can be combined using a combination function ◦, i.e. Rcomb = Ri ◦ R j . The
combination of all results yields the overall result R, i.e. R = R0 ◦ R1 ◦ R2 ◦ ... ◦ Rk−1 . We assume
that the combination function ◦ is associative i.e. (RA ◦ (RB ◦ RC ) = (RA ◦ RB ) ◦ RC ), commutative
i.e. (RA ◦ RB = RB ◦ RA ), and idempotent i.e. (RB ◦ RB = RB ). We assume, that the amount of
resources to store the combination Rcomb of two results, Ri and R j , is equal to the amount of
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storing both results independently: |Rcomb | = |Ri | + |R j |. Thus, we do not reduce the results any
more and need more space.

10
Design Rationale

In this chapter, we show the design decisions we made for our cheat detection mechanisms.
Basing our volunteer computing on unstructured P2P networks introduces new challenges, for
example the unsuitability of “classical” cheat detection mechanisms like majority voting, spot
checking, etc.
We use decision graphs, as introduced in Section 5.1, as a modeling tool for the design rationale.

10.1

From P2P Unstructured Overlays to Adaptive Cheat Detection

In this section, we present the decisions we made to come from P2P networks with unstructured
overlays to adaptive cheat detection. Figure 10.1 depicts that decision graph. In the following sections, we present each problem as well as the decisions and solutions for solving the
problems.

10.1.1

From P2P Unstructured Overlays to Cheating

Since the P2P network that we use for distributed computing is based on the computers of
volunteers we cannot trust the results these computers deliver. Peers may deliver intentionally
(cheated) or unintentionally (erroneous) false data. Therefore, we have to implement cheat
detection mechanisms to detect false data.

10.1.2

From Cheating to Postive/Negative Veriﬁcation

There exists a set of different standard techniques and methods to detect and prevent cheating
in volunteer computing. The most prominent and used are majority voting [98], spot checking
[67], “uncheatable computations” [105], and homomorphic cryptography [100, 220].
163
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F IGURE 10.1: Decision graph – from P2P unstructured overlays to adaptive cheat detection

With majority voting [98], a subjob is computed in parallel by multiple peers. After that, the
peers’ results are compared. Finally, the result that the majority of the peers delivered is considered to be the correct one. All other results are considered to be false. The main problem with
majority voting is that it is not applicable to unstructured P2P networks. To implement majority
voting, a central instance, i.e. a server, which is trustworthy, is needed. With our networks, every
peer is equal and we do not have a central server. Thus, we cannot apply majority voting to our
system.
With spot checking [67], a central server sends a test subjob to a client for computation. The
client is not aware of the fact that he is being tested. The result of that subjob is already known
to the server. If the client delivers data different to the expected data, the client is considered to
be a cheater. Since spot checking always needs a central trustworthy server, we cannot apply it
to our system.
Golle et al. present in [105] a method for “uncheatable computations”. Here, they propose to
use cryptographic oneway functions, i.e. hash functions, as proof for the correct computation of
a certain subjob. To verify the correctness they introduce supervisors. Their method works on
embarrassingly parallel problems, i.e. distributed cryptanalysis. Their method is not applicable
to our system since we have no special peers, i.e. supervisors.

10.2 Evaluation of the Cheat Detection Algorithms
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With homomorphic cryptography [100, 220] we transfer our subjob computations in a homomorphic computation space based on strong encryption. A peer works outside this space on the
encrypted data. Inside the encryption the actual job is computed. Thus, a change of the inside
data is not possible for the one who computes on the encrypted data since he does not even
see what he actually computes inside the encryption. Homomorphic cryptography would make
cheating impossible. The problem with homomorphic cryptography is that its performance is so
slow that it is impractical for the real-world usage. It may be a solution to ﬁght cheating in the
future.
Since our system is based on an unstructured P2P network we decided to base our cheat detection
on positive and negative veriﬁcation as introduced in [227]. With positive veriﬁcation, we check
if a received result, i.e. with cryptanalysis a bestlist of decryptions of a cipher, is computed
correctly. With negative veriﬁcation, we check if we ﬁnd “better” results than the ones we
received. If either positive or negative veriﬁcation fails, we identiﬁed a cheater. This method
can be performed by every peer in an unstructured P2P network. In the next chapters, we show
why our method actually scales and works.

10.1.3

From Positive/Negative Veriﬁcation to Adaptive Cheat Detection

With positive and negative veriﬁcation the amount of to be recomputed slices for the negative
veriﬁcation is a parameter that has to be set by the developer of the cheat detection mechanisms.
This size can be either set to a ﬁxed value or adaptively estimated based on the amount of peers
currently connected to our P2P network.
If we set the amount of slices to a ﬁxed value, with an increasing amount of peers the amount of
used recomputations also scales proportionally. We show in the evaluation in Section 12.3.2 that
this leads to an upper bound of speedup. Therefore, we invented the “adaptive cheat detection”
which we present in Section 11.4. With adaptive cheat detection, the amount of recomputations
adapts to the changing amount of peers in the P2P network.

10.2

Evaluation of the Cheat Detection Algorithms

In this section, we present our different evaluation methods. We evaluated, as already shown
in our design rationale in Chapter 5, in two different directions: First, we evaluated our solutions with simulations. Secondly, we built real-world implementations of our cheat detection
algorithms to analyze these in a real environment. We show the decision graph for both in
Figure 10.2.
We ﬁrst created a simulator based on cellular automata [166]. With cellular automata, complex
behavior can be mapped on an easy to understand model consisting of a short set of rules. With
our ﬁrst simulators, we were able to simulate the dissemination of cheated results of a single
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F IGURE 10.2: Decision graph – evaluation

subjob within an unstructured P2P network, i.e. one-dimensional cellular automata simulation.
After that, we extended our model and our simulator, thus, we were able to simulate the parallel
dissemination of multiple cheated results of different subjobs within the simulation network,
i.e. n-dimensional cellular automata simulation. Using the cellular automata, it was possible to
simulate the general behavior of nodes and their dissemination of cheated results as well as the
detection probability of well-behaved nodes. We show in the evaluation in Section 12.3.2 that
with a small effort done by each node, cheated results can be detected at a high probability by
the cooperation of the complete network.
After simulating the dissemination of cheated results with the cellular automata, we adapted our
simulator SimPeerfect (see Section 6.5), thus it was able to also simulate the dissemination of
cheated results in a system closer to the real world. Furthermore, it was possible to simulate the
detection of cheated results done by every peer. We implemented “static” as well as “adaptive”
cheat detection mechanisms. With static, the detection rate and effort at each node is ﬁxed, with
adaptive, the rates adapt with respect to the number of nodes in the network. With SimPeerfect,
we were able to actually simulate the distributed detection accurately.
Finally, we decided to extend our real-world library VoluntLib (see Section 6.6.1) with our
cheat-detection mechanisms. Thus, developers using our library are able to implement volunteer computing and cloud applications that can be made resistant against cheating participants.
Besides extending VoluntLib, we created a prototype based on VoluntLib that actually simulates
cheating nodes and well-behaved nodes. We used this prototype with a real computer network
to show the suitability of our cheat detection mechanisms in the real world.

11
Implementation

Decentralized systems, built without a central server, are difﬁcult to protect against cheating
peers. Especially in volunteer computing, where people spend their home computer resources
to earn credit points for computational work, cheating is a real problem. With client-server
solutions, the cheat detection mechanisms are organized by the central server. Without a central
server, the cheat detection has to be performed by every peer in the system. With decentralized
systems, it is challenging to achieve the same cheat detection rates that client-server solutions
offer. This is only possible by spending redundant calculations for the cheat detection, so we
have an additional effort.
In this chapter, we present the implementation of our cheat detection mechanisms for decentralized peer-to-peer networks. We differentiate between static cheat detection and adaptive cheat
detection. With static cheat detection a peer has a detection algorithm using a ﬁxed probability
to detect a cheated result. With the adaptive approach, the peers adapt this rate dynamically to
the estimated size of the peer-to-peer network. We show in the evaluation in Chapter 12, that
we can achieve a desired target detection rate with the static approach, but it does not scale with
increasing the network size.
Section 11.1 ﬁrst presents a general approach for cheat detection based on positive and negative
veriﬁcation. Then, Section 11.2 deﬁnes the term “effort” of cheat detection. After that, Section 11.3 discusses the static cheat detection approach, which was mainly simulated based on
cellular automata. Finally, Section 11.4 shows our adaptive approach for cheat detection which
we simulated with our peer-to-peer simulator SimPerfect as introduced in Section 6.5.

11.1

General Approach for Cheat Detection by a Single Peer

In [227], Wander developed an approach for detecting of cheated results within a peer-to-peer
network. We use this approach as baseline for the detection of cheated results. In contrast to
167
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F IGURE 11.1: Visualization of the cheat detection algorithm with a raytraced image

completely computing a subjob, only parts of a subjob are recomputed. These parts are used to
detect if the actual computed subjob results are cheated.
The detection is based on two different approaches: Positive veriﬁcation and negative veriﬁcation. With positive veriﬁcation, we verify the result of the computation of a subjob for correctness, and with negative veriﬁcation, we try to ﬁnd other (better) results, which the delivering
peer omitted. If either positive veriﬁcation fails or negative veriﬁcation succeeds, we found a
cheated result and we decline it. For positive veriﬁcation, we assume, that we can check the
results in very short times. For that, we use a toplist approach. A subjob Ji can be split into k
independent slices S j and each slice can be computed independently and fast (in a manner of
milliseconds or seconds). We use a scoring function f to score the result of each computed slice.
Each peer sends as result the toplist, consisting of entries like the keys and the f -values. In a
distributed job, we try to ﬁnd the t best slices of each subjob. An example for such a computation problem is generally a search problem, i.e. keysearching a symmetric cipher. With positive
veriﬁcation, we test each result of a slice, which we obtained from a neighbor by recomputing
the function f for the toplist entries and compare them with each slice result. If we found a
difference, we detected a cheated result. With negative veriﬁcation, we randomly select slices
and compute the function f for these as well. If we ﬁnd a better value than the values within the
toplist, we also found a cheated result. The effectiveness of the veriﬁcations relies on the size of
the toplist and on the number of slices tested for each subjob.
Wander showed that an overall number of less than 1% of all slices per subjob need to be tested
to gain a cheat detection probability of nearly 100%. He also showed, that this probability also
depends on the size of the bestlist as well as of the size of the search space.
Figure 11.1 shows an example how the cheat detection works with a raytraced image [103].
Raytracing is a good example for showing how the cheat detection works. In contrast, raytracing
is not suited to be distributed using our algorithms of Section 6.2 since a requirement of the
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system model states that results have to be reduced. This is not possible with raytracing since a
reduction of an image leads to undesired loss of data. Nevertheless, we assume that we perform
a distributed raytracing rendering job. Each subjob consists of raytracing one image. With
raytracing, a 3D scene is generated by virtually sending rays from the eye of the observer for
every pixel of the image to each object in the scene. Then, by using the hitpoint angle, color
and brightness of the pixel are computed. In general, each pixel of a raytraced image can be
computed individually. Now, we assume that a peer received the raytraced image shown in
Figure 11.1. As can be seen, only half of the image is computed correctly. The cheater who
created the image omitted computing the second half of the image. This is shown in red color.
The receiving peer now randomly selects pixel of the image, shown as green and red circles.
In our example, the peer selected 10 randomly chosen pixels. It recomputes each pixel and
compares the resulting color with the color of the image’s pixel. If a computed color of the pixel
differs from the received color, the peer detected a cheated image. Clearly, in our example the
cheated image is detected.

11.2

Cheat Detection Effort

The effort E , that has to be made to detect a cheating peer or a cheated result correlates with the
detection probability. As already mentioned, for a single peer the detection probability is nearly
100% if the peer tested 1% of a subjob result, i.e. peer effort EPeer = 0.01. The cheat detection
effort is a percentage value and always correlates with the actual computation time of a subjob.
For example, if a subjob needs 10 minutes to be computed and the cheat detection effort is
25%, then, the computation time of performing the corresponding cheat detection algorithm is
2 minutes and 30 seconds.

Client-Server:

We now assume a distributed computing network with n peers and j subjobs.

In a client-server approach, the server would assign each subjob to a minimum number of two
peers and then use majority voting for the detecting of cheated results. If two peers deliver
the same result, the subjob result is accepted as correct, i.e. non-cheated. If the results differ,
the server assigns the same subjob to a third peer and then applies majority voting using the
three results. If these all three are different, it goes on with 4 peers, etc. With the client-server
approach we can approximate the effort EClientServer with the following equation

EClientServer = 2 j + ε

(11.1)

where j is the number of subjobs and ε is a small unknown number of additional effort that is
based on the number of cheated results resulting in 3,4,5,... redundant computations needed for
majority voting.
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Decentralized Network:

With a decentralized network this approach is not possible. Here,

each peer has to perform its own cheat detection. Therefore, with a decentralized network we
gain the following equation

EDecentralized = j + (n · EPeer · j)

(11.2)

where j is the number of subjobs, n is the number of peers, and EPeer is the effort each peer has
to do for every subjob. Since we want to perform better or equal than the client-server approach
performs, the following inequality has to hold:

EDecentralized ≤ EClientServer

(11.3)

We can use this inequation to determine the maximum number of peers that may be connected
to our network to gain an effort value less or equal than the client-server case. By solving the
inequation for n we get
n≤

1 + εj

EPeer

(11.4)

For example, if we assume ε = 0.01, EPeer = 0.01, j = 10 000 we get
n≤

1 + εj

EPeer

⇔

1+
⇔
0.01
n ≤ 100.000 1

n≤

0.01
10 000

(11.5)

meaning that we have an upper limit of 100 peers to achieve the same effort that a client-server
network has.
To estimate the effort, in the evaluation in Chapter 12 we ﬁrst analyze efforts for keysearching a
symmetric key. After that, we compute the effort that has to be done by the complete volunteer
computing network, i.e. the sum of all peers.

11.3

Static Cheat Detection Approach

With the static cheat detection approach, each peer performs cheat detection with a ﬁxed amount
of effort based on our general approach for cheat detection presented in Section 11.1. The
detection rate PDectect to detect a cheated subjob is based on the effort, i.e. the recomputation
number, of a given subjob result. Each subjob result which is disseminated in our peer-to-peer
network is tested by each peer using the general approach. To achieve a high detection rate in
our peer-to-peer network requires only a small detection rate at each peer. We simulated that
with the help of cellular automata. Section 11.3.1 ﬁrst presents the cellular automata model
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F IGURE 11.2: Example simulation of Conway’s game of life – iterations 0 to 350

in general. After that, we show how we used cellular automata to simulate cheat detection in
peer-to-peer networks in Section 11.3.2.

11.3.1

Cellular Automata

Cellular automata CA(C, N, Q, δ : QN → Q) are a discrete mathematical model consisting of a set
of cells C, a set of neighbors N ⊂ C, a set of states Q, and a local transition function δ. Changes
in the automaton happen iteratively, where in each iteration the transition function δ is applied
to all cells. Each cell c ∈ C changes its state according to δ based on its local state and the states
of all of its neighbors in parallel. An example of a cellular automaton is “Convay’s game of
life” [166]. Here, the cells C are arranged as a grid of “pixels”, each pixel representing one cell.
The new state of a cell r ∈ R is derived from the current state of its 8-connected neighbors. The
possible states Q are ’Alive’ or ’Dead’, meaning Q = {Alive, Dead}. The transition function δ
is deﬁned by the following four rules:
1. If a cell c ∈ C is in the state ’Alive’ and it has less than two neighbor cells, which are in
state ’Alive’, it “dies” and changes to state ’Dead’
2. If a cell c ∈ C is in the state ’Alive’ and it has two or three neighbor cells in state ’Alive’,
it remains in the state ’Alive’
3. If a cell c ∈ C is in the state ’Alive’ and it has more than three neighbor cells in state
’Alive’, it “dies” and changes to state ’Dead’
4. If a cell c ∈ C is in the state ’Dead’ and it has exactly three neighbor cells in the state
’Alive’, it “starts living” and changes to state ’Alive’
With this simple deﬁnition of a cellular automaton, Conway managed to simulate rather complex
systems which seemed to be “alive”. Simulating the game of life leads to “moving” structures
and oscillating behavior. In Figure 11.2 we show screenshots from of a “Conway’s game of life”
simulation we performed with 2 500 cellular automata and 300 random cells in state ’Alive’. The
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screenshots show every 50th iteration up to 350 (black pixels are ’Dead’ and white pixels are
’Alive’). After 350 iterations the simulation stabilizes and no more state changes happen. In
the next section we present our cellular automata models, which simulate the cheating for the
distribution.

11.3.2

Simulating Cheated Results Dissemination with Cellular Automata

For the simulation of cheating peers in an unstructured peer-to-peer network we created two
different software simulators. The ﬁrst one simulates the dissemination of a single cheated result
as well as the cheat detection done by all peers with its effect on the survival of the cheated result
(one-dimensional cellular automata simulation). With the second simulator we can simulate the
dissemination of multiple correct and cheated results in parallel within a peer-to-peer network
(n-dimensional cellular automata simulation).
We decided to use a cellular automata model to simulate the cheating results dissemination
for several reasons: First, cellular automata are well known in science for the simulation of
systems consisting between thousands and millions of (small) components. In our system we
have a network size between thousands and millions of peers. Secondly, the behavior of cellular
automata can be described with a simple and small rule set that, nevertheless, can lead to a very
complex emerging behavior of a system. For our cheat detection we have a very small set of
rules. One main goal is to simulate the detection of all “cheated” results spread within a peerto-peer-network network using the emerging behavior of our automata model. I.e. at minimum
a single automaton detects the cheated result and “corrects” it throughout the complete network.
In addition, cellular automata can be visualized very well in our scenario. The internal state of
each cellular automaton is shown by drawing the cell as a colored pixel, with a different color for
each state. With our simulators we can draw all automata after each iteration in the simulation.
This allows a very detailed view of the dissemination process of a cheated result within our
network.
Both of our simulators are also able to export images showing the state of all cellular automata
at each iteration. In the next section, we ﬁrst present our one-dimensional cellular automata
simulation, which we initially showed in [7]. After that, we present our simulation using ndimensional cellular automata that we published in [8].

One-Dimensional Cellular Automata Simulation:

We model our peer-to-peer network using

a set of cellular automata. Each peer is represented by one automaton. The goal of our simulation
is to estimate the behavior of a network in which we inserted a single cheated result of a subjob.
The main idea here is, that if at minimum one peer detects a cheated result, it corrects it and
spreads the corrected result within the complete network. We have |C| cells and each cell has
N ⊂ C random neighbors. A cell can be in one of the three states Q = {Good, Bad, Neutral}.
“Good” always overwrites “Bad” and “Neutral”. “Bad” only overwrites “Neutral”.
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F IGURE 11.3: Example simulation of our 1-dimensional cellular automata simulator – states 0
to 6

All cells, with one exception, start in the state Neutral, meaning that the underlying peer did not
compute a result for our cheated subjob. One cell starts in the state Bad, meaning its peer tries to
disseminate a cheated subjob result in our peer-to-peer network. In each iteration the transition
function δ, deﬁned by the following set of rules, is applied to every cell:
1. If a cell c ∈ C is in the state ’Neutral’ and one or more of its neighbor cells are in state
’Good’, it changes to state ’Good’
2. If a cell c ∈ C is in the state ’Neutral’ and one or more of its neighbor cells are in state
’Bad’, it changes to state ’Bad’ with probability (1−PDetect ) and it changes to state ’Good’
with probability PDetect
3. If a cell c ∈ C is in the state ’Bad’ and one ore more of its neighbor cells is in state ’Good’,
it changes to state ’Good’
Our simulator simulates the detection and the elimination of the “cheated result”. The cheat
detection mechanism works as described in Section 11.1. We assume that each peer has the
probability PDetect to detect a cheated result. In each iteration, a peer “sends” its results to all of
its neighbors. When a peer receives a result for a subjob, it starts the cheat detection algorithm.
If it detects a cheated result, it computes the correct result of the subjob and the state of its cell
goes to Good. If the cheat detection fails, the cell state goes to Bad. If a “Bad” cell receives a
“Good” result, it “overwrites” the bad result and goes to state Good. Our simulation terminates
if either all cells are in state Good or all cells are in state Bad.
In Figure 11.3 we show an example run of our simulation. We simulated a network of |C| = 1 024
peers. All cells start in state Neutral and only the cell in the middle of the ﬁrst image starts in
state Bad. Each cell is connected to |N| = 5 random neighbors. The probability PDetect of
detecting a cheated result is 1%. A neutral cell is drawn black, a good cell is drawn green, and
a bad cell is drawn red. Initially the cheated result is distributed within the network. In the 2nd
iteration step a cell detects the cheated result. From iteration 3 to iteration 5, the peers distribute
either the cheated or the correct result throughout the whole network. In the end all cells are in
the state Good, meaning that the cheated result has been erased within the simulated network.
With our simulator, we can simulate and visualize the cheated result dissemination with varying
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F IGURE 11.4: Example simulation of our n-dimensional cellular automata simulator – states 0
to 22

values for peers, neighbors, and detection probabilities. We presented this idea in our paper [7].
In the next section we extended the cheating model to an n-dimensional model.

n-Dimensional Cellular Automata Simulation:

Since a volunteer computing job does not

just consist of a single subjob, but of a multitude of subjobs, we extended our existing automata
model to an n-dimensional model. In this n-dimensional automata model, each of the |C| automata has a list Bcell of n = |Bcell | state entries. Each entry bcell,i ∈ Bcell represents the cell state
for one subjob. The ﬁrst entry corresponds to the state for the ﬁrst subjob, the second to the
second, and so on. For a subjob the cell can be in one of the states Q = {Good, Bad, Neutral}.
Since we want to estimate the probability that cheated results survive in the network, we simulate honest peers and malicious peers. To simulate honest peers we introduce the probability
Pcompute of a peer ﬁnishing the computation of a subjob in a simulation step with a correct result. Furthermore, we have the probability Pcheat of a peer submitting a cheated result into the
network. The simulation starts with all cell states set to ’Neutral’.
At each simulation iteration, a cellular automaton c ∈ C executes for each of its list entries
b ∈ Bcell the following rules:
1. If bcell,i ∈ Bcell is ’Neutral’ and one or more of the corresponding states bneighbor,i ∈
Bneighbor of the neighbor cells are ’Good’, it sets bcell,i := ’Good’
2. If bcell,i ∈ Bcell is ’Neutral’ and one or more of the corresponding states bneighbor,i ∈
Bneighbor of the neighbor cells are ’Bad’, it sets bcell,i := ’Bad’ with probability (1−PDetect )
and it sets bcell,i = ’Good’ with probability PDetect
3. If bcell,i ∈ Bcell is ’Bad’ and one ore more of the corresponding states bneighbor,i ∈ Bneighbor
of the neighbor cells are ’Good’, it sets bcell,i := ’Good’

11.3 Static Cheat Detection Approach
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F IGURE 11.5: Graph of the example simulation of our n-dimensional cellular automata simulator

Additionally, to simulate the generation of correct and cheated results, each automaton executes
the additional rules:
1. For each bcell,i ∈ Bcell where bcell,i = ’Neutral’ select a random number r out of the interval
[0, 1.0]. If r ≤ Pcompute set bcell,i := ’Good’
2. For each bcell,i ∈ Bcell where bcell,i = ’Neutral’ select a random number r out of the interval
[0, 1.0]. If r ≤ Pcheat set bcell,i := ’Bad’
The simulation terminates, if in an iteration no list entry b of any cell has changed its state.
In Figure 11.4 we show the visualization of a simulation run of our multi-dimensional cellular
automata cheat simulator. Since we optimized the execution time of the n-dimensional simulator, it was possible to simulate bigger networks. Thus, we simulated a network of 4096 peers,
each peer connected to 10 neighbor peers. The number of simulated subjobs n = |B| was 64. The
compute probability Pcompute , the cheat probability Pcheat , and the detection rate Pdetecion were all
set to 0.1%. The color of each cell is computed from a combination of all bcell,i ∈ Bcell values.
It is based on the percentaged distribution of Good and Bad states for subjobs. The more Bad
states are present, the more red is added to the pixel. The more Good states are present, the more
green is added to a pixel. In Figure 11.5 we show the graph of the total number of Good, Bad,
and Neutral states inside that simulation run. For the ﬁrst iterations (0 to 5) of the simulation
the numbers of good and bad subjobs are almost equal. After that, starting with iteration 6, the
sum of Good states surpasses the sum of the Bad states. This is caused by the cheat detection,
which identiﬁes cheated results and “corrects” them. At the end of the simulation, at iteration
22, all cheated results, and therefore the Bad states, have been eliminated. This is also visible
from Figure 11.4, where the last iteration is completely green.
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11.4

Adaptive Cheat Detection Approach

With the adaptive cheat detection approach, the peers adapt their cheat detection rate dynamically to the size of the peer-to-peer network. We will show in the evaluation in Chapter 12, that
we can achieve a desired target detection rate with the static approach, but it does not scale with
increasing the peer-to-peer networks size.
In contrast to the static detection approach, we were able to implement and simulate the adaptive
approach using our simulator SimPeerfect presented in Section 6.5. At the time, we developed
and simulated the static cheat detection approach, we had only the cellular automata simulators.
In our adaptive approach, every peer performs a partial cheat detection on every subjob result
disseminated in the volunteer computing network. The cheat detection effort of a peer is subject
to a given target destination detection rate PDetectNetwork and the current workload of the network,
to which our approach dynamically adapts to. We measure the workload in units of virtual peers,
which is a standard number of processing power provided by a peer. However, our approach is
able to cope with heterogenous peers providing more or less workload than a default virtual peer.
Each peer performs the following steps in our cheat detection approach for each newly received
subjob result:
1. Determine the number of virtual peers nVirtual currently connected to the network with the
method introduced below.
2. Compute the number of virtual peers r that the peer represents.
3. Based on nVirtual compute the target detection rate PDetectPeer of the peer.
4. Perform cheat detection with the computed peer detection rate PDetectPeer on each newly
received subjob result with effort EDetectPeer .
In the next sections, we detail the steps of the adaptive method.

11.4.1

Determine the Workload of a Network

We now present a method to infer the workload of a peer and of the whole volunteer computing network, which is necessary to determine the effort for cheat detection of a given target
PDetectNetwork . Each peer administrates a list LTime f rame of ﬁnished subjob results within a sliding
time window Time f rame. The list LTime f rame contains the received number of subjob results of
the peer, the peer’s neighbors and all of their neighbors, which follows from the gossip-based
dissemination of job results. The peer divides the number of subjob results |LTime f rame | by the
timeframe time Time f rame to obtain the current workload WNetwork of the network, i.e.
WNetwork =

|LTime f rame |
Time f rame

(11.6)
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To estimate the number of peers nVirtual , we divide the workload WNetwork of the network by a
constant virtual peer workload WVirtualPeer , i.e.
nVirtual =

WNetwork
WVirtualPeer

(11.7)

Although we cannot compute the actual number of peers or their workload, this virtual number
of peers sufﬁces for our purposes. We assume that cheaters not only skip on result computation
but also omit participation in the cheat detection process, since they have no beneﬁt in doing so.
We thus have to compensate for this number by reducing the estimated workload by the number
of cheaters CCheaterRate that the system should be resistant against. Setting e.g. CCheaterRate =
0.05, our approach achieves the target detection rate PDetectNetwork in a network with at most 5%
of all claimed results to be cheated. If the number of cheaters exceeds CCheaterRate , the cheat
detection still works but achieves a detection rate less than the anticipated PDetectNetwork The
compensated number of virtual peers is thus
nVirtual =

WNetwork
· (1 −CCheaterRate )
WVirtualPeer

(11.8)

Each peer now determines the number of virtual peers r it represents with its own workload. It
does so by dividing its current workload WPeer by WVirtualPeer , i.e.
r=

11.4.2

WPeer
WVirtualPeer

(11.9)

Compute Target Detection Rate of the Peer and Perform Cheat Detection

Now that the peer knows its computing power relative to the network’s computing power, it
computes the number of effort it has to contribute so that the network reaches its target detection
rate. Thus, it ﬁrst computes the detection rate which a single virtual peer has to add, i.e.
PDetectVirtualPeer = 1 −


1 − PDetectNetwork

nVirtual

(11.10)

This equation is derived from an equation to compute the detection rate of a network based on
the detection rates of the peers PDetectPeer and the total amount of peers n
PDetectNetwork = 1 − (1 − PDetectPeer )n

(11.11)

After that, the peer computes its peer target detection rate
PDetectPeer = 1 − (1 − PDetectVirtualPeer )r

(11.12)

with r calculated using Equation 11.9. We combine the two equations, Equation 11.10 and
Equation 11.12, to the following ﬁnal single equation for the target peer detection rate
r

PDetectPeer = 1 − (1 − PDetectNetwork ) nVirtual

(11.13)
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F IGURE 11.6: Extended architecture of SimPeerfect – our P2P simulator

Based on this computed local detection rate PDetectPeer , a peer computes the veriﬁcation effort

E (PDetectPeer ) that it has to process, i.e. the number that needs to be recomputed of each newly
seen subjob result. This effort also depends on the type of cheater TCheater , the network has
to be resistant against. A TCheater = 0.5 means, that the cheater only computes 50% of given
subjobs. In our evaluation we empirically determine the function E (PDetectPeer , TCheacter ) for the
50% cheater. In other scenarios, this effort has to be either computed, if possible, or empirically
determined.
We published the presented cheat detection algorithms in [7–9].

11.5

Extending SimPeerfect for Cheat Simulations

We enhanced our simulator SimPeerfect, presented in Section 6.5 for the job distribution, with
the possibility to simulate cheat detection, both the static and the adaptive approach. To do so,
we extended the EpochWorkerPeer, which implements the epoch distribution algorithm, with a
so-called cheat mask. The cheat mask indicates, whether a subjob result that is disseminated
within the simulated P2P network is a “cheated” (bit equal to 1) result or not (bit equal to 0).
Figure 11.6 shows the extended architecture of SimPeerfect for the cheating simulations.
Besides the cheat mask, SimPeerfect’s conﬁguration ﬁle (see Listing 11.1) was also extended
with additional cheat parameters. First, we added the number of cheaters given as a percentage
value (“cheaters”). Secondly, the “cheated blocks” value deﬁnes a probability of how many
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<!-- Cheat Simulation Settings -->
< cheatSimulation active =" true " >
< cheating cheaters =" 5% "
cheatedBlocks =" 5% "
jobDeception =" 10% "/>
< detection pDetect =" 1% "
adaptive =" true "
measurement_interval =" 10 "
virtual_peer_speed =" 0.2 "
target_pDetectNetwork =" 99.999% "
target_cheater_rate =" 5% "/>
</ cheatSimulation >
L ISTING 11.1: Example XML tags for cheat simulation in SimPeerfect

subjobs a cheater computes are actually cheated. Third, the “jobDeception” deﬁnes the percentage value of the job time a cheater needs to compute the subjob. For example, if the original
subjob needs 10 ticks and the job deception is equal to 10%, the cheater only needs 9 ticks to
ﬁnish the cheated job. The deception also has inﬂuence on the detection rate of a cheated subjob.
The less of a subjob a cheater computed, the higher is the probability of the cheat detection to
detect the cheated subjob.
Besides parameters for cheaters we also created parameters for the cheat detection. First, the
“adaptive” switch enables and disables the adaptive approach presented in Section 11.4. Secondly, the “measurement interval” deﬁnes for the adaptive approach the interval in which the
workload of the network is estimated. Third, the “virtual peer speed” sets the assumed speed
of a virtual peer as deﬁned by our adaptive approach. Fourth, for the adaptive approach the
“target pDetectNetwork” deﬁnes the to-be-achieved detection rate of the P2P network. Fifth,
the “target cheater rate” sets the assumed cheater rate that should be coped with by the network
as deﬁned by our adaptive approach, i.e. the CCheaterRate .
Finally, we extended SimPeerfect with new measurement possibilities. During the simulation
runs, it keeps track of detected as well as of undetected cheated subjob results. Furthermore, it
counts the total number of cheated subjob results created by cheaters. Finally, it measures the
total effort done by well-behaved peers for the cheat detection.

11.6

Extending VoluntLib with Cheat Detection Mechanisms for RealWorld Usage

We extended our distribution library VoluntLib, presented in Section 6.6.1, with the possibility
for developers to implement cheat detection mechanisms in their volunteer computing jobs.
Figure 11.7 shows the extension of the VoluntLib architecture.
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F IGURE 11.7: VoluntLib – class diagram of calculation and worker with cheat detection

The developer has to extend the abstract class AWorkerWithCheatDetection, which inherits from
the abstract class AWorker, to implement the cheat detection. Then, every time VoluntLib receives an update with new subjob results, it automatically calls this method for each newly
received subjob (with a dedicated “blockId”). Then, inside the method, the developer has to
manually check, if the results are cheated or not. The developer has to return in the method PerformCheatDetection true, if the result is detected as cheated result or false if it is not detected as
cheated result.
Listing 11.2 shows an example implementation of the PerformCheatDetection method. The
parameters of the method are the blockId which is a unique identiﬁer for each subjob, ranging
from 0 (the ﬁrst subjob) to n − 1 (the last subjob), where n is the total number of subjobs. In our
example, we simulate the cheat detection (positive and negative veriﬁcation) by a simple random
selection. When receiving a new subjob result, VoluntLib calls the method. Then, the peer
makes a random choice performed with a random number generator (random.NextDouble()). If
the random number is below the detection probability (CHEAT DETECTION PERCENTAGE)
a successful detection is simulated in the case of a cheated result, i.e. the method returns true.
Clearly, when implementing a real-world application based on VoluntLib, a developer needs to
implement his own check based on positive and negative veriﬁcation.
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public override bool PerformCheatDetection ( BigInteger blockId ,
IEnumerable < byte [] > list )
{
// we simulate Wander ’s detection algorithm
// if we are below a percentage rate CHEAT_DETECTION_PERCENTAGE
// the algorithm successfully detects a cheated result
if ( random . NextDouble () <= CHEAT_DETECTION_PERCENTAGE )
{
var bestListEntries = DeserializeBestlist (( List < byte [] >) list );
// check block for given blockId
foreach ( var entry in bestListEntries )
{
// find block
if ( entry . blockId == blockId )
{
// if the number of the block is bigger or equal
// to zero it is not cheated
if ( entry . number >= 0)
{
return false ;
}
else
{
// it is cheated
Console . WriteLine (" Cheated : " + entry . blockId );
return true ;
}
}
}
}
// here , we simulate that the cheat detection failed
return false ;
}
L ISTING 11.2: Example C# code for cheat detection performed in VoluntLib
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12
Evaluation

This chapter ﬁrst presents a mathematical model in Section 12.1 to calculate the probability
that cheated results persist at each peer in the network. After that, Section 12.2 contains the
application scenario on which we based our further evaluation. Throughout this chapter, the
application scenario is adapted (number of peers, number of subjobs, etc.) for different kinds
of evaluations. Then, in Section 12.3.1 and Section 12.3.2 we show our analysis of the static
cheat detection approach. Section 12.3.3 discusses the evaluation of our adaptive cheat detection
method. Finally, we conclude this chapter in Section 12.4.

12.1

Mathematical Model

The goal of our mathematical model as well as of the simulators is to determine the best possible conﬁguration for the cheat detection algorithms in terms of additional needed computations
per peer and the success rate of the global cheat detection. Increasing the effort of the cheat
detection, i.e. more recomputations of parts of each subjob reduces the global speedup of the
computations since the computational overhead for the cheat detection has to be computed instead of computing new subjobs. This section presents a mathematical model to calculate the
expected success rate of the cheat detection.
The basic idea behind the mathematical model is that one peer disseminates a single cheated
result to the network. With our equations we compute the probability that this cheated result
persists at every peer of the network, i.e. it remains completely undetected in the network. This
idea is based on the one-dimensional automata simulations presented in Section 11.3.2.
In the one-dimensional case the probability that a single cheated result will persist at every
peer in a peer-to-peer network is Poverall = (1 − PDetectPeer )|C| , where PDetectPeer is the detection
probability of a single peer and |C| is the overall amount of peers in the network. For example,
183
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with PDetectPeer = 1% and 1 024 peers the persistence probability of the network is Poverall =
(1 − 0.01)1 024 = 0.0000339187 ≈ 0.0034% for a single subjob.
In the multi-dimensional case we can use this probability to determine how many cheated subjob
results persist at every peer on average. To do so, we use the computed probability Pcompute and
the cheat probability Pcheat . With j = |C| · (Pcompute + Pcheat ) we ﬁrst compute the amount of
ﬁnished subjobs in a single iteration run. We now divide the total amount of to-be-computed
subjobs n by j, which results in the amount of needed iterations i = nj . We can determine the
number of cheated subjob results c that are expected to survive in the network by multiplying
the persistence probability Poverall by the cheat probability Pcheat and the amount of iterations i,
i.e. c = Poverall · Pcheat · i.
The presented equations are based on the following assumptions: First, we assume for each
iteration that the set A, consisting of subjobs randomly selected by cheaters, and the set B,
/ In the real
consisting of subjobs computed by well behaved peers, are disjoint, i.e. A ∩ B = 0.
world it may occur that a cheater inserts a cheated result while in parallel another peer inserts the
corresponding correct result. The implementation of our cellular automata model reﬂects that
behavior, the equations do not. Secondly, we assume that all peers select different subjobs to
compute. In the real world, due to the fact that the distribution algorithms are based on random
selections, multiple peers could compute the same subjob.
Using our mathematical model, we calculated the estimated acceptance rate for cheated results
of different networks by dividing the amount of calculated cheated subjobs c by the amount of
total subjobs available in a volunteer computing scenario. Figure 12.1 contains graphs computed
using our equations for different detection rates PDetectPeer . We calculated the graphs for the
computation probability Pcompute = 0.1% and the cheat probability Pcheat = 0.1%. We calculated
the rates for networks with an amount of peers between 100 and 40 000 and the amount of
subjobs set to 640. Additionally, we simulated P2P networks using cellular automata and the
same parameters and show the simulation results in Figure 12.2. By comparing both ﬁgures
one can see that our mathematical model comes close to the simulated networks. Thus, the
mathematical model can be used to calculate acceptance rates of cheated results in advance
making simulations unnecessary.
Our calculations and simulations show that the more peers are connected to the network, the
lower the acceptance rate of cheated results gets. Thus, knowing the amount of peers in a
volunteer computing network, it is possible to calculate the effort each peer has to make to
reach an overall detection probability and even adapt the detection probability PDetectPeer during
runtime. We use this ﬁnding in our adaptive approach presented in Section 11.4 to dynamically
compute the needed effort by each peer for cheat detection.
The simulations shown in Figure 12.2 perform slightly “better” compared to the results calculated with the mathematical model shown in Figure 12.1. For example, the acceptance rate with
40 000 peers is calculated as 35% while the simulator shows 20%. This is based on the fact that
the simulator also simulates the real computation of subjobs. That means, that a cheated subjob
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may also be computed in parallel by an honest peer. His result may overwrite the cheated result
in the network, i.e. implicitly correcting the cheated result which would have otherwise not been
detected.
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F IGURE 12.1: Graph of the acceptance rates of cheated results with different detection rates
PDetectPeer calculated with our mathematical model (with 640 subjobs)
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PDetectPeer simulated with our simulator (with 640 subjobs)
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Application Scenario

Our application scenario is the keysearching of a modern symmetric cipher, i.e. distributed bruteforcing an AES-128 [68] encrypted text and searching for the decryption key. A real-world
example for an AES key search could be the search for the password of an AES-encrypted
container, i.e. a KeePass container ﬁle [184]. Here, one would not test all AES keys but all keys
derived from hashed passwords up to a speciﬁc password length.
In our application scenario, we divide the complete search space (≈ 252 for eight letter passwords
consisting of 26 lowercase and 26 uppercase characters, 10 digits, and 26 special characters, i.e.
(26+26+10+26)8 ≈ 252 ) in 232 subjobs, each consisting of 220 = 1 048 576 keys (derived from
passwords). To search through a single AES-128 subjob, a peer decrypts the given ciphertext
using every key within the range of that subjob. The goal of the cryptanalysis is to ﬁnd the
correct decryption key. To rate the keys, a peer uses the Shannon entropy [62] function H as a
cost function.
H = − ∑ ps log2 ps

(12.1)

s∈P

Here, s is a symbol of the plaintext P and ps is the probability of drawing that symbol from
the text. With natural languages, i.e. the original plaintext, the entropy value is mostly at its
minimum with respect to all decryption keys. For example, a decrypted text using a false key
results in an entropy value between about 6.5 to 7.5 while the correct decrypted text results
in an entropy value of about 4. After performing all decryptions, a peer generates a toplist of
the k “best” keys of a subjob. Those keys are the ones that decrypt the given ciphertext to the
plaintexts with the lowest entropy. Each peer does this for different subjobs. After ﬁnishing a
subjob, the peers ﬂood their results. They combine the toplist of each received subjob result to
create a global toplist over all subjobs.
In our scenario, a cheater would not test all keys of an AES-128 subjob. The cheater has the
motivation to earn credit points to achieve a high rank in a volunteer computing network without
doing all of the required work, while avoiding the detection by the system’s countermeasures
[18]. Thus, the assumed type of cheater here is the opportunistic cheater described in Section 9.2.
To detect the cheater we used the positive and negative veriﬁcation presented in Section 11.1.
To compare our decentralized cheat detection mechanisms and methods with the state-of-the-art
solutions (client-server-based) we need to estimate the effort that is needed for the computations
and additionally the cheat detection mechanisms. First, we deﬁne the effort for a single subjob
computation as Esub job = 1. Furthermore, the effort to compute i subjobs is

E peer (i) = i · Esub job = i

(12.2)

which is i times the amount of effort needed for a single subjob. This is possible, since every
subjob is, with respect to the needed computations, identical.
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We deﬁne EDetectPeer (PDetectPeer ) as the effort needed for the computation of a detection algorithm with the detection rate PDetectPeer . For example, an effort equal to 0.5 means, that half of
the subjob has to be recomputed to perform the cheat detection. In Section 12.3.1, we present an
evaluation for the effort that is needed for the detection of cheated subjob results in the scenario
described at the beginning of the section.
Throughout the next sections, we base our evaluations on this application scenario. Clearly, it
was not possible for this thesis to search through the complete search space of 250 AES keys.
The application scenario should only give an insight of a real-world application where our solutions actually can be used. We only searched through this space partially. For example, in
Section 12.3.1 we searched through a single subjob of 220 AES keys to show, that an ordering
of AES decrypted texts using the entropy is possible.

12.3

Simulations

This section presents different simulations of our cheat detection algorithms. First, we present a
simulation of a single peer in the static cheat detection class. After that, we compute the effort
needed for cheat detection in an AES keysearching job. Finally, we present the evaluation of the
static and the adaptive cheat detection approach.

12.3.1

Cheat Detection in the Static Class for a Single Peer

The simulation of the AES-128 scenario presented in Section 12.2 searches for the 10 “best”
AES keys. Thus, a simulated cheater that only searched through 50% of the keys of a subjob
would on average only ﬁnd 5 of these keys. Then, to simulate the detection of the cheater,
we simulated the negative veriﬁcation. That means, that a peer randomly tries to ﬁnd “better”
values, i.e. keys with lower entropy values. For that, we used different amounts of detection
effort ranging from 0.0001% to 100%, which changes the amount of randomly drawn keys for
cheat detection. We simulated the cheat detection performed by a single peer with different
cheaters with respect to the cheated amounts of computations. A cheater omits between 10%
and 90% of all keys of a subjob computation. It selects the keys, for which it actually does
computations randomly. The cheat detection peer randomly selects a dedicated amount of AES
keys out of the subjob space to ﬁnd lower entropy values, i.e. doing negative veriﬁcation. In
Figure 12.3 we show the results of our simulations. For each point in the graph, we did 10 000
simulations and calculated the average value over all simulation runs. The graph shows different
amounts of cheated values starting from 90% (black line) going down to 10% (purple line). A
cheater with 90% means that the cheater omitted 90% of the computations. In our graph, it
can be seen that with higher amounts of negative veriﬁcations, i.e. the peer effort (X-axis),
the detection probability, i.e. the detection rate (Y-axis), also increases. With an effort value

EDetectPeer > 35% our peer would detect nearly every cheated subjob. Clearly, 35% of effort, i.e.
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TABLE 12.1: Different scenarios – detection probability and effort of a single peer

Scenario
A (high)
B (medium)
C (low)

Detection probability PDetectPeer
1.22%
0.46%
0.06%

Effort EPeer
≈ 0.1271895%
≈ 0.0490371%
≈ 0.0129130%

recomputation of 35% of each subjob, is way too high for a real-world usage. But since not only
one peer performs cheat detection, but all n peers do, we can decrease the effort and detection
probability at every peer as shown in the next sections.

12.3.2

Cheat Detection Effort in the Static Class of a Complete Network

If only exactly one peer would perform a single detection run on each subjob, in the previous
section we evaluated that we need a recomputation of nearly 35% (random selections) out of
every subjob in the best case to perform cheat detection as seen as black line (90%) in Figure 12.3. Here, the maximum value is reached at nearly 35%. For determining the real effort
of a decentralized network, we evaluated three different scenarios (A, B, and C) with different
static detection probabilities PDetectPeer (from high to low) and corresponding peer efforts EPeer .
We show the different detection probabilities and effort rates in Table 12.1.
The basis for our computations is a volunteer computing job that consists of j = 232 different
subjobs. First, we computed the effort EClientServer that a client-server solution would need for
the cheat detection:

EClientServer = 2 · EPeer ( j)
= 2 · EPeer (232 )
= 233

(12.3)

This amount of computations EClientServer has to be performed by the peers of the client-server
network. The value is independent from the amount of peers, since the distribution of subjobs to
the peers is done by the server. We then computed the amounts of effort for our three different
scenarios (see Table 12.1) with variable numbers of peers. We show the result of these computations in the Figure 12.4. For comparison with the client-server case, we computed the quotient
Q of the client-server case effort and the decentralized cases effort. A quotient of 1 means, that
the network’s effort is the same as the client-server’s effort. For example Figure 12.4 shows
that with scenario C a P2P network with more than 8 000 peers produces more effort than the
client-server case.
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For example, the effort EDecentralized for scenario A with PDetectPeer = 1.22% and an assumed
number of peers n = 700 is:

EDecentralized = EPeer ( j) + (n · EDetectPeer ( j))
= 232 + (700 · 0.001271895 · 232 )
= 8 118 891 612.85 ≈ 8 · 109

(12.4)

We now calculate the quotient Q of the client-server case EClientServer and the scenario A case:
Q=

EDecentralized
= 0.944691034 ≈ 94.47%
EClientServer

(12.5)

Thus, a decentralized network (with parameters as in case A) needs 94, 45% of the computations that a client-server network needs. Then, we computed the corresponding detection rate
PDetectNetwork of such a network. To compute that detection rate, we used the detection rate of a
single peer PDetectPeer :
PDetectNetwork = 1 − (1 − PDetectPeer )n
= 1 − (1 − 0.0122)700
= 0.999814512 ≈ 99.98%

(12.6)

With scenario A the detection rate is nearly 100% – only two out of 10 000 cheated subjobs
would remain undetected on average in a network. By increasing the effort of a single peer the
detection probability of the network can also be increased. We also show the different detection
rates of our scenarios in Figure 12.5.
Finally, we computed the speedup S of our scenarios. The speedup of a distributed system is
the amount of different parallel computed subjobs. If a network consists of n peers the speedup
is optimal if n different subjobs are processed in parallel. We computed the speedup S with the
following equation
S=

EPeer ( j)
·n
EDecentralized

(12.7)

where j is the total amount of subjobs, EPeer ( j) the total effort for the cheat detection performed
for j subjobs, EDecentralized is the total effort of the decentralized network, and n is the amount
of peers in the network.
We depicted the speedup graphs of our scenarios with different amounts of peers in Figure 12.6.
The evaluation shows that with an increasing number of peers but keeping a constant effort EPeer
for cheat detection at every peer, the speedup is restricted to an upper bound. For scenario A this
upper bound is ≈ 340, for B this upper bound is ≈ 1 750, and for C this upper bound is ≈ 4 750.
Additionally, we added the optimal speedup (green line) to the graph. Here, the speedup S is
equal to the amount of peers n. Speedup values higher than these bounds cannot be reached with
constant EDetectPeer values.
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To achieve higher rates of speedup, the number of peers in the P2P network has to be estimated
before setting up the cheat detection. Then, based on that number the detection rate PDetectPeer
has to be calculated and conﬁgured for the cheat detection. Since this is hardly possible we
created the adaptive cheat detection approach presented in Section 11.4 and evaluated in the
following section.
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F IGURE 12.5: Detection rate computations for scenarios A, B, and C with increasing numbers
of peers (5% cheaters)
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Cheat detection with Our Adaptive Approach

This section presents the evaluation performed with a simulator that implements the static and
the adaptive cheat detection.
The simulated network is deﬁned by the number of peers and their neighbors, the computational
power of the peers, cheater rates, cheat detection rates, and cheat detection effort. For cheaters
and their corresponding detection effort EDetectPeer , we used the 50%-cheaters, as shown in
Figure 12.3. From Figure 12.3 we extracted the detection rate and effort values and created a
mapping function for our simulator.
The simulations show that our adaptive method outperforms the static cheat detection with respect to the effort needed by the peers for performing the cheat detection. Furthermore, our
simulations show that the static class does not scale with increasing amount of peers. Additionally, we show that the adaptive method needs less effort for cheat detection than a BOINC-based
system.
We used SimPeerfect for that simulation. Since the cheat simulations are very time consuming,
we only simulated between 100 and 1 000 peers, each peer having 5 neighbors. Our simulator performed a simulation of a distributed job comprising of 320 000 subjobs. For the static
cheat detection approach, we set the detection rate of a single peer PDetectPeer to 5%. We set
the percentage of cheaters in each network to 5% who cheat with 5% of their subjobs. Thus,
0.3% ≈ 800 of all subjobs disseminated within the simulation network were cheated on average. Furthermore, we set the virtual peer workload for our algorithm to 0.2, thus, a virtual peer
ﬁnishes 0.2 subjobs in each simulation iteration. The simulated peers ﬁnished a subjob in 5
simulation ticks. We set the timeframe of our adaptive method to 10 simulation ticks.
Figure 12.8 presents the results of our effort simulations. With the static approach, the effort
increases proportionally to the number of peers (red, dashed line). This is caused by the fact
that each peer performs cheat detection on every subjob result distributed in the network. The
adaptive algorithm (blue, solid line) adapts dynamically to the amount of peers in the network,
keeping the effort at a rate around 162 000. This is about 50.6% of the overall amount of computed subjobs. A BOINC-based system (black line) would compute each subjob at least twice to
enable majority voting, resulting in a minimum of 100% additional effort for the cheat detection.
E

Adaptive 162 000+320 000
Directly compared to BOINC the quotient Q is Q = EClientServer
320 000+320 000 = 0.753125. I.e. our
system needs ≈ 75% effort compared to a client-server system with majority voting.

In Figure 12.9 we depicted the cheat detection rates of the static and the adaptive methods. Additionally, we computed the detection rate of BOINC with colluding cheaters. BOINC achieves
99.7%, because there is a chance that BOINC gives the same subjob to two colliding cheaters,
which results in an overlooked cheated subjob result despite redundant computation. The static
method (red, dashed line) keeps a detection rate of 100%, but as already shown does not scale
with respect to the effort. The adaptive method (blue, solid line) reaches a detection rate between 99.8% and 100%, see Figure 12.9. The target detection rate was 99.9%, which is reached
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on average. Collusion among cheaters does not affect the detection rate, because each subjob
result will be checked for correctness by each honest peer, unlike e.g. with majority voting.
We ﬁnally present a comparison of the achieved speedup S of the static class, the adaptive class,
and BOINC. We computed the speedup as shown in Section 12.3.2. Figure 12.10 shows that the
adaptive method performs best keeping the speedup at the highest rate (blue line). Close to this,
we see BOINC (black line). We furthermore see, that the static class reaches a speedup limit
close to 210 which conﬁrms that the static method does not scale.

12.4

Discussion of the Evaluation Results

In this chapter, we evaluated two different new algorithms for the decentralized cheat detection:
First, we used one-dimensional and n-dimensional cellular automata simulators. Secondly, we
extended SimPeerfect, described in Section 11.5, with the possibility to simulate both, static
and adaptive cheat detection. Furthermore, we analyzed the needed effort for the detection of
cheated results of an AES-128 keysearching job performed by a single peer.
The evaluation showed the suitability of our implementations for cheat detection:
1. The effort a peer has to make depends on the assumed type of cheater, especially which
percentage of computations (slides) a cheater omits. Our effort simulation (see Figure 12.3) shows that, for example, to detect a cheater that omitted only 10% of computations, a recomputation of about 30% of a subjob is needed to achieve a higher detection
rate than 99%.
2. The evaluations of the static cheat detection approach showed that there is an upper limit
of peers where adding additional peers does not increase the speedup any more. If a
network size is constant and known, one could specify a ﬁxed optimal detection rate per
peer to a achieve a target detection rate of the network. Since this is not possible in a
volunteer computing network, we developed the adaptive approach.
3. The adaptive cheat detection approach dynamically adapts to the growing size of the P2P
network. This allows scalability with respect to the growing amount of peers connected
to the P2P network. We showed that our adaptive cheat detection approach can reach a
target network cheat detection rate with a constant effort of cheat detection performed by
all peers. When the network size increases, each peer decreases its effort with respect
to the amount of connected peers. Otherwise, when the network size decreases, each
peer dynamically increases its cheat detection effort. In detail, systems based on majority
voting usually produce at least 100% overhead, whereas our approach, e.g. requires only
50.6% overhead in a network with 1 000 participants to achieve a 99.9% detection rate
(see Figure 12.9).
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In sum, we showed via mathematical model and via simulations that both cheating methods are
able to detect cheaters in volunteer computing based distributed cryptanalysis. Furthermore, the
evaluations showed that we did not need any server to achieve this.
Parts of the evaluations presented here were published in [7–9].

13
Related Work

This chapter gives a brief overview of our related work with respect to cheating in distributed
computing. First, Section 13.1 shows different methods for the detection of cheated results and
of cheaters in distributed computing. Then, Section 13.2 discusses the idea of trust. After that,
Section 13.3 shows the idea of creating uncheatable computations. Then, Section 13.4 discusses
the idea of secure hardware that makes cheating impossible. Finally, in Section 13.5 we brieﬂy
compare the related work to our work and discuss how it inﬂuenced our work.

13.1

Cheat Detection

To lower the inﬂuence of cheaters in distributed computing there are different techniques to
detect cheaters and their cheated results. BOINC assigns the same subjob to different volunteers
and then applies majority voting, i.e. the one result obtained from most of the volunteers is
considered to be the correct one.
Moca et al. presented in [164] a method for distributed results checking for MapReduce [71] in
volunteer computing. They used a distributed result checker based on majority voting. Furthermore, they developed a model for the error rate of MapReduce.
In [185], Minsky et al. developed fault-tolerance cryptographic mechanisms for agent computations. They did so by adding a replication of each stage of a computation job to the pipeline of
computations. Furthermore, they use secret-sharing between the agents for distributed authentication.
Zhao and Lo described their scheme “Quiz” in [236], which inserts indistinguishable quiz tasks
with veriﬁable results to a distributed job. They outperform majority voting in terms of accuracy
and overhead under collusion assumptions.
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Sarmenta presented in [196] his sabotage-tolerant mechanisms for volunteer computing. For the
’credibility-based fault tolerance’ he estimates the conditional probability of subjob results and
workers being correct, based on the results of voting, spot checking, and other techniques, and
then he uses these probability estimates to direct the use of further redundancy.

13.2

Trust

Another concept to secure against attackers is trust [37]. Peers or volunteers, that are connected
to the network, maintain values of trust in others. If a peer observes “good behaviour”, e.g. the
neighbor is not cheating, he increases his trust in this neighbor. If he observes bad behavior he
reduces his trust in this neighbor. If the trust value of a neighbor reaches a deﬁned lower bound
the speciﬁc neighbor is ignored. Additionally, if the trust value reaches a deﬁned upper bound
the cheat-detection and cheat-prevention mechanisms towards that neighbor are reduced.
Zhao et al. showed trust-based scheduling for P2P grids in [236]. Introducing a reputation
system among peers, the overhead for the veriﬁcation of trusted peers can be less than it is for
others.
In [235], Zhao and Li showed a group trust management system for a P2P desktop grid. Their
trust system H-Trust comprises of ﬁve phases: trust recording, local trust evaluation, trust query
phase, spatial-temporal update phase, and group reputation evaluation. The H-Trust system
allows peers to compute local trust values for other peers or groups of peers using their own
inference algorithm of choice. These can be used to implement distributed and heterogeneous
policies. Zhao and Li developed a mechanism for sabotage detection and a protocol for distributed trust management.
In [81], Domingues et al. discussed topics of sabotage tolerance and trust management. They
built several techniques like replication and voting, sampling techniques, and validation through
comparison of checkpoints, i.e. hashes of intermediary results, and a reputation system in P2P
networks.
In [135], Kleinjowski et al. showed a generic architecture for agents to adapt to dynamic environments by using a trust mechanism in conjunction with machine learning, and to apply it to
desktop grid systems.
In [38], Bernard et al. introduced their idea of trusted communities in a trusted desktop grid.
They presented their idea of adaptivity for (job) submitter role and (job) worker role and they
showed that using trust-based adaptivity algorithms in a volunteer computing system leads to
efﬁciency improvements and robustness regarding malicious peers.
Steghoefer et al. furthermore formally speciﬁed their trusted communities in [143]. They identiﬁed trust as one of their system goals and showed by formal veriﬁcation that this goal is achieved.
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Additionally, they provided certain requirements for the decision procedures that become evident during their analysis process.

13.3

Uncheatable Computations

To avoid the possibility of cheating there is the idea of making computations “uncheatable”, i.e.
remove the possibility to compute false results or to detect a cheated result in any case.
In [105], Golle and Mironov described their idea of uncheatable distributed computations. They
showed two different security schemes, a weak and a strong one, that defend against cheating
participants. The weak one depends on “magic numbers” and the strong one depends on a
supervisor and so called “ringers”. Both schemes have in common that participants have to ﬁnd
either these magic numbers or the ringers to get rewarded for their done work.
Another concept of making computations uncheatable is homomorphic cryptography. With homomorphic cryptography, a computation can be performed on an encrypted ciphertext, without
being in possession of the cryptographic key. Thus, the executor of the algorithm “does not
know” what he is actually doing, i.e. he does not know the plaintext. But, after executing the algorithm, the result can be obtained by decrypting the ﬁnal ciphertext. The idea of homomorphic
cryptography is to deploy computations to the cloud while the cloud provider is not able to read
the data in plaintext, i.e. “steal” the user’s data.
The ﬁrst homomorphic encryption system was developed 2009 by Gentry in his PhD thesis [100]
using lattice-based cryptography [162]. All up to now homomorphic cryptosystems are much
too slow to be used practically.
But, based on homomorphic cryptography people developed “veriﬁable computing”. With veriﬁable computations, a worker of a computation can proof to a computation requester that he
actually computed the task of the requester. In 2013, Gentry developed “Pinocchio” [177], a
system for efﬁciently verifying general computations while relying only on cryptographic assumptions.

13.4

Secure Hardware

The idea of secure hardware is, that an algorithm may be executed on a system protected by
some kind of special hardware. This protection includes memory areas as well as the execution
of the program itself. The executed algorithm is also protected from the operating system of
the computer executing the algorithm. Thus, it is possible to execute a program on a corrupted
machine while keeping the data of the program conﬁdential.
Intel developed the so called Intel Software Guard Extensions (SGX) [158] which enable programs to be executed in so-called enclaves that are protected from other processes running on the
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same machine. Modiﬁcation of the code or reading the protected memory is made impossible
by the CPU.
Schuster et al. showed in 2013 in [200] how to build trustworthy data analytics in the cloud
using SGX. They built a MapReduce system (see Section 8.1.2) protected by Intel SGX. They
executed the MapReduce code within isolated regions to prevent attacks due to unsafe memory
reads and writes.
In 2016, Arnautov et al. presented their system SCONE [24], for secure Linux containers with
Intel SGX. SCONE is a secure container mechanism for Docker [161] that uses the SGX trusted
execution support of Intel CPUs to protect container processes from outside attacks. It leads to a
small trusted computing base and a small performance overhead. For all services they evaluated,
they achieved at least 60% of the native throughput.

13.5

Comparison to and Inﬂuence on our Work

The work prior presented in this chapter inﬂuenced our work or can be directly compared to our
work:
• Cheat Detection: The methods presented here methods for cheat detection rely on different approaches. First, majority voting is used by BOINC and by [164] which is not
applicable to our system since we have no central controlling instance, i.e. a server, that
could perform the voting and check the results. Secondly, [185] use replication of their
computations at different computing nodes. This is comparable to our negative veriﬁcation where we randomly recompute parts (slices) of subjobs to determine if a subjob was
computed correctly. Thirdly, adding special subjobs to a system to test if a computing
node behaves correctly is done by [236]. They call this special subjobs “quiz tasks”. This
method is not applicable to our system since it also relies on a central server. Fourthly,
spot checking is another approach used by [196]. With spot checking, results are randomly checked by recomputing a complete result. Our positive and negative veriﬁcation
are similar to spot checking but instead of completely recomputing a speciﬁc subjob result, we randomly try to ﬁnd better parts (slices) of a subjob. If one of our peers ﬁnds
a cheated result, it directly corrects it. Thus, we do not try to identify the cheaters since
there is no need to do.
• Trust: Trust is not applicable to our distribution algorithms that we presented in Section 6.2. Since our algorithms are based on gossip-based protocols and we merge the
results of all the peers, it is not possible to determine the origin of cheated data. Therefore, we cannot apply a trust metric to our system to e.g. exclude a speciﬁc cheating peer
from our system. To apply a trust metric, we would have to extend the system with the
possibility to identify the peers that actually computed a speciﬁc (cheated) result.
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• Uncheatable Computations: With uncheatable computations, one tries to eliminate the
possibility of cheating by introducing mechanisms that remove the ability to compute and
return false results. While this research ﬁeld is promising, especially the homomorphic
cryptography, we did not work on any mechanisms to make our cryptographic analyses
“uncheatable”. A huge problem of all the available implementations is the needed computational effort which massively reduces the speedup of computations. Since we need
almost all of the available computational power of each peer for cryptanalysis, implementing uncheatable computations for cryptanalysis would render the distribution useless.
• Secure Hardware: Another promising ﬁeld of making distributed computing secure
against cheating and also making it secure against theft of data by the computing nodes,
is secure hardware. We see a good chance of using secure hardware also for volunteer
computing. Nevertheless, secure hardware was out of scope of our research, thus, we did
not use it for our purposes. In future work, we might use secure hardware to further secure
our algorithms.
The main challenge with our implementations for distributed computing was that our new distribution algorithms presented in Section 6.2 are based on unstructured P2P networks. To best
of our knowledge, there are no special anti-cheating mechanisms available in the public literature, besides the detection mechanisms developed by Wander in [227], that may help us with
cheat detection in such networks. Thus, we mainly based our cheat detection mechanisms on
Wander’s positive and negative veriﬁcation as presented in Section 11.1.

Part IV

Conclusion
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14
Conclusion

This chapter concludes the thesis. First, Section 14.1 brieﬂy concludes both main parts of the
thesis. After that, Section 14.2 presents possible future work.

14.1

Conclusion

In this thesis, we worked on two research ﬁelds: The main research ﬁeld was Distribution
presented in Part II, and additionally we worked on Cheating presented in Part III.

14.1.1

Distribution

In the distribution part of the thesis, we analyzed the possibility to distribute cryptanalytic subjobs to the computers of volunteers based on unstructured P2P networks. Main goal here was to
create algorithms that self-organize the distribution without the need of any specialized peers.
The second goal was to make it possible without any structured overlay network. We fulﬁlled
these goals by developing three different distribution algorithms: First, the epoch distribution
algorithm presented in Section 6.2.2.2. Secondly, the sliding window distribution algorithm presented in Section 6.2.2.3. And thirdly, the extended epoch distribution algorithm presented in
Section 6.2.2.4. All three algorithms are based on random selections of subjobs and speciﬁc data
structures (epoch, window, and extended epoch) for knowledge dissemination. Besides ﬂooding
the data structures for indicating, which subjobs are already ﬁnished, the algorithms also disseminate bestlists of subjob results. After ﬁnishing a complete job, the ﬁnal bestlist, which is a
combination of all bestlists, contains e.g. the key for decrypting an analyzed ciphertext.

Real-World Implementations:

Besides developing the three distribution algorithms, we also

developed a management protocol (see Section 6.3) for distributing jobs and job descriptions
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between our peers. We implemented the management protocol as well as the epoch algorithm
in the middleware VoluntLib described in Section 6.6.1. Based on the middleware, we extended
the open-source tool CrypTool 2 (see Section 2.3) with the CrypCloud (see Section 6.6.2). CrypCloud enables CrypTool 2 users to distribute cryptanalytic jobs to the P2P network. Additionally
to extending CrypTool 2 we developed a standalone client VoluntCloud for distribution actual
C# code to the P2P network. Both solutions, CrypCloud and VoluntCloud, enable volunteers to
participate in distributed cryptanalytic jobs.

Real-World Prototypes for Distributed Cryptanalysis:

Based on our implementations, we

developed different prototypes for distributed cryptanalysis. With CrypCloud, we created a distributed keysearching component, the Key Searcher (see Section 6.7.2), which is able to search
for the encryption keys of modern symmetric ciphers like AES and DES. The evaluation of
CrypCloud in Section 7.2.2 showed that we were able to create a distributed keysearching network with 50 standard computers checking 615 million AES keys per second. Thus, it was
possible to break a reduced AES key of 42 bit (= 242 keys) in only 2.3 hours. Another prototype
we created directly with VoluntLib was a hash searcher (see Section 6.7.1) for breaking SHA-1
hashed passwords. We were able to break a hashed password (search space = 233 ) in 77 minutes
using 5 computers. The last prototype we created was a M-94 analyzer (see Section 6.7.3) to
break encrypted M-94 (a classical cylinder cipher) messages. Using the analyzer and 6 computers, we were able to break the original Joseph Mauborgne test messages (see Section 7.2.3) in 2
hours and 56 minutes.

Simulations/Evaluations:

Parallel to evaluating our solutions with real-world implementa-

tions, we performed an exhaustive evaluation using a newly developed simulator SimPeerfect
(see Section 6.5). Our simulations in Section 7.1.1 showed that the extended epoch algorithm
performs best in the sense that it needed the lowest amount of redundantly computed subjobs.
This is based on the fact that the extended epochs on average keep the highest amount of “free”
subjobs in the network – comparing the three algorithms. We furthermore analyzed our algorithms with respect to other criteria like the amount of messages, speedup, and computation
time. All in all the extended epoch algorithm performed best.

Related Work:

In Chapter 8 we showed a large collection of related work in the ﬁeld of parallel

computing. We showed the historical progress from the ﬁrst computers to today. Based on that,
we described the inﬂuence on our work and compared the methods and techniques to our work,
if possible.

Overall Results:

In sum, our practical results of this dissertation (distribution part) are:

• Development of epoch distribution algorithm (Section 6.2.2.2)
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• Development of sliding window distribution algorithm (Section 6.2.2.3)
• Development of extended epoch distribution algorithm (Section 6.2.2.4)
• Development of the management protocol for distributing jobs in unstructured P2P networks (Section 6.3)
• Implementation of VoluntLib (Section 6.6.1)
• Implementation of CrypCloud (Section 6.6.2)
• Implementation of VoluntCloud (Section 6.6.3)
• Implementation of prototype Hash Searcher (Section 6.7.1)
• Implementation of prototype Key Searcher (Section 6.7.2)
• Implementation of prototype M-94 Analyzer (Section 6.7.3)
• Implementation of P2P simulator SimPeerfect (Section 6.5)
In sum, our theoretical results of this dissertation (distribution part) are:
• Evaluation of distribution algorithms using SimPeerfect (Section 7.1.1)
• Evaluation of real-world prototypes (breaking passwords, breaking (reduced) AES key,
breaking M-94 test messages) (Section 7.2)
• Exhaustive analysis of distributed computing mechanisms with a comparison to our work
(Chapter 8)
Within this thesis we showed that it is possible to perform distributed cryptanalysis based on
unstructured P2P networks. We showed that no server is needed to perform the analysis and
that the peers can autonomously self-organize the complete distribution process. Furthermore,
we showed, that we can achieve a high speedup and our solutions are perfectly suited to create
software-based distributed cryptanalytic methods.

14.1.2

Cheating

In the cheating part of the thesis, we analyzed how to secure our distribution algorithms against
cheating volunteers. Since we based our distribution algorithms on unstructured P2P networks,
classical cheat detection mechanisms, i.e. majority voting and sample testing, were not applicable. Thus, we decided to base our cheat detection mechanisms on positive and negative veriﬁcation as presented in Section 11.1.
Based on the detection method of Wander, we created two cheat detection approaches for unstructured P2P networks: First, the static cheat detection approach discussed in Section 11.3.
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Secondly, the adaptive cheat detection approach discussed in Section 11.4. While the static
approach is based on the idea that each peer performs the same effort of cheat detection, the
adaptive approach make the peers dynamically adapt their effort based on to the current amount
of peers in the P2P network.
We analyzed the cheat detection probabilities of our networks, using different simulators. First,
we created a one-dimensional cellular automata simulator (see Section 11.3.2) for simulating the
dissemination and detection of a single cheated result in the P2P network. Secondly, we created a
n-dimensional cellular automata simulator (see Section 11.3.2) for simulating the dissemination
and detection of multiple cheated result in the P2P network in parallel. Finally, we extended the
P2P simulator SimPeerfect as described in Section 11.5 for the simulation of the adaptive cheat
detection approach.

Simulations/Evaluations:

We performed different simulations: First, we simulated the detec-

tion of cheated AES keysearching subjob results in Section 12.3.1. Our results show that positive
and negative veriﬁcation are suitable to detect cheated results, i.e. omitted parts. Secondly, we
performed simulations of the static cheat detection approach using ﬁxed detection rates in Section 12.3.2. Additionally, we compared the results with a client-server approach. Our results
showed that the static approach is able to detect cheaters, but has an upper limit: Adding peers
does not lead to any increase of the computational speedup of the P2P network. Thirdly, we
analyzed the adaptive approach using SimPeerfect in Section 12.3.3. The results show, that the
adaptive approach can reach a detection rate close to 100% while keeping the cheat detection
effort constant. This means, that each peer automatically reduces its cheat detection effort when
new additional peers join the network. Similar, when peers leave the network, the remaining
peers automatically increase their cheat detection effort.

Real-World Prototypes:

We extended VoluntLib (see Section 11.6) with a ﬁrst version of

cheat-detection based on the static cheat detection approach.
Nevertheless, at the time of the writing this thesis, we had different challenges that prohibited us
to evaluate the real-world implementation presented in Section 11.6: First, the implementation
of the cheat detection in VoluntLib was at that time work in progress. Secondly, the time was too
short to start extensive real-world simulations like we did with the distribution algorithms. And
thirdly, the size of the networks needed for a successful performed adaptive cheat-detection was
too big. With our pool of “only” 50 computers, the static cheat detection may be analyzed. With
the adaptive approach, we estimated that more computers are needed (at least 200) since in a
real-world implementation, having only a few computers performing cheat detection, would be
too few to evaluate the adaptiveness of our solutions. Thus, we decided to focus our evaluation
on simulations.

Overall Results:

In sum, our practical results of this dissertation (cheating part) are:

14.2 Future Work
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• Development of static cheat detection for unstructured P2P networks (Section 11.3)
• Development of adaptive cheat detection for unstructured P2P networks (Section 11.4)
• Implementation of an one-dimensional automata simulator for simulating cheated results dissemination (Section 11.3.2)
• Implementation of an n-dimensional automata simulator for simulating cheated results
dissemination (Section 11.3.2)
In sum, our theoretical results of this dissertation (distribution part) are:
• Evaluation of cheat detection probabilities and efforts in a distributed AES keysearching
scenario (Section 12.3.1)
• Evaluation of static cheat detection using a mathematical model (Section 12.1)
• Evaluation of static cheat detection using simulations (Section 12.3.2)
• Evaluation of adaptive cheat detection using simulations (Section 12.3.3)
Within this thesis we showed that it is possible to perform distributed cheat detection in an
unstructured P2P network with a detection probability of nearly 100%. We furthermore showed
that we can achieve this without the help of any special peer or central server. Our evaluations
showed that there is an upper speedup bound when using the static cheat detection approach.
In contrast, the adaptive approach is able to keep the cheat detection effort constant. Thus, it
is possible to sustain the scalability of the network (increase the speedup) while having a high
cheat detection rate.

14.2

Future Work

First, Section 14.2.1 discusses the possible future work of the distribution part of the thesis.
Then, Section 14.2.2 discusses the possible future work of the cheating part.

14.2.1

Distribution

Section 6.4 discusses a possible “reservation algorithm” for decentralized P2P networks. The
main idea of the algorithm is, that peers disseminate the subjobs which they are currently processing. Thus, other peers mark these as “reserved” and don’t start computing it in parallel.
The basic idea here was to reduce the amount of redundantly computed subjobs to increase the
speedup of the P2P network. The algorithm is up to this day only a theoretical idea and needs
further investigation. Thus, we plan to implement it in our simulators as well as in VoluntLib.
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Chapter 14: Conclusion

In this thesis, we presented different prototypes for distributed cryptanalysis based on the new
distribution algorithms and VoluntLib. Besides using our methods for cryptanalysis, there are
other applications where our algorithms may be used, e.g. other search problems, distributed
image rendering, and other optimization problems. Thus, in the future we plan to implement
prototypes showing the suitability of our methods for these applications.
Because of possible bugs our implementations are right now in a state that we won’t use them
in a productive environment. Thus, we plan to either re-implement them, ﬁx, or optimize them.
After that, we plan to start a huge distributed volunteer-based cryptanalysis job to publicly search
through a huge cipher space, e.g. more than 264 .

14.2.2

Cheating

For the thesis we created three different simulators (one-dimensional cellular automata simulator, n-dimensional cellular automata simulator, and SimPeerfect) for simulating and evaluating
the static as well as the adaptive cheat detection approaches. Thus, we plan to ﬁnish the implementation of the cheat detection mechanisms in VoluntLib. Additionally, we will implement
real-world prototypes based on VoluntLib. Then, we will evaluate the behaviors of our detection
mechanisms in a real-world scenario, e.g. the aforementioned 264 challenge we plan to create.
Thus, we can secure the challenge against cheaters and attackers making it more likely to success.
Future work could analyze how cheat detection results can be further used to exclude cheaters
from volunteer computing systems and reduce the detection by doing so. Furthermore, it could
examine how such a node exclusion can be used by attackers to remove well-behaved nodes and
how to prohibit this.

A
Appendix

A.1

Epoch Distribution Algorithm Pseudo Code

In this appendix we present the complete pseudo code of the epoch distribution algorithm.
In the following, we show the pseudo code of the initialization method of the epoch algorithm:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

15

/*
* Initialization method of the epoch algorithm
*/
init () {
B_local = 0;
// Set the local bitmask to 0 meaning nothing has been computed
i_local = 0;
// Set the local epoch index to 0 ( = first epoch )
R_local = { };
// Set the local result set to empty
startMessageListener () ;
// Start a message listener ; the algorithm receives asynchronous
messages
wait (t);
// Wait t seconds before start ; in this time the algorithm already
receives messages of its neighbors
} // end init ()
L ISTING A.1: Initialization method of the epoch algorithm

Here, we present the receiving method of the epoch algorithm. Every time a message is received
from one of the neighbors, this code is executed:
1
2

/*
* Method to receive data from the neighbors of the epoch algorithm
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*/
onReceive ( B_neighbor , i_neighbor , R_neighbor ){
sync ( epoch ){
// epoch is a mutex ; it guards the access of local B , i , and R
updated_state = false ;
// start with the assumption that the states did not change
R_temp = R_local ;
B_temp = B_local
// we copy the local state to temp variables ; we need that to
test later on , if something changed
if ( i_neighbor >= i_local ){
// New or current epoch ; old epochs are ignored
if ( i_neighbor > i_local ){
// new epoch => we can delete all local data
i_local = i_neighbor ;
B_local = 0;
// delete the bitmask , because all data from neighbor is new
updated_state = true ;
} // end if ( i_neighbor > i_local )
B_local = B_local | B_neighbor ;
// combine local bitmask with neighbor bitmask using local
OR - function
R_local = merge ( R_local , R_neighbor );
// combine the results ; i.e. keep the " best " results
if (( R_temp != R_local ) || ( B_temp != B_local )) {
// we have new entries in the local bitmask or new results
updated_state = true ;
} // end if (( R_temp != R_local ) || ( B_temp != B_local ))
if ( updated_state ){
sendToNeighbors ( B_local , i_local , R_local );
// send new data to all neighbors
} // end if ( updated_state )
} // end if ( i_neighbor >= i_local )
} // end sync ( epoch )
} // end onReceive ( B_neighbor , i_neighbor , R_neighbor )
L ISTING A.2: Method to receive data from the neighbors of the epoch algorithm

The following code shows the main loop of the epoch algorithm. This loop is executed until no
subjob is left that could be computed by the peer:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

/*
* Main - method of the epoch algorithm
*/
epochAlgorithm () {
init () ;
// Initialize the epoch algorithm
while ( true ) do {

A.1 Epoch Distribution Algorithm Pseudo Code
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sync ( epoch ){
chunk_index = getFreeChunkIndex () ;
// select random a free subjob
if ( chunk_index == -1){
// no non - computed subjob within this epoch
if ( i_local == i_LAST ){
// successfully computed last epoch completely ; algorithm
terminates
return ;
} // end if ( i_local == i_LAST )
i_local ++;
// go to next epoch
B_local = 0;
// clear bitmask
chunk_index = getFreeChunkIndex () ;
// get new subjob from new epoch to compute
} // end if ( chunk_index == -1)
curr_epoch_index = i_local ;
// memorize current epoch
C = getChunkFromIndex ( chunk_index );
// get subjob corresponding to the index
} // end sync ( epoch )
R = calculateChunk (C , curr_epoch_index , chunk_index );
// compute the subjob
sync ( epoch ){
R_temp = R_local ;
// memorize current results . We will flood only if something
changed
R_local = merge ( R_local , R);
// combine results
if ( curr_epoch_index == i_local ){
// epoch did not change since we started
B_temp = B_local ;
// memorize local Bitmask to see if something changed
B_local = setBit ( B_local , chunk_index );
if (( R_temp != R_local ) || ( B_temp != B_local )){
sendToNeighbors ( B_local , i_local , R_local );
// if something changed we send the state to all neighbors
} // end if (( R_temp != R_local ) || ( B_temp != B_local ))
} // end if ( curr_epoch_index == i_local )
} // end sync ( epoch )
} // end while ( true ) do
} // end epochAlgorithm ()
L ISTING A.3: Main-method of the epoch algorithm
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Sliding Window Distribution Algorithm Pseudo Code

In this appendix we present the complete pseudo code of the sliding window distribution algorithm.
In the following, we show the pseudo code of the initialization method of the sliding window
algorithm:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14

15

/*
* Initialization method of the window algorithm
*/
init () {
W_local = 0;
// Set the local window to 0 meaning nothing has been computed
o_local = 0;
// Local window offset is 0 meaning the window is located at the
beginning of the computation space
R_local = { };
// Resultset is also empty
startMessageListener () ;
// Start a message listener ; the algorithm receives asynchronous
messages
wait (t);
// Wait t seconds before start ; in this time the algorithm already
receives messages of its neighbors
} // end init ()
L ISTING A.4: Initialization method of the window algorithm

Here, we present the receiving method of the sliding window algorithm. Every time a message
is received from one of the neighbors, this code is executed:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13
14

/*
* Method to receive data from the neighbors of the window algorithm
*/
onReceiveMessage ( W_neighbor , o_neighbor , R_neighbor ){
sync ( window ){
// window is a mutex ; it guards the access of local W , o , and R
updated_state = false ;
// start with the assumption that the states did not change
R_temp = R_local ;
W_temp = W_local ;
o_temp = o_local ;
// we copy the local state to temp variables ; we need that to
test later on , if something changed
if ( o_local != o_neighbor ){
// slide both windows ; thus , the offsets are the same

A.2 Sliding Window Distribution Algorithm Pseudo Code
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while ( o_local < o_neighbor ) do {
// as long as the offset of the neighbor is less than the local
offset
for (i =1;i < W_WIDTH ;i ++) {
W_local [i -1] = W_local [i]
// shift the complete window one byte to the left
} // end for ( int i =1;i < W_WIDTH ;i ++)
W_local [ W_WIDTH -1] = 0;
// set the last position of the window to 0
o_local = o_local + 1;
// increment the window offset
} // end while ( o_local < o_neighbor ) do
while ( o_neighbor < o_local ) do {
// as long as the local offset is less than the offset of the
neighbor
for (i =1;i < W_WIDTH ;i ++) {
W_neighbor [i -1] = W_neighbor [i]
// shift the complete window one byte to the left
} // end for ( int i =1;i < W_WIDTH ;i ++)
W_neighbor [ W_WIDTH -1] = 0;
// set the last position of the window to 0
o_neighbor = o_neighbor + 1;
// increment the window offset
} // end while ( o_neighbor < o_local ) do
if ( o_temp < o_local ){
// the local offset has been changed , thus , the local state has
been changed
updated_state = true ;
} // end if ( o_temp < o_local )
} // end if ( o_local != o_neighbor )
W_local = W_local | W_neighbor ;
// combine windows using logical OR - function
R_local = merge ( R_local , R_neighbor );
// combine the results using the merge method
if (( R_temp != R_local ) ||( B_temp != B_local )){
// we new set bits in the local window or new results
updated_state = true ;
} // end if (( R_temp != R_local ) ||( B_temp != B_local ))
if ( updated_state == true ){
sendToNeighbors ( B_local , I_local , R_local );
} // end if ( updated_state == true )
} // end sync ( window )
} // end onReceiveMessage ( W_neighbor , o_neighbor , R_neighbor )
L ISTING A.5: Method to receive data from the neighbors of the window algorithm
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The following code shows the main loop of the sliding window algorithm. This loop is executed
until no subjob is left that could be computed by the peer:
1
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/*
* Main - method of the window algorithm
*/
windowAlgorithm () {
init () ;
// Initialize the window algorithm
while ( true ) do {
sync ( window ){
// Slide window until the least significant bit is 0
while ( W_local [0] == 1 && o_local < MAX_OFFSET ){
for (i =1; i < W_WIDTH ; i ++) {
W_local [i -1] = W_local [i ];
} // end for (i =1; i < W_WIDTH ; i ++)
W_local [ W_WIDTH - 1] = 0;
o_local ++;
} // end while ( W_local [0] == 1 && o_local < MAX_OFFSET )
chunk_index = getFreeChunkIndex () ;
// select a random free subjob to compute
if ( chunk_index == -1 && o_local = MAX_OFFSET ){
// no subjobs left to compute
return ;
} // end if ( chunk_index == -1 && o_local = MAX_OFFSET )
C = getChunkFromIndex ( chunk_index , o_local );
// select the subjob corresponding to the index and the offset
} // end sync ( window )
R = calculateChunk (C , chunk_index );
// compute the subjob and return the results
sync ( window ){
R_temp = R_local ;
// memorize current results . We will flood only if something
changed
R_local = merge ( R_local , R);
// merge the results
W_temp = W_local ;
// memorize current window to see if something changed
W_local = setBit ( W_local , chunk_index );
if ( ( R_temp != R_local ) || ( W_temp != W_local ) ){
sendToNeighbors ( W_local , o_local , R_local );
} // end if ( ( R_temp != R_local ) || ( W_temp != W_local ) )
} // end sync ( window )
} // end while ( true ) do
} // end windowAlgorithm ()
L ISTING A.6: Main-method of the window algorithm
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Extended Epoch Distribution Algorithm Pseudo Code

In this appendix we present the complete pseudo code of the extended epoch distribution algorithm.
In the following, we show the pseudo code of the initialization method of the extended epoch
algorithm:
1
2
3
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15

16

/*
* Initialization method of the extended epoch algorithm
*/
init () {
B_local_a = 0;
B_local_b = 0;
// Set the local bitmasks to 0 meaning nothing has been computed
i_local = 0;
// Set the local epoch index to 0 ( = first epoch )
R_local = { };
// Set the local result set to empty
startMessageListener () ;
// Start a message listener ; the algorithm receives asynchronous
messages
wait (t);
// Wait t seconds before start ; in this time the algorithm already
receives messages of its neighbors
} // end init ()
L ISTING A.7: Initialization method of the extended epoch algorithm

Here, we present the receiving method of the extended epoch algorithm. Every time a message
is received from one of the neighbors, this code is executed:
1
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13

/*
* Method to receive data from the neighbors of the extended epoch
algorithm
*/
onReceive ( B_neighbor_a , B_neighbor_b , i_neighbor , R_neighbor ){
sync ( epoch ){
// epoch is a mutex ; it guards the access of local B , i , and R
updated_state = false ;
// start with the assumption that the states did not change
R_temp = R_local ;
B_temp_a = B_local_a
B_temp_b = B_local_b
// we copy the local state to temp variables ; we need that to
test later on , if something changed
if ( i_neighbor >= i_local ){
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if ( i_local == i_neighbor ){
// same epoch index ; thus we can just OR everything
B_local_a = B_local_a | B_neighbor_a ;
B_local_b = B_local_b | B_neighbor_b ;
} // end if ( i_local == i_neighbor )
if ( i_local + 1 == i_neighbor ){
// neighbor is one ahead of us ; thus we have to combine ours
and his
B_local_a = B_local_b | B_neighbor_a ;
B_local_b = B_local_b ;
} // end if ( i_local + 1 == i_neighbor )
if ( i_local < i_neighbor + 2) {
// everything of the neighbor is newer ; thus , we overwrite
ours with neighbor data
B_local_a = B_neighbor_a ;
B_local_b = B_neighbor_b ;
updated_state = true ;
} // end ( i_local < i_neighbor + 2)
i_local = i_neighbor ;
// combine local bitmask with neighbor bitmask using local
OR - function
R_local = merge ( R_local , R_neighbor );
// combine the results ; i.e. keep the " best " results
if (( R_temp != R_local ) || ( B_temp_a != B_local_a ) || ( B_temp_b
!= B_local_b )) {
// we have new entries in the local bitmask or new results
updated_state = true ;
} // end if (( R_temp != R_local ) || ( B_temp != B_local ))
if ( updated_state ){
sendToNeighbors ( B_local_a , B_local_b , i_local , R_local );
// send new data to all neighbors
} // end if ( updated_state )
} // end if ( i_neighbor >= i_local )
} // end sync ( epoch )
} // end onReceive ( B_neighbor , i_neighbor , R_neighbor )
L ISTING A.8: Method to receive data from the neighbors of the extended epoch algorithm

The following code shows the main loop of the extended epoch algorithm. This loop is executed
until no subjob is left that could be computed by the peer:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

/*
* Main - method of the extended epoch algorithm
*/
extendedEpochAlgorithm () {
init () ;
// Initialize the extended epoch algorithm
while ( true ) do {
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sync ( epoch ){
chunk_index = getFreeChunkIndex ( B_local_a , B_local_b );
// select random a free subjob
if ( chunk_index == -1){
// no non - computed subjob within this epoch
if ( i_local == i_LAST ){
// successfully computed last epoch completely ; algorithm
terminates
return ;
} // end if ( i_local == i_LAST )
i_local ++;
// go to next epoch
B_local_a = B_local_b ;
B_local_b = 0;
// change b to a
chunk_index = getFreeChunkIndex ( B_local_a , B_local_b );
// get new subjob from new epoch to compute
} // end if ( chunk_index == -1)
curr_epoch_index = i_local ;
// memorize current epoch
C = getChunkFromIndex ( chunk_index );
// get subjob corresponding to the index
} // end sync ( epoch )
R = calculateChunk (C , curr_epoch_index , chunk_index );
// compute the subjob
sync ( epoch ){
R_temp = R_local ;
// memorize current results . We will flood only if something
changed
R_local = merge ( R_local , R);
// combine results
if ( curr_epoch_index == i_local ){
// epoch did not change since we started
B_temp_a = B_local_a ;
B_temp_b = B_local_b ;
// memorize local Bitmask to see if something changed
B_local = setBit ( B_local_a , B_local_b , chunk_index );
if (( R_temp != R_local ) || ( B_temp_a != B_local_a ) ||
( B_temp_b != B_local_b )){
sendToNeighbors ( B_local_a , B_local_b , i_local , R_local );
// if something changed we send the state to all neighbors
} // end if (( R_temp != R_local ) || ( B_temp != B_local ))
} // end if ( curr_epoch_index == i_local )
} // end sync ( epoch )
} // end while ( true ) do
} // end extendedEpochAlgorithm ()
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L ISTING A.9: Main-method of the extended epoch algorithm

The next pseudo code shows the selection of a free bit out of the bitmasks a and b.
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/*
* Method to get a chunk id from both bitmasks
*/
getFreeChunkIndex ( B_local_a , B_local_b ){
// first , we compute the amount of set bits of bitmask a
fillrate = 0;
for (i =0;i < B_local_a . length () ;i ++) {
if ( B_local_a [i] == 1) {
fillrate ++;
} // end if ( b_local_a [i] == 1)
} // end for (i =0;i < B_local_a . size () ;i ++)
fillrate = fillrate / B_local_a . length () ;
// bitmask a has not enough 1 bits ; thus we go on with it
if ( fillrate < 0.8) {
return getFreeChunkIndex ( B_local_a );
} // end if ( fillrate < 0.8)
rnd = random_number (0 ,1.0) ; // get random number between 0 and 1.0
if ( rnd < 0.2) {
// with probability of 20% , select a bit of bitmask a
return getFreeChunkIndex ( B_local_a );
} else {
// with probability of 80% , select a bit of bitmask b
return getFreeChunkIndex ( B_local_b );
} // end if ( rnd < 0.2)
} // end getFreeChunkIndex ( B_local_a , B_local_b )
L ISTING A.10: Method to get a chunk id from both bitmasks
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